
This Durante Creature believes 
time can be made additive if 
only it can be wrought into a 
linear mode, which he appears 
to have accomplished. 

12 Additivity of processing times from 
separate subsystems and related issues 

Various types of additivity have always played an important role in mathe
matics, both in its pure and applied forms. In attempting to ascertain the 
characteristics of a physical system, physicists and engineers typically have at 
their disposal some type of physical input and output measure on strong 
scales (e.g .• ratio or log interval) and the possibility of some type of additivity 
expressed in those scales. With a few exceptions, experimental behavioral 
psychology has had a paucity of such outputs to study; often a single discrete 
response represents the entire train of internal information processing. Reac
tion time (RT), which appears to lie on a strong continuous physica,l scale and 
to be strategically related to a number of interesting psychological variables, 
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has been a mainstay in almost all areas of experimental psychology; hence the 
interest in stochastic latency theory throughout this book. 

It was natural for nineteenth-century investigators of psychological phe
nomena, primarily physiologists and physicists, to turn toRT as one oftheir 
tools . Since these early times (roughly 1850 on), there has been a tremendous 
amount of work accomplished using RT. Much of this work has been oriented 
toward assumptions that result in average RT being linearly related to certain 
experimental manipulations. 

However, it may help to give some perspective to the present issue to 
acknowledge the importance of assumptions of additivity in science and 
accordingly how ubiquitously additivity (or equivalently, linearity) forms one 
of the base postulates of applied mathematical developments . Although the 
exact assumptions differ from theory to theory, it is apparent that linearity 
plays a strategic role in multivariate analysis and analysis of variance, factor 
analysis, functional measurement (Anderson 1970), and additive conjoint 
measurement (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, & Tversky 1971). All these methods are 
important in psychology. Even when we know linearity does not strictly hold, 
it is often to our advantage to obtain the approximate linear description . For 
instance, even a simple pendulum is a nonlinear system but may be fruitfully 
approximated in a linear fashion (Saaty & Bram 1964: 178), and the auditory 
system is known to evidence nonlinearities (e.g., in the phenomenon known 
as combination tones, where frequencies other than those entering the ear 
may be heard) but is seemingly well modeled by a linear system at relatively 
low sound levels. Of course, in some cases it is possible, if often cumbersome, 
to extend a method or theory to nonlinear domains, as in the instances of 
nonlinear factor analysis or in polynomial conjoint measurement. 

Linearity does not always enter in the same fashion in different theories or 
methods. Thus, the assumption of additivity of processing times across sub
systems in psychology differs markedly from the linearity in the relation of 
the magnitude of the input to the magnitude of the output that is the standard 
assumption of linear systems theory, as will be seen below. In fact, we will 
later suggest that increased application of traditional linear systems theory on 
the turf of cognitive psychology might be fruitful, particularly as investi~ 
gators become sufficiently intrepid to hypothesize what is being processed at 
a certain stage and how much of it, or some transformation of it, is fed into 
other subsystems. Application of the additive factor method (defined below) 
and similar techniques may improve our ability and perhaps make us less 
timorous with regard to the latter, more ambitious undertaking. 

In the first major section below, a recently proposed improvement on a tra~ 
ditional RT method of uncovering psychological processes is discussed with 
regard to serial and parallel systems, and theorems are presented on systems 
that do or do not yield RT additivity in such methods. In the second section, 
some concepts from axiomatic, particularly conjoint, measurement theqty 
will be discussed with special reference to the proper measurement scale lor 
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Fig. 12.1. A schematic illustrating the assumptions of Donders' subtractive 

method. 

reaction ti~e and to the related question of whether ar1y transformations of 
'reaction time can induce additivity. A brief consideration of the use of 
dimensional analysis in psychology will also be taken up here. In the final 
topic to be considered in this chapter, we shall take a short look at linear sys
tems theory with particular regard to the type of RT additivity treated in the 
first section. That is, we will ask if there are circumstances where it might 
make sense to assume linearity both in the input-output magnitudes or 
amplitudes as well as in the separate processing times. Such questions are also 
entertained in reference to finite-state automata. 

The additive factor method apd subsystems arranged serially or in parallel 

Every graduate student of experimental psychology learns that an early 
method of elucidating cognitive processes involved tqe subtracticm of mean 
RTs of one condition from those of another in order to arrive at th~.supposed 
time of a mental operation (see, e.g., Danders 1868, Wuncjt 1894; see also 
Fig. 12.1). When mental operations are arranged serially and wpen changing 
task demands lead to the complete elimination of an operation' qr stage, we 
have the notion of a Donderian system and a technique known as the method 
of subtraction. This method has never been wholeheartedly accepted, although 
it is still practiced from time to time. The term stage used in this w.ay has been 
much employed but rarely or never given rigoroHs mathematical definition in 
the psychological literature. Recall, however, that in the present w~r~ we 
defined stage to demarcate the duration between the successive complettons 
of two elements undergoing processing (see Chapters 1-3). There is a need to 
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Fig. 12.2. A schematic illustrating the assumptions of Sternberg's additive 
factor method. 

keep the theory regarding the elements being processed clearly distinct from 
the theory concerning the mechanisms doing the processing. Even though 
there are many overlaps in the theory and mathematical formalisms associ
ated with the two, some otherwise knotty theoretical dilemmas can be 
avoided or clarified by maintaining the distinction. 

We shall therefore return to our previous terminology where a system is a 
real biological, psychological, or other physical entity, whereas model is the 
mathematical structure presuming to describe the system, make predictions 
about it, and so on. Instead of a stage being added, delet.ed, or otherwise 
affected by experimental procedure, we shall speak of a subsystem or sub
process as being so affected. However, we wish to first introduce a recently 
proposed and highly influential method that weakens the assumptions behind 
Donders' method of subtraction, in the fashion in which it was presented by 
its author, in order to do as little violence as possible to the original ideas. The 
approach, developed by Sternberg (1969a, b), is called the additive factor 
method, and is schematized in Fig. 12.2. As noted, it no longer is necessary to 
postulate that one can insert or take away the contribution of complete stages 
by experimental manipulations. Rather, it is supposed that experimental fac
tors might be found that, when varied, will affect the mean processing time 
of separate stages. Figure 12.3a illustrates the additive factor method in a 
prototypical experimental situation when additivity does hold. In a real 
experiment corresponding to Fig. 12.3a, the sample mean RTs would approx
imate the expected RTs shown there. If RT1 - RT3 is more or less than 
RT2 - RT4 , then an interaction has been found. According to the additive 
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Fig. 12.3. (a) Graph of a hypothetical additive factor experiment with two 
levels of each factor. Additivity is seen to hold. (b) Graph of a hypothetical 
additive factor experiment with two levels of each factor. Additivity does not 
hold. 

factor method, such an interaction indicates that factors X 0 and Xb both 
affect the same stage, as shown in Fig. l2.3b, and an additivity indicates that 
X 0 and Xb affect different serial stages. Thus, for Sternberg, mean RT addi
tivity should be a fundamental condition for defining a stage of processing. 
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Because experimental factors can often be at least intuitively associated with 
seemingly separate cognitive operations, the method promises a way of deter
mining which such operations can be segregated into potentially distinct pro
cessing stages. 

Although Sternberg (1969a, b) postponed a precise definition of stage to 
await further research, he suggested some potential conditions that might be 
incorporated into such a definition: 

l. The output or product of a stage should not be affected by factors influ
encing its duration. 

2. The stages in a series should be functionally interesting, qualitatively dif
ferent, and reasonable in light of other knowledge of psychological behavior. 

3. A stage should be able to process only one input or signal at a time. 
4. Stage durations should be stochastically independent, i.e., !abUa. tb) = 

faUa)fb(tb) in serial systems. . 
Anticipating our own approach, we do not believe that an interaction 

should be taken as suggesting a single processing unit (stage, subsystem, or 
whatever) unless there are other, very strong reasons for doing so. On the 
other hand, a strong finding of additivity does suggest separate processing 
operations to us, at least in a systemic sense. 

It is our view that mean RT additivity (and at some point various psycho
logically important types of interactions) should be logically and mathe
matically investigated with regard to what types of subsystem hookups do or 
do not violate it. Very little has been published that is relevant to this aim. 

A major goal of the present chapter will be to begin such an investigation. 
However, a brief comment on the ancillary "potential" conditions is in 
order, centered around the attitude that it is more fruitful to investigate the 
various facets of coupled interactions of subsystems than to emphasize the 
defining of a particular type of subsystem (in this case, stage). These remarks 
are not intended as a criticism of Sternberg's considered usage of conditions 
1-4 (particularly since Sternberg's suggestions were only tentative) so much 
as an attempt to see how they intersect with our approach. 

First, condition 1 rules out many interesting subsystems - for example, 
ones where the integrity of-the input affects its processing duration. Num
ber 2 is a reasonable requisite for a psychologically viable subsystem. Re
quirement 3 must be ruled out as a condition in our approach because it pre
cludes parallel processing by a single subsystem, which there is reason to 
believe is an important type of functioning in neurological complexes (Gross
berg 1978). Finally, condition 4 should not be a requirement, although it cer
tainly renders system analysis more facile. Sternberg (1969a, b) himself did 
not assume condition 4 in his development of the additive factor method. 

We next turn to our own definitions and then demonstrate the most natural 
(and obvious) class of systems that produce mean RT additivity. The logical 
independence of additivity and stochastic independence is also demonstrated. 
Other aspects and potential pitfalls associated with the procedure are men
tioned. 

,. 

/:' 
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The following subsection discusses a class of distribution-free independent 
parallel models and presents two results indicating the difficulty or impossi
bility of their predicting mean RT additivity. Next, a characteristic function 
approach to RT additivity is taken with the result that the potential class of 
models satisfying the constraint in a strong form is essentially that of stochas
tically independent serial models. Finally, the models of a class of distribution
free mean-additive serial systems is exhibited and the failure of the class of 
independent parallel models (mentioned above) to predict mean additivity is 
related to some parallel-serial nonequivalence theorems. These are then given 
specific form with the aid of exponential intercompletion time models. 

Let us now attempt to be more precise concerning the additive factor 
method. RT is, as usual, considered to be represented as a random variable in 
this book. 

We adopt the following notation: 

S=total (real) system under observation 
S;=subsystem of particular interest, i=a, b, ... 

RT =overall reaction time random variable 
X;=experimentally manipulable factor, formalized as a set; 

in particular circumstance, may be a numerical scale of 
some sort, i=a, b, ... 

T =random variable representing the time duration of the 
entire system S from time t = 0 to completion of all 
processing 

T;=random variable representing the duration of serial 
subsystemS;, i=a, b, ... 

T; =random variable representing the duration of parallel 
subsystemS;, i=a, b, ... 

!;, F;, F; =density function, distribution function, and survivor 
function on the T;, respectively, of subsystems arranged 
serially, i=a, b, c,: .. 

g;, G;, G;= density function, distribution function, and survivor 
function on the T ;, respectively, of subsystems arranged 
(independently) in parallel, i =a, b, c, ... 

The probability functions (/;etc.) are assumed to be functions of the X; sets 
so that, for instance, we have f;(t;; X;) as the density function on the process
ing duration consumed by subsystemS; under the influence of x; EX;. When 
not concerned with a particular value x;, we shall often just refer to X;. If, in 
fact, the two subsystems Sa. Sb are functioning serially and in a stochastically 
independent fashion, and factor X; affects only S; (i=a, b), then the overall 
density function on total processing duration for both subsystems is the con
volution (see, e.g., Chapter 3) 

fab(t; X a, X b) =fa(t; Xa) * fb(t; X b) 
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Of course, in general, for a given t, 

!ab(t;Xa,Xb):XaXXb-+ R+ and ~"" fab(t;Xa,Xb) dt=1 
0 
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that is, f is a mapping from the Cartesian product of the sets Xa,Xb into the 
positive real numbers with total measure 1, as befits a density function. 

It follows immediately that, in this serial case, the overall mean processing 
time is an additive function of the factors Xa and Xb, 

(12.1) 
' 

This result is the basis of the additive factor method. Note, though, that 
whereas we have shown seriality of the subsystems to be sufficient for mean 
RT additivity, we have not demonstrated that it is necessary, and in fact, as 
we will see, it is not. Some parallel models do predict mean RT additivity. 
However, we will also demonstrate that some quite broad classes of parallel 
systems do not. 

Sternberg (1969a: 280) also stated that (standard) serial short-term memory 
search (see Chapter 6) can be characterized as a special ca/!e of the additive 
factor method and consequently, so can Danders' subtractive method. 
A serial scanning model results when X a, Xb, Xc, ... are each such that X;= 
(0, 1) and 

if subsystem i is present 
if subsystem i is absent, i=a, b, c, ... 

where subsystem S; contributes a nonzero duration if and only if x; = 1. In this 
event, E(T;xa,Xb, ... )=E(Ta;Xa)+E(Tb;xb)+ ···and mean RT is addi
tive. Further, .one may estimate E( T;; X;) if the Xj can be set to zero for every 
j ;e. i, for instance, by task manipulation. If E(T;; 1) =E(Tj; 1) for all i and j, 
the standard serial model results. If E(T;; 1) = 1 /u, where u is the exponential 
rate, the standard exponential serial model is produced. 

If S; is a location in a memory storage buffer and X;= 1 or 0 corresponds to 
the presence or absence of an item in S;, then in this characterization the 
search of a buffer location consumes time if and only if there is an item 
present. Note that in this particular example, a larger value of xi decreases 
speed rather than increasing it, as we usually assume in this chapter. We shali 
bring up the parallel analog of this special case after Proposition 12.4 below. 

In most applications of the additive factor method two or more factors are 
manipulated - for example, X a and Xb (i.e., select different members from 
the respective sets) - and then an analysis of variance is performed to test for 
main effects and for interactions among the factors. If all interactions are 
nonsignificant, then one concludes that there do indeed exist two separate 
serial subsystems. 

There is something of an inductive asymmetry in the method. If one finds 
solid evidence for additivity, then support is immediately accrued for serialis
tic additive sybsystems or for nonserial subsystems that are interdependent in 
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Fig. 12.4. Schematia showing that a two-way interaction could occur via a 
third stage or operation (S0 ). If a third factor X 0 could be found that influ
ences only S0 and S0 , or only S0 and Sb, but not all three, no three-way inter
action would appear. Thus, the experimenter could conclude that two sepa
rate stages sa and sb existed. 

an additive fashion. On the other hand, if two factors that are thought to 
affect separate subsystems interact, perhaps one has chosen the wrong fac
tors, and maybe further search will lead to two other factors that are also 
believed to affect those subsystems but which do not interact. This is some
thing like the classic search for a nonblack crow in an infinite population of 
crows (assuming the definition of crow does not imply blackness): No matter 
how many crows one inspects, there is always the possibility that the next 
time one will finally find a crow of a different color. 

A related problem is that a single two-factor experiment with factors X 0 

and Xb may exhibit a two-way interaction because the two factors affect a 
subsystem in common (So) although they also affect two other subsystems 
(S0 , Sb) separately (see Fig. 12.4). This problem can in principle be solved (if 
one has reason to suspect its presence) by manipulating a third factor X that 
does not affect the common subsystem but does affect one or both of the 
"unique" subsystems. The absence of a three-way interaction suggests the 
existence of the two unique subsystems, So and Sb. Hence, So and Sb con
tribute additively toRT. The factors Xa and Xb do not selectively influence 
these subsystems, however, and so their additivity is empirically disguised. 
This is not the only possible conclusion from such a finding, although it does 
seem a plausible one. 

Quite different problems relate to the statistical testing of additivity. 
Because additivity is usually the nilll hypothesis, "proving" the null hypothe
sis is .equivalent to supporting separate subsystems (as well as, potentially, 
certain types of connections, as iii serial hookups). The supposition that any 
functional subsystems of the brain are purely additive is a strong claim, so 
that special insurance should be taken to preclude indiscriminate acceptance 
of the null hypothesis. Sternberg (1969a) points out this pitfall and recom
mends several types of insurance - for instance, that investigators employ a 
Type I error probability equal to that of some reasonable theoretical alterna
tive Type II error likelihood, rather than the typical a= .05. However, many 
papers have appeared where this caveat has not been heeded. 

Other difficulties of unknown severity arise from the assumptions in the 
analysis-of-variance methodology of normality and homogeneity of variance 
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both of which are obviously violated in typical RT data. Recently, however, 
~shby an~ Townsend (1980) suggesteda nonparametric alternative to analy
sts of vanan~e, ba~ed o~ the RT distributions rather than the means, which 

·can be use~ m conJu_nctton with the additive factor method, in the same way 
that ana_Jysts of vanance can, but which avoids many of its inappropriate 
assumptiOns . 

. We now turn _to the problem of summarizing the behavior of serial systems 
with regard to mfluences of the experimental factors x and x F · 
. }" • • • a b· or SliD-
~ Ictty, we contmue to assume Sa always processes its input first and that this 
ts follo~ed by Sb working on its input, which is typically the output of s . We 
ass~me_ In th~ following proposition that the first- and second-order p;rtial' 
denvative~ extst and are continuous over the positive real line. When we wish 
to emphastze that the expectation is taken relative to Ta, Tb, or both, we write 
Eo(·), Eu(·), or Eab(·), respectively. 

~roposition 12:1: (~)Mean RT additivity holds if Xa affects only the distribtfo 
~ton ?f processt~g ttme on To and Xb affects only the distribution of process• 
mg time on Tb, Irrespective of Ta, in the sense that 

foUa;Xa,Xb) =faUa; Xa) (12.2a) 
and 

02 "" oo 

axaaxb L L !aUa;Xu)fuUb;Xa,Xb I ta)tb dtb dta=O (12.2b) 

(i~) M~an RT additivity may not hold if Xa affects the distribution of pro
c_essmg time Tb or Xb affects the distribution of processing time Ta in addi
tiOn to Xo affecting that of Ta and Xb that of Tb. 

Proof: (i) Mean RT additivity holds if 

Now 

a2 
!l . !l Eob(Ta+Tb;X0 ,Xu)=O 
vX0 vXb (12.3) 

00 00 

Eab(Ta+Tb; Xo,Xb) = t L foUa;Xa)fb(tb; Xa,Xb I 10 ) (/0 + tb) dlb dta 

00 00 

=Ea(Ta;Xo)+ f f foUo;Xa)fb(tb;Xa,Xb I la)lb dtb d/
0 0 0 

=Ea(Ta;Xa)+Ea[Eb(Tb;Xa,Xb I T
0

)J 

T~king the sec?nd mixed partial derivative produces 0 as a result, which im
plies the functional representation 

Ea(T0 ;Xa)=a(Xa) 

EnfE~-.(T,.:Xn. X .. l T~H =h. t y_ \ -~ h~t ¥. 1 
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so that 
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Eab(Ta + Tb;Xa,Xb) =a(Xa) + b, (Xa) +b2(Xb) 

=a'(X0 )+b'(Xb) 

are additive functions of Xa and Xb. 
(ii) Let 

and 

1 
fb(tb;Xa,Xb I Ia) = -- exp[ -tb/(XaXb)], 0 ~ tb <oo 

XaXb 

Then Eq. l2.2a holds but Eq. 12.2b does not; in particular, 

and in fact, 

Eab(Ta+ Tb;xa. xb) =Xa +XaXb 

clearly an interactive function of X0 and xb. D 

Strictly, Eq. 12.3 implies linearity so that, in general 

E 0 b(T0 + Tb; X0 ,Xb) =E0 (T0 ; X0 ) +Eb(Tb;xb) + C 

where Cis a constant, but this in no way affects the outcome because C can 
be absorbed into a'(Xa) or b'(Xb). . 

It may be observed that if we postulated that the expectation of T b were 
either a function of Xa alone or a nonadditive function of X 0 and Xb, then 
Eq. 12.3 would imply that 

Ea[Eb(Tb;Xa,Xb ITa)] =b(Xo) 

A simple example of part (i) of Proposition 12.1 would be to let fa(ta; X0 ) 

be as in part (ii) of the above proof, but let 

1 
fb(tb; Xa, Xo I Ia) =- exp[- (tb/Xb)] 

xb 

that is, not a function of Xa or ta. 
One intriguing property of the additive factor method is that one may 

obtain mean RT additivity even though the within-trial time contributions of 
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separate subsystems are not independent, even in serial systems. The indepen
dence we refer to here is the so-called stochastic independence and corre
sponds to what we referred to elsewhere in the book as across-stage indepen
dence. The two are equivalent because the intercompletion times of subsys
tems play a formal role analogous to the intercompletion times of elements 
referred to in earlier chapters. Even though we wish to make the formal simi
larity evident, we shall use somewhat distinct terminology where it seems 
appropriate in order to make clear that we are modeling different material 
situations. Thus, we will refer here to stochastic independence between sub
systems rather than to across-stage independence. 

The following proposition clarifies the relationship between stochastic 
independence and mean RT additivity. 

Proposition 12.2: Mean RT additivity is logically independent of stochastic 
independence. 

Proof: To prove this we need to exhibit four models: (1) mean RT additive 
and stochastically independent; (2) mean RT interactive and stochastically 
independent; (3) mean RT additive but stochastically dependent; (4) mean 
RT interactive and stochastically dependent. The proof will be carried out 
within the context of the serial model. Thus, T 0 , Tb are both the intercomple
tion time random variables as well as the actual processing time random vari
ables for the models of systems Sa and Sb. 

For stochastic independence to hold, it is clearly necessary and sufficient 
that 

fob Ua. tb; Xa. X b) =faUa;Xa, xb)fb(tb; Xa. Xb) 

Notice that it is not necessary that fa.fb be functions only of X0 , xb, respec
tively, although that might occur [i.e., / 0 (10 ; X 0 , X b) =f0 (t0 ; X 0 ), for example]. 
Similarly, for mean RT additivity to hold it is necessary and sufficient that 

Eab(T;X0 , Xb) =Eab(Ta+ Tb;X0 ,Xb) =a(X0 ) +b(xb) 

(1) Mean RT additive and stochastically independent. Obviously this can 
readily be obtained by setting 

fob <to. tb; Xa, X b) =faUa;Xa)fb(tb; Xb) 

Stochastic independence is thereby fulfilled and 
co 00 

Eab (Ta + Tb; Xa, X b)= l l faUa; Xa)fb(tb; Xb) Ua + tb) dtb dta 
0 0 

=Ea(Ta;X0 ) +Eb(Tb;xb) =a(X0 ) + b(xb) 

As an example, let Xi=R+, i=a, b. Then, 

faUa;Xa)=Xa exp(-Xala), fb(tb;xb)=Xb exp(-xbtb) 
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where Xa, Xb EXa, Xb, respectively. Thus, the experimental factors are the 
rates in the independent serial exponential densities. 

(2) Mean RT interactive and stochastically independent. This case is pro
duced when, f9r example, 

fabUa. tb; Xa, X b) =faUa; Xa)fb (tb; Xa, xb) 

The stochastic independence is evident and the mean RT interaction comes 
from 

Eab(Ta+Tb;Xa,Xb} =Ea(Ta;X0 ) +Eb(Tb;X11 ,Xb) 

as is readily demonstrated by integration where Eb(Tb; Xa, xb) does not fur
ther devolve into an additive function of Xa and xb· One example was given in 
the proof of part (ii) of Proposition 12.1. Another similar example is found 
with X;=R+, i=a, b, and 

!aU a; Xa) =Xa exp( -Xa fa) 

fb(tb;X0 ,Xb) =XaXb exp( -XaXb tb) 

(3) MeanRT additive and stochastically dependent. Here we require 

fabUa. tb; Xa, Xb) ~ faUa; Xa)fh(tb; Xb) 

Nevertheless, mean RT additivity still can occur whenever 
00 DO 

Eab(Ta+Tb;Xa,Xb)=~ 1 fabUa,tb;Xa,Xb)(ta+tb)dtbdta 
0 0 

=Ea(Ta;X0 ) +Eb(Tb;xb) 

However, it may not be obvious that this can in fact occur since X a affects 
T 11 , which, through the stochastic dependency, affects Tb. Therefore, an 
example is called for. Suppose in addition to serially arranged Sa, Sb a third 
system Sc acts as a capacity source affecting the probability densities associ
ated with Sa and Sb. Suppose that the amount of capacity is a random vari
able C and that the three probability functions are 

"!aUic)=cexp[-c(t-Xa)J, Xa~t<oo 

!bUI c)=cexp[ -c(t-xb)], Xb ~ t<oo 

Pc(c)=L c=2 

-1 c=4 - 2• 

Observe that the experimental factors affect subsystems Sa and Sb this time, 
not by manipulating the rates of processing but rather by shifting up or down 
the entire processing time distributions. It is probably evident that a positive 
dependency exists between Sa and Sb whatever Pc(c) because both systems 
will have high capacity or both will have low capacity on any one trial. 
Nevertheless. to make matters crvstal clear. we carrv out the example with the 
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fabUa. tb; Xa, X b) =P(c= 2)/aU I c= 2)/b (tIc= 2) 

+P(c=4)fa(t I c=4)fb(t I c=4) 

= !f2exp[ -2(ta-Xa)J2exp[ -2(tb-Xb)J 

+4exp[ -4(ta-Xa)]4exp[ -4(/b-xb)J} 
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Note from the above that given a particular value of c, the system is stochas
tically independent, but that averaging over c produces dependence as we 
show below. First observe that the two marginal densities are 

and 

faUa;Xa) =I"" fabUa, lb;Xa,Xb) dtb 
xb 

Now, one natural way to demonstrate that the dependency is really a posi
tive one is to compute the probability that Sb completes its task in some time 
greater than tb given that Sa takes time t> ta to finish its task (e.g., see Chap
ter 4). This may be compared with the marginal probability that Sb takes 
longer than tb to do its job. If the dependence is positive, the conditional 
probability will be greater than the marginal (i.e., longer times for ·sa imply 
longer times for Sb and conversely). · 

Thus, we wish to compute 

which can be expressed as 

P(Tb> tbnTa> Ia) 
P(Tb>tbiTa>la)= (T ) 

P a>ta 

!fexp( -2Ua-Xa)] exp[ -2(/b-xb)] 
+ exp[ -4(/a -xa)] exp[ -4(tb -xb)J l 

=~--~~--~--~--~--~~~~ ! ( exp[-2(ta-Xa>J + exp( -4(ta -Xa)ll 

vs. !texp[ -2(/b-xb)] + exp[ -4(tb-xb)Jl 

With a little effort this becomes 

and because the left-hand side is always positive for ta>Xa, tb>xb, we realize 
the dependency is indeed of a positive quality. That is, knowing that Sa too~ 
longer than some specified duration increases the likelihood that sb too~ 
longer than some other arbitrary duration . 
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E(Ta + Tb;xa. xb) =Ec[Eab(Ta+ Tb;Xa, xb I C)] 

=E (_!_ +x + _!_ +xb) 
c C a C 

=Xa+Xb+ !d + ~) 
3 =Xa+Xb+ 4 

which is a clearly additive function of the experimental factors X a, Xb, as 
claimed. 

(4) Mean RT interactive and stochastically dependent. This time we instill a 
direct positive dependence, by letting the exponential rate of sb be inversely 
proportional to the duration of processing consumed by Sa: 

and 

/ 0 (t0 ;X0 )=! if l0 =Xa 

=! if (0 =MXa, O<M, X0 <+oo 

xb 
fb(tb;xb I 10 )=- exp(- [(Xb/l0 )tb]], O<xb< +oo 

fa 

The fa probability mass function is contrived; more complicated functions 
could be used, but the present will suffice to illustrate the case. 

. The positive sto~hastic dependency is so transparent here that we will 
not bother to compute more statistics. However, we still need to exhibit the 
mean RT, 

E(T;X0 , xb) =E(T0 ;Xa,Xb) +Ea[Eb(Tb;xa, Xb ITa= Ia)] 

( 
T a ) I ( Xa ) 1 ( MXa ) =E0 T 0 +- =- X0 +- +- Mxa+ --
Xb 2 Xb 2 Xb 

= M+l Xa(l +_I_) 
2 xb 

which is patently interactive. Notice that Xa increases the processing time of 
S0 , whereas Xb decreases the processing duration of Sb and that when Xb 
becomes larger it partially but not completely offsets the effects of Xa (due to 
the interaction). 0 

Thus, we see that mean RT additivity and stochastic independence are logi
cally independent. Nevertheless, intuitively it seems that when a stochastic 
dependence between two serially arranged subsystems is caused by an influ
ence from Sa to Sb, then mean RT is likely to be interactive, and vice versa. 
Such might be the case when the nature of the output from Sa affects the time 
Tb of Sb, and Xa in turn influences the time and output of Sa. 

Taylor (I976c) suggested an extension of the additive factor method built 
on the concept of stages that have at most a dependence of a linear sort. One 
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consequence of Taylor's results is the encompassing of a class of time
overlapping subprocesses within the equivalence class of systems supported 
by the finding of factor additivity. For instance, suppose subsystem Sa and 
subsystem Sb always overlap in their processing times by an amount k. Then 
total RT is RT=T0 +Tb-k, where T 0 and Tb are the respective processing 
times of Sa and Sb. The important point is that if factor X a affects only Sa and 
factor Xb affects only Sb, then E(RT)=Ea(T0 ;Xa)+Eb(Tb;xb)-k; that is, 
we will observe a mean-additive function of the two subprocesses. The math
ematical annoyances of what happens when T b < k and the like have not been 
investigated . One way out would be to put a bound on the distribution of Tb 
[P(Tb ~ k) =0], but this approach may appear somewhat artificial. Although 
the class of linearly dependent processes proposed by Taylor (1976c) includes 
many more models than that exhibited just above, we suspect that stochastic 
parallel models .will not typically fall into this class. Readers interested in 
further pursuing the additive factor method and related techniques may wish 
to consult methodological papers by Pachella (1974), Taylor (1976c), McClel
land (1979), Schweickert (1978}, and Ashby and Townsend (1980). 

Along different lines, Schweickert (I978) developed an interesting method 
based on critical path analysis that should expand the purview of subsystem
connection investigation. This method was briefly described in Chapter 2. 

From a modeling point of view, perhaps the most important aspect of the 
additive factor method is its applicability to a wide variety of experimental 
circumstances together with the fact that reasonably large classes of models 
predict additivity whereas many other models predict interactions. We shall 
see below that when we tie certain aspects of the experiment (e.g., various 
characteristics of the stimulus and response) to structure in the models, we 
greatly enhance our testability potential. This idea will be elaborated further 
in succeeding chapters when discussing experimental and mathematical dis
crimination of parallel and serial processes. It is not a new idea, of course, 
but only since the advent of reasonably elegant mathematical models in psy
chology has such cross-situational testing really meant very much. The reason 
is that highly verbalized theories (Tolman 1932) are easy to bandy about, and 
inelegant mathematical theories (Hull I943) also permit theory-saving strata
gems that may be somewhat self-serving. Estes (1959) discusses such matters 
within the context of learning theory. 

Additivity of processing times in parallel systems 

We focus our discussion in this section on two subsystems S" and Sb, 
and assume that experimental factors can be found that selectively affect Sa 
and Sb. As before, call X 0 the factor that affects Sa, and Xb the factor that 
affects only Sb. In order to keep this discussion within bounds it will be 
assumed that X a and Xb are ordered sets that, unless otherwise noted, tend to 
affect RT by decreasing it (increasing speed) as Xa or Xb increases. Let the 
index jon Xaj. j =I, 2, ... , represent distinct experimenter-controlled values 
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of X a and similarly for Xbj· Assume that Xaj > Xa; if j > i. We wish to investi
gate the ability of parallel systems to produce additivity of processing times. 
It might be anticipated that a complete answer would follow immediately 
from our earlier results on parallel-seriai equivalence. However, such is not 
the case. 

The reason that the present conclusions differ somewhat is not because of 
our focus on subsystems rather than elements, for many of the preceding and 
following results apply in either case. The conclusions differ because we are 
now asking about what is entailed when specific experimental factors are 
manipulated that presumably affect separate subsystems or elements. Logi
cally, it is irrelevant whether we ask this about subsystems or about elements 
that may be features, gestalts, or whatever. 

We begin our investigations with a parallel analog to Proposition 12.1. The 
analog is not quite as powerful as Proposition 12.1; nevertheless, it covers a 
very broad class of parallel models. 

Because we are not necessarily going to assume independence of (total) 
completion times of the individual parailel subsystems at the present time, we 
will have to express the various functions in terms of both Xa and Xb. Also, it 
will be convenient to use the total completion times. Recall that the total 
completion time of an element (i.e., subsystem here) associated with position 
a is defined by the sum of the intercompletion times up to a's point of com
pletion. Thus, if n0 is the number of subsystems that complete processing up to 
and including the instant of a's completion, then we define the random vari
able Ta= E~':, 1 T;, where T; is a random variable representing the ith inter
completion time. Of course, in parallel operations, T; is also the actual ran
dom processing time of the element in position i. In general, a dependence of 
Sa on Xb or Sb on Xa might occur indirectly through the potential dependency 
inherent in 

Pab(Ta ~ TanTb ~ Tb; Xa,Xb) 

Because of this possible indirect dependence, even the marginals 

P;(T;~ T;;Xa,Xb), i=a, b 

must retain a potential functional dependence on both Xa and Xb. 

Let 

Pab(Ta~ TnTb~ T; Xa, xb) =Gab( T;Xa,Xb) 

=distribution function on rriax{ Ta. Tb l 

Let us define superadditivity as being satisfied if, when x;1 <x;2 (i=a, b), 
then 

E[max(Ta. Tb); Xa2,XbJ] -E[max(Ta. Tb);Xa2,Xb2l 

<E[max(Ta. Tb):xa~oXbtl-E[max(Ta. Tb);XaJ,Xb2l 

that is, the smaller the X a factor is, the bigger effect a given Xb decrease has 
in terms of increasing RT. Subadditivity is defined similarly, but in reverse. 
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The reader may wish to reexamine the earlier mean RT interactive models to 
determine whether they reveal sub- or superadditivity (if either). 

Proposition 12.3 provides a large class of parallel models that cannot pre
dict mean RT additivity. It also includes an example of a parallel model that 
does predict additivity. 

Proposition 12.3: (i) Mean RT additivity is impossible if 

LlGab( T) 55 [Gab( T; Xa2• Xb2)- Gab( T; Xa2. XbJ)] 

- [Gab( T; Xal> Xb2)- Gab( T; Xalt Xbt)J (12.4) 

is always >0 or always <0 for all T>O and for all Xa 1<xa2 and xb
1
<xb2. 

Mean RT is sub- or superadditive according to whether LlGab(T)>O or <0. 
(ii) Mean RT additivity is possible .if X a =Xb = ( 0,1 J and if X a affects Sb as 

well as S0 , and Xb affects Sa as well as Sb. 

Proof: (i) Recall that 
00 

E[max(Ta, Tb);Xa;,Xbj]= J [1-Gab(T;Xa;,Xbj)] dT, i,)=I,2 
0 

that is, the expectation can be written as the integral ~f the survivor function. 
Therefore, if additivity is to hold for all the Xa and xb terms, where x;

1 
< 

X;z, i=a, b, then 

LlE[max(Ta, Tb)] =E[max(Ta. Tb);xa2,xb1] -E[max(Ta, Tb);xa2,xb2] 

=E[max(Ta, Tb);Xa~oXbtl-E[max(Ta. Tb);xa 1, xb2] 

which holds if and only if 
00 f [Gab ( T; Xa2o xb2) -Gab ( T; Xa2. Xbt )] dT 
0 . 

= ro (Gab(T;XaJ,Xb2)-Gab(T;XaJ,XbJ}] dT 
0 

This equality may be simplified to 

too ( [Gab( T; Xa2o Xb2)- Gab( T; Xa2o Xbt)J 

- [Gab(T;Xat,Xb2)-Gab(T;Xa!,Xbt)JJ dT 
00 . 

= J LlGab(T) dT=0 
0 

However, by hypothesis (Eq. 12.4), the difference represented by the inte
grand is always > 0 or always < 0 so it cannot integrate to 0 and thus additiv
ity is impossible. 

The super- or subadditivity follows depending on whether Ll Gab( r) < 0 or 
> 0, because if it is < 0. then. sav. the mean RT incrP>~~P~ for· " rri"'"" fli rr,,. 
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ence on the Xu dimension will be larger the smaller isxaEXa. If 6.Gab(r)>O, 
then exactly the reverse holds. 

(ii) Assume X a =Xb == ( 0, 1 J and consider the following within-stage inde
pendent parallel model that is not overall independent. Let g;J (t; Xa, Xu)= 
parallel density of position i =a or b, during stage j = 1 or 2 when Xa a.nd xb 
are 0 or l. Note that we are employing intercompletion time random vanables 
(T;) on stage i for convenience here rather than total completion timeT. 

Define Position a Position b 
Density Density Condition 

Stage 1: g01 (t1;0,0)=vexp(-utt) =guJUJ;O,O)} (O,O) 
Stage2: g02 (t2;0,0)=vexp(-vt2) =guz{t2;0,0). 

Stage 1: g01 (t1;0, l)=vexp(-VlJ) =gbl(ti;O, l)} (O, 1) 
Stage 2: ga2(t2;0, 1)=2vexp(-2vtz) =guzU2;0, 1) 

Stage l: ga 1 (11; 1, 0) = v exp( -vtt) ~gbl U1; 1, 0) } (1, O) 
Stage 2: ga2 (t2; l, Oj = 2v exp( -2vt2) =gb2(t2; 1, 0) 

Stage 1: ga 1(t1; 1, 1)=2vexp(-2vtt) ==gbl(tl; 1, 1)} (1, 1) 
Stage 2: g02 (t2; 1,1)=4vexp(-4vt2) =gu2U2; 1, 1) 

Notice that Sa and Su are both affected by Xa and Xu in that their densities are 
speeded up in the first or second stage when X; ( i =a, b) goes from 0 to I. 
Letting T=T1+ T2 == max(Ta. Tb) and using methods developed in Chapters 3 
and 4, we find that 

. 1 1 (1 1) 1 E[T· (0 0))-E[T· (0 1)]=-+-- - +- =-
' ' ' ' 2v v 2u 2v 2v 

1 I (1 1) 1 E[T·(1 O)]-E[T·(11)]=-+-- -+- =-
, ' ' ' 2v 2v 4v 4v 2v 

so additivity indeed holds. 0 

Proposition 12.4 demonstrates that an important class of independent 
parallel models form a subset of the class of models addressed in Proposi
tion 12.3(i). 

Proposition 12.4: Mean RT additivity is impossible if 

P[max(Ta, Tb) "i;; r; Xa,Xb) =P[Ta "i;; rnTb "i;; r;xa. Xb) 

=Gab ( r; Xa, Xu) 

= G 0 ( r; Xa) Gu ( r; Xu) 

and if 

dG;(r;x;) b _ __:_:_~_:_:__ >0, i=a, 
dx; 

(12.5) 
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That is, mean RT additivity is impossible if the total completion time of a and 
bare independent so that the distribution function on max(Ta, Tu) can be 
factored, and if Ga and Gu are separate monotonic increasing functions of 
X0 , xb, respectively. Thus, the factors Xa and Xb tend to speed up the process
ing times of a, b, respectively, as they increase. 

Proof: Using 6.Gab(r) as developed in Proposition 12.3, we find that the 
assumption that Gab ( r; X0, Xu) is factorable leads to 

6.E[max(T0 , Tu)J= r 6.Gau(r) dr 
0 

= r [G0 (r;Xaz)-Ga(r;X0 J)] [Gu(r;Xbz)-Gb(r;xbJ)] dr 
0 

=0 

if additivity can occur. Again a contradiction results because by Eq. 12.5 
both differences in the product under the integral sign are positive or nega
tive. It is clear that if for both i =a and b 

dG;(r;x;) 
dx· >O 

I 

then subadditivity follows. 0 

Thus independence of completion times together with Eq. 12.5 is enough 
to satisfy the conditions of Proposition 12.3(i) so that the present class of 
models is an important subset of the Proposition 12.3 class. Qbserve that 
Eq. 12.5 implies a strict ordering of distribution functions; e.g., if x2>x., 
G;(r;x2)>G;(r;x1) for all r>O. 

Actually, the monotonicity for all of Xa and Xb is not really required to 
produce nonadditivity within a single experiment. As long as there exists 
a quadruple of values Xal>Xa2 ,xu.,xb2 such that G0 (r;X0 z);CG0 (r;Xat) and 
Gb( r; xb2 ) ;C Gu( r; xb1) for all r ~0. that experiment wiU yield nonadditivity .. 

Note further that Propositions 12.3 and 12.4 form a sort of "dual" to 
Proposition 12.1. Part (i) of Proposition 12.3 and Proposition 12.4 say that if 
the two subsystems operate in such a way that Xa and Xb separately and 
monotonically affect their respective subsystem distribution functions, then 
mean additivity is impossible. Part (ii) of Proposition 12.3 states that if Xa 
and/or Xb affect both subsystems, then mean RT additivity- may occur. In 
particular, it is important to observe that the effects tend to act in reverse: 
Whereas separate action of Xa and Xu tends to promote additivity in serial 
systems, it tends to promote interactions in parallel systems. Conversely, 
overlapping action can produce interactions in serial systems and can pro
duce additivity in parallel systems. 

Furthermore, an instance of mean RT additivity in independent parallel 
models arises in a parallel analog to the standard exponential serial model for 
memory scanning outlined in a formal way earlier in this chapter. The usual 
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parallel concomitant to the standard serial model produces dependent com
pletion times (this is the reallocation parallel model). To start, just consider 
two serial positions a and band let X;= I 0, 1), i=a, b, where 0 refers to the 
absence of an item in location a orb and 1 refers to the presence of an item. 
Suppose that when x;=O, the contribution of S; (i=a, b) toRT is 0. In con
dition (1, O) and (0, 1) assume the Sa and Sb processing time densities are 
each ve -vt. In condition ( 1, 1) assume both the Sa and Sb densities are 
! v exp( -! vt). The mean RT predictions under the assumed parallel indepen
dent processing are then 

Condition RT 

{0,0) 0 
(0, 1) 1/V 
( 1, 0) 1/V 

( 1' 1) 2/V 

just as in the standard serial model in the special Donderian case of the addi
tive factor method. For instance, for (0, 1 }, the contribution of Sa is 0 and Sb 
is 1/v. In (1, 1) the expected exhaustive time is (see Chapter 4 for detail) 

1 1 1 
E[max(Ta. Tb)]=-+-- --

Va Vb Va+Vb 

4 4 1 8 4 
=-+--

3v 3v 3vl4+3v/4 3v 6v 

6 2 
=-=-

3v v 

Note that Xa affects Sb as well as Sa and similarly for Xb, in the sense that 
when Xa=l the value of the Sa rate parameter depends on Xb. Thus, when 
Xa=l, xb=O, V

0
=V, but when X0 =1, xb=1, then Va=!v, so that the 

assumption of selective influence of the experimental factors is violated. It is 
shown in Chapter 4 that for n items in memory, the present independent 

. parallel model is extended by letting the exponential rate be 

U n 1 
v(n) =- E ---:-

n i=I 1 

where u is the serial rate. 
Finally, observe in the proof of part (i) of Proposition 12.3 and Proposi

tion 12.4 that mean RT additivity is impossible even for a single set of values 
(X a, xb, ~X0 , ~xb J so that any single experiment should falsify additivity 
within the treated type of models, barring, of course, problems of a purely 
experimental or statistical nature. 

What characteristics should independent parallel models have that might 
be able to predict additivity in the event that the condition is dropped that Ga 
and Gb are monotonic functions of Xa and Xb, respectively? The assumption 
that X 1 affects only S; (i=a, b) continues. The remaining part of this sub-

.50 
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-·- •- Ga{t, xal) 

---- Ga(t, xa2) 

---- Gb(t, xbl) 

Fig. 12.5. Independent parallel distributions indicating how distributions 
that are not monotonic functions of their respective factors might predict 
mean RT additivity. (Curves and arcs are approximate and for illustration 
only.) 

section will discuss this question. The results to date are somewhat heuristic, 
so the reader may wish to skip ahead to the next subsection on a first reading. 

First note that under the second part of Eq. 12.5 

G1(r;x1)<01(r;xf) if and only if x 1<x! 
for all 0< r; i=a, b 

If the monotonicity assumption and therefore the above inequality are 
violated for a specific set Xa~o Xaz, xbl> Xbz, an implication is that there exist 
values of r for which, say, G0 (r;x0 t)<G0 (r;x02 ) but others for which 
G0(r;XaJ)~Ga(r;X0z) for Xa1¢X0 z (where Xal and X0 zEX0 ). What kind of 
crossovers of the parallel distribution functions might predict a lack of inter
actions in the data? Let us analyze the constraints imposed by Proposition 
12.3, under the assumption that only one crossover occurs. Figure 12.5 will 
help the reader to interpret the analysis. It is also assumed that 0 1( r; x11 ) < 
G;( r; x 12 ) for either subsystem before the crossover but G;( r; XiJ) > 0 1( r; x12 ) 

(i=a, b) after the crossover. The corresponding intuition here is that the 
mean associated with the Xn factor will be less than that associated ·with the 
xi2 factor. because even though the xil distribution is climbing slower during 
early r-values, the X 12 distribution has a long, higher tail and thus produces a 
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larger mean processing time. Of course, it need not be that the crossover 
point is the same for both Sa and Sb . 

We shall analyze the case where the crossover point for Sb is earlier than 
that for Sa, but the other cases may be handled similarly. Call the crossover 
point for the a curves T; and that for the b curves Tb. Then we can describe the 
constraining equality involved in the proof of Proposition 12.3(i) as 

r Ga( T; XatH Gb( T;Xbt) -Gb( r; Xbz)) dr 
0 

= ro G 0 (r;Xaz)[Gb(T;Xbt)-Gb(T;Xbz)] dT 
0 

Let Ga(r;xai)=A;(r) and Gb(T;Xb;)=B;(T), and then a little manipulation 
permits the equality to be expressed as 

~ roo t. [Bt(T)-Bz(r))[At(T) - Az(7)]dr+ Jr; [B1(r)-B2 (r)][A,(r)-Az(T)]d7 

r• 

= J a [B2(r)-B1(7)] [At(r)-Az(T)) dr 
rf, 

All three integrals here are positive. The interpretation is that the integral 
from r6 to r; has to compensate for the fact that from r; to oo the positive 
A-difference is weighted more by B 1 than by B2, and from 0 to Tb the negative 
A-difference is weighted less by B1 than by B2 , so that the middle region (the 
shaded areas in Fig. 12.5) has to counteract this tendency to produce an in
equality. There seems to be little doubt that distribution functions satisfying 
this condition exist, because within the constraint of monotonic increasing 
functions, one is free to manipulate the form of the functions. However, 
probability functions are not specified in such a way as to make the genera
tion of such distributions trivial. Too, the question is largely academic, 
because the a priori likelihood that distributions with this property (i.e., hav
ing just exactly the proper crossover points) would be found in natural sys
tems is very probably vanishingly small. 

A characteristic function approach to additivity in parallel models 

An alternative approach to the two-factor manipulation gives addi
tivity not only of the means but of all cumulants. It will be recalled that if 
K(s) is the cumulant function, then exp[K(s)] equals the characteristic func
tion. This approach will therefore be much more confining than when only 
mean RT additivity is required. We begin with a single "experiment" under 
factor levels (Xa;,Xbj). where i,j=1,2. 

Let Catbt (s) be the characteristic function (hereafter referred to as a C 
function) of the joint parallel distribution on exhaustive processing times 
under specific experimental factor levels X 01 and xb!· Similarly, let Ca2b1(s) 
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and Catbz(s) be the C functions obtained by changing the factors Xa and Xb 
to Xaz and Xbz• respectively, while leaving the others unaffected. 

Note that Cazbz (s) is the C function of the joint distribution resulting from 
changing Xa and Xb to Xaz and Xbz at the same time. These correspond to the 
four parts of Eq. 12.6 below. Finally, let 

be a cumulant function; then k;(s) is said to be the ith cumulant of the distri
bution represented by K(s). 

The outline of the approach is that Ca2b1(s) and Catbz(S) can always be 
expressed in terms of Ca1 bt (s) and another function Cj(s) (j =a or b) even 
when the latter is not a true C function. There is no bite at all in these formu
lations so far. However, we are able to characterize the demand that the 
effects of Xaz and Xbz, when applied together, work additively in terms of 
their effects perpetrated separately (e.g., as does Xaz when paired with xb2). 
These equations can be written: 

Characteristic junctions Level of factors 

Calbt(S) Xalo Xbl (i) 
Ca2b! (s) = Calb! (s) C~(s) Xaz,Xbl (ii) 
Calbz(S) = Catbds) Cb(s) Xa~oXbz (iii) 
Ca2b2 (s) = Calbl (s) C~(s) C6 (s) Xaz,Xbz (iv) (12.6) 

Proposition 12.5: A parallel model predicts additivity of all cumulants 
whenever 

C ( )
- Ca2bt(s)Calb2(s) 

a2b2 S -
Calbl (s) 

(12.7) 

Proof: Simply solve (ii) and (iii) in Eq. 12.6 for C~(s) and C6(s), respec
tively, and substitute these into (iv) to achieve the desired result, Eq. 12.7. 

Now, a cumulant function under standard regularity conditions may be 
written in series form as 

oo s; 
K(s) = I; k;(s) """T 

i=l I. 

so that 

C(s)=eKCs>=exp[ E k;(s) ~; J 
i=l t! 

Therefore, dividing both sides of Eq. I 2. 7 by Cazb! (s) yields 

Cazbz(S) 

C ( ) 
=exp[Ka2b2(s)-Ka2bt(s)] sexp[Kalbz(S)-Kalbl(s)] 

a2bl S 
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that is, 

exp[ _E [ka2b2i(s)- ka2bli(s)] ~: 1. exp[ .E [kalb2;(s)- kalbli(s)] ~~; 1_ 
t=l 1. J t=l (, J 

It then follows by standard arguments that 

ka2bu(s)- ka2bli(s) =kalb2i(s) -kalbti(s), . i= 1, 2, ... , 

and for all sin the domain of k. This establishes additivity in the cumulants. 
0 

Naturally, because the mean and variance are the first two cumulants k 1 

and k2 , these are also additive. In order to come up with the density function 
corresponding to Ca2b2 (s) [call it ga2b2 (/)], one must take the inverse Fourier 
transform of that function. Even when this is feasible, the resulting defl~ity 
may have no immediately transparent parallel interpret&tion and certainly 
may not be factorable into two separate parallel densities as would be 
required if independence were to hold. It is even less likely that a particular 
chosen parallel interpretation for ga2b2 (I) will, for example, possess 
parameter structure such that those parameters associated with the a2 part of 
the distribution are only functions of Xa and the b2 part only of Xb. 

We do have an example that yields an independent and therefore factorable 
Ga2b2(t)=Ga2(t)·Gb2(t), but without satisfying the la~t requirement men
tioned above. It must be emphasized that this example is only for a single 
"experiment" in the sense that it works only for a particular set of values 
X41 ,xbr.X02 ,xb2. Readers wishing to move quickly to results concerped with 
satisfaction of Eq. 12.7 for all (x4 ,xb) EX4 X.Xb mi,\y skip to the following 
subsection. 

Assume that the distributions of (i), {ii), and (iii) of Eq. 12.6 are exponen
tial and independent and that v0 (X0 ;) =X0 ; and vb(Xb;) ·=xb; are the respective 
rate parameters for these first three distributions. Let Xa 1 =xb1 = 8, Xa2 = 4 and 
xb2 = 2. Then the pertinent distribution functions are: 

Galbl (t) = (l- e-81)(1- e- 81
) =Gal (t) Gbl {I) 

Ga2bl (f)= ( 1- e-41
) ( 1-e-81

) = Ga2 (I) Gbl ( t) 

Galb2 (t) = (l-e - 81 )(1-e-21 ) =Gal (f) Gb2 (t) 

Next we calculate the associated characteristic functions: 

16 16 
Calbds)=8+is- 16+is 

4 8 12 
Ca2b1(s)= 4+is + B+is- 12+is 

8 2 10 
Calbl(s)= 8+is + 2+/s - 10+is 

and then use Proposition 12.5 to formulate Ca2b2 (s): 
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( 4/( 4 +is)+ 8/(8 +is) -12/(12 +is)] 
Calbl(s)= Ca2bl(s)Calb2(s) = 'x [8/(8+is)+2/(2+is)-lO/(lO+is)] 

CalbJ(s) 16/(8+is)-16/(l6+is) 

The inverse Fourier transform of this C function is g (1)=13 2e - 121+ 
3 8 -21 2 -81 - 4t _ 101 • • a2b2 · 
·_ e ~12~e - ~;1 - ~8;e ~d the dis~n~ution ~unction is Ga2b2 (t) = 

1 l.1e -1.9e -3e +l.5e 41 +3.5e 101
, and It turns out that this 

can be factored into · 

Ga2b2 (I)= Gb2 ( /) Ga2 ( /) 

= ( 1- e -21)( 1-. 9e -2t + .6e -4t + .6e-6t_ 2.4e -8t + l.le - 101) 

Hence, in the present instance, not only is Ga2b2 (1) an acceptable distribution 
f~nction, but it is composed of two independent parallel distribution func
tiOns. Nevertheless, as anticipated,· this p~rticular characterization does not 
meet one of t~e standards we have been r'et'Iuiring, namely that Ga

2 
( t) should 

~ot be a functiOn of Xb, although Gb2 ( /) is correctly equal to 1 _ e -2t (a func
tiOn only of X~2 = 2). The intuition, certainly, of this state of affairs, in terms 
of t_he underlymg system, would be that the factors are inappropriately influ
encmg the wrong subsystems. It is possible that another factorization exists 
that does not possess this failing, but we have not been able to find one. 

Characteristic functions for a c~ntinuum of experiments 

. Suppqse now t~at . rather than considering the condition Ca
2

b
2 
(s) as 

pertment only for two d1stmct values of each of x EX and x EX as dor1e . I' . I a a b b• 
Imp 1crt Y above, we assume that it holds for all x

4
, xb and all increments (or 

decremepts less than or equal to Xa or xb), and we continue to assume that 
Xa=R+ and ~b=R+ as well. Thus, for any experiment we run, additivity 
must hold. This suggests we write 

Ca2b2(s) = C(S,Xa+ha,Xb +hb). Ca2bJ(S) = C(s,x
0

+ha, xb), 

Catb2(s)=C(s,xa.Xb+hb), and Ca 1b1(s)=C(s,x
0

,Xb) 

Now the germane additivity condition of Proposition 12.5 becomes 

or 

C( +h h ) C(s,xa+ha,Xb}C(s,Xa,Xb+hb) 
S, Xa 0 , Xb + b = _.;__:_--=--.:.::::-~~.:.....:~~:.....:.__~ 

C(s,xa,Xb) 

(12.8) 

~e are now in a position to offer Proposition 12.6, which shows that satisfac
tion ?f Eq. 12.8 implies that t~e basic C function C(s, Xa, xb) must be factor
able mto separate functions of X0 and xb, under certain analytic conditions. 

P_roposition 12.6: If Eq. 12.8 holds and if the first and second partial deriva
tives of Q= In( C) exist and are bounded and continuous on Xa and Xb, then 
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C(s, Xa, Xb) = C 0 (S,Xa) Cb(s,xb) 

Thus, if Ca and cb are true c functions, then C(s, Xa, Xb) is equivalent to a 
serial stochastically independent model. 

Proof: Set Q=ln(C) and Eq. 12.8 becomes 

Q(s, Xa + h 0 , Xb + hb) + Q(s, X0 , X b)= Q(s, Xa + ha, Xb) + Q(s, Xa, Xb + hb) 

Subtracting the right side from the left, dividing by ha hb and taking the limits 
produces 

= 
a2Q(s, X 0 , Xb) 

axaaxb 

Therefore, Q must be linear in Xa and Xb: 

where 

a a 
g'(s,x0 )=g(s,x0 )+ f3+'Y f(s) and h'(s,xb)=h(s,xb)+ f3+'Y f(s) 

Returning to the original C functions, the linearity in In (C) corresponds to 
multiplicativity in C: 

C(s, Xa, X b)= Ca(S, Xa) Cb(s, xb) 

where 

Ca(s, X0 ) = exp[f3g'(s, Xa)] and Cb(s, xb) = exp [ 'Yh '(s, xb)] 

If Ca and cb are true c functions, the inverse Fourier transform of C(s, Xa, X b) 
will now be a convolution of two independent densities, thereby defining a 
serial stochastically independent model. D 

This outcome is very close to confining the class of acceptable models 
to the serial class because we end with a product of separate functions of 
X Xb which of course defines a convolution of two separate temporal fun c-a. ' 
tions of Xa and Xb in the time domain. The only shortcoming is that we do 
not know for sure that all the Ca and Cb are true characteristic functions; so 
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although the convolution in the time domain will itself overall be a well
defined distribution, the separate time functions may, in principle, not be. 

An important question, therefore, is whether there are interesting parallel 
models that obey this stricture. We doubt that there are, especially consider
ing the difficulties we encountered in constructing parallel examples that 
simply satisfied Proposition 12.5 for a single set (Xa~o xb 1, Xa2, xb2) or were 
capable of yielding even mean RT additivity. However, these questions 
deserve more work. 

Examples of additive serial systems and "falsified" parallel models 

Suppose Sa is governed by densities fa 1Ua 1;xa) and fa2Ua2;xa) for 
stages I and 2, and sb is governed by densities fbi (fbi; Xb) and fbz (tb2; X b), 
and that the system is serial with subsystem Sa doing its job first with proba
bility p. The p parameter has been equal to 1 above, but the added generality 
will cause no dif.ficulty bere. Across-stage independence (here equivalent to 
stochastic independence) is assumed. 

Across-stage independence is also equivalent to assuming that all the inter
completion times are independent. The joint density function on intercom
pletion times is, of course, 

fabUa. tb; Xa, xb) =Pial UaJ;Xa)fb2Ub2; Xb) 

+ ( 1-p)fbl (tbl; xb)fa2Ua2; Xa) 
-

and the exhaustive completion time (T=T1 + T2) distribution function is 
I t-101 

Pab(T~t)=pJ J faJUa!;Xa)fb2(tb2;xb)dtb2dlal 
0 0 

I 

=p J fa! UaJ;Xa)Fb2(t- lal;xb) dtal 
0 

I 

+ (1-p) J fbJUb!;xa)Fa2U-tbl;xa) dtb1 
0 

The average mean RT (as usual ignoring other residual processing durations), 

Eab(Ta+ Tb;xa,Xb) = p[Ea(Tal;xa) +Eb(Tb2; xb)] 

+ (1-p) [Eb(Tbl;xb) +Ea(Ta2;Xa)] 

is naturally an additive function of the Xa and Xb scales. 
Let us next focus on a general but fairly tractable parallel model, which has 

the property of within-stage independence but that is not necessarily expo
nential. Because the serial class we shall be trying to mimic has complete 
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across-stage independence (i.e., independence of intercompletion times), we 
will also assume this holds for the parallel class. This allows us to investigate 
equivalence of each stage (each intercompletion time distribution) separately. 
In fact, such equivalence is necessary and sufficient for overall distribution 
equivalence. Furthermore, we saw in Chapter 4 that when n=2, that is, for 
two elements or two subsystems, all the onus falls on stage I when both ele
ments are uncompleted, because at stage 2 the parallel and serial distributions 
can be made equivalent by fiat. 

Therefore, we first look at the first stage, or minimum time distribution. 
We saw in Chapter 4 (Prop. 4.4) that when it exists, the solution of the paral
lel distribution in terms of the serial is of the form (see also Townsend 1976b) 

- [ Jl Pfa(t
1

;Xa) dt
1 

] G0 (t;X0 )=exp - - 1 - 1 o pFaU ;xa)+(I-p)Fb(t ;xb) 

- [ rl (l-p)fb(t 1;Xb) dtl ] 
Gb(t;xb)=exp - Jo PFa(t';xa)+ (1-p)Fb(t';xb) (12.9) 

where Gi(t; xi) is the parallel survivor function [ 1- Gi(t; xi)] for subsystem Si 
(i=a,b), Fi(t;xi) is the concomitant serial survivor function [I-Fi(t;xi)], 
and Ji(t;xi) (i= a, b) is, of course, the serial density function. Note that we 
have dropped the stage designation for convenience because we are now con
centrating on stage I. Now, 0 0 and Gb, when the solution to Eq. 12.9 exists, 
are each functions of both x 0 and xb, violating the earlier stricture against the 
X0 affecting only the Sa distribution, and similarly for xb and Sb· Further, 
there are cases where Ga and/or Gb cannot exist when p, / 0 , and fb do. Thus, 
at the distributional level, it is possible in principle to falsify all within-stage 
independent parallel models. 

However, let us concentrate on the class of independent parallel models, 
which are, of course, special cases of the class of within-stage independent 
parallel models, and consider the exhaustive completion time. 

Here it will be convenient to use T for both the parallel and serial models. 
In this case, employing T = T1 + T 2 =exhaustive completion time, 

Pab(T~ t) = G0 (t; Xa)Gb(t; Xb) = Gab(t; Xa,Xb) 

Interestingly, log Pab (T ~ t) is therefore additive in X a and Xb for any t ~ 0. 
Thus, the log distribution function could be checked for this additivity, 
which is not predicted by the serial model. Nevertheless, this prediction 
would be somewhat nullified by the necessary convolution of the duration of 
residual subsystems outside Sa and Sb. It would be preferable to factor out 
such processes, if possible, before such a test. As we learned earlier in the 
chapter, independent parallel models also cannot predict mean RT additivity 
under reasonably broad conditions. 

We now narrow the focus to models based on exponential intercompletion 
times and also obeying the above restrictions, namely that the serial models 
assume stochastic independence and the parallel models assume indepen
dence of total completion times. 

Set 
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p=I, 

faUa; Xu)= Ua(X0 ) exp( -Ua(X
0

)taJ. 

fb(tb; xb) = ub(xb) exp[ -ub (xb)tb], 
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for XaEX0 =R+, XbEXb=R+ (12.10) 

We know from earlier chapters that parallel models, even nonindependent 
ones, c~nnot be equivalent to serial models when p =I, although they may 
(dependmg on Ua, ub) approximate them by beginning to turn into a serial 
model. However, even when p.,t:.O or 1, it is known that if Ua(Xa) -.r.ub(Xb), no 
parallel model based on within-stage independence is equivalent to the serial 
model express~d by Eg_. 12.10 (Townsend I976b; see also Chapter 4); that is, 
not both of Ga and_ Gb can exist. But the ability to separately manipulate 
Ua(Xa) and ub(Xb) 1s the fundamental assumption of the additive factor 
method, and therefore the present independent parallel models cannot com
pletely mimic (be equivalent in distribution to) the serial model which is pro-
ducing additivity in x 0 and xb. ' 

For_ simplicity of notation, let the dependence on Xa and xb be implicit, so 
we wnte ui(x,) = u, (i=a, b) in the serial and v1(x1) = v1 (i=a, b) in the paral
lel models. 

The true exhaustive serial density is, then, 
I 

fabU; Ua, ub) = p J fa1Uadib2U-tall tal) dtal 
0 

I 

+ (1-p) J fbJUbl)fa2U-tbd tb1> dtb1 
0 

Ua·Ub = [exp(-ubt)-exp(-uat)] 
U0 -Ub 

The ensuant distribution function is 

1 
Fab(t;ua,ub)=1- [u0 exp(-ubt)-ubexp(-u t)] 

~-~ a 

On the other hand, the exhaustive independent parallel model density with 
exponential times is just 

I 

gabU; Va, Vb) =tVa exp[ -(va+ Vb)tadvb exp[ -vb(t-t01 )J dial 

I 

+ J Vb exp[- ( Va + vb)tbdva exp[ -u0 (t- tb1)] dtb 1 0 . 

= Vb exp( -vb I) [1- exp( -Va t)J + V0 exp( -Va /) [ 1- exp( -vb f)] 

=gb(t) Ga(t) + gu(t) Gb(t) 
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Fig. 12.6. (a) Serial exhaustive distribution functions as U
0 

is manipulated 
and ub is held constant. The serial distribution function used is 

F(t)-l- uaexp(-ubt)-ubexp(-u0 t) . 
- ( ) , With ub = 10.00. 

ua-u/J 

(b) Parallel exhaustive distribution functions as U
0 

is manipulated and ub is 
held constant. The parallel distribution function used is 

G(t) =[I~ exp( -ua t)][l- exp( -ub t)], with ub = 10.0. 

and the distribution function is, of course, 

Gab ( t; Va, V b) = G a ( t; Va) G b ( t; V b) = [ 1 - ex p ( - V0 t)] [ 1 - ex p ( - V b t)] 

Figure 12.6a shows how the serial distribution functions change as u
0

(x
0

) is 
varied for a fixed ub (xb) = 10 and p = 1, and Fig. 12.6b does the same for the 
present parallel model, with vb(xb) = 10 and varying V

0
(X

0
). . 
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Although we are in the presence of two distributions that cannot be equiva
lent, and although we have arbitrarily let p = 1 without attempting to use it to 
make the exhaustive time distributions look more alike, the graphs of G0 b(t) 

and Fab(t) appear rather similar. Recall, however, that log G (t) is additive in 
Va and vb. Therefore, let us plot 

log Gab(t; V0 =10, Vb=10)-log GabU; Va=l, Vb=lO) 

and compare it with the plot of 

log Gab(t; Va= 1, vb= 10) -log Gab(t; Va = 1, vb= 1) 

and do the same for the serial distributions. The results are shown in Fig. 12.7. 
Note that the two curves coincide in the case of the parallel functions but are . 
different in the case of the serial functions. Alternatively, one can hold t con
stant and plot log GabU; V0 , vi!) for varying values of Va and vb: The result 
will be parallel functions here, but not for the serial model. 

Thus, in principle at least, independent parallel distributions on exhaustive' 
processing time can be tested against serial exhaustive distributions by exam
ining additivity of the logarithm of the distribution function . However, in the 
absence of a method to get rid of the residual (leftover) RT process distribu
tion, this will work only if the residual times contribute little variance to the 
overall RT distribution (see also Ashby & Townsend 1980 for work on a simi
lar problem). 

Finally, the mean RT predictions in the serial case are 

1 1 
E 0 b(T;U0 ,Ub)=-+-

Ua Ub 

transparently additive in Ua and ub. On the other hand, in the parallel model 
we have 

1 1 1 
Eab(T;v0 ,Vb)=-+-- ---

V0 Ub Va+ Vb 

which is clearly an interactive prediction as a function of Va and vb. 

Reaction time and measurement theory 

Although there has been considerable work done applying principles of 
modern measurement theory to psychophysics, there is still relatively little 
interplay between it and research in information processing and cognitive 
psychology. It seems likely that such interactions will increase over the next 
few years. 

Perhaps the first problem that must be solved before measurement theory 
can be usefully applied to the study of RT, is to determine what kind of scale 
RT lies on . Many, like Sternberg (1969a, b), believe that only the physical 
scale (a ratio scale, presumably) of time should be used. Others, like Micko 
(1969), are of the opinion that RT distributions relate to a psychological time 
scale that differs from the physical time scale and that a psychological func-
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Fig. 12.7. (a) Logarithms of the serial exhaustive distribution f~ncti?ns. for 
two values of ua and ub. (b) Logarithms of the parallel exhaustive dJstnbu
tion functions for two values of Va and vb. 

tion can be derived that connects that physical time scale to the psycholo~ical 
time scale. Still others appear to feel that in most experiments, RT should be 
treated as lying on, at best, an ordinal scale (if so, it is problematic whether it 
is valid to compute and compare mean RTs). 
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An answer to this problem requires a little background in the fundamentals 
of modern measurement theory. Consider some empirical system E with a set 
of real world objects A, an empirical relation ;;:: defined on the elements of A 
and perhaps some empirical operation o, such as concatenation. In an 
example from extensive measurement, A might be the set of all rods, with 
a1;c:a2 if and only if, when the rods aJ and a2 are laid side by side, rod OJ pro" 
trudes at least as far as rod a2 (i.e., aJ is at least as long as a 2). The empirical 
operation o is interpreted as concatenation so that OJ o a2 means that the rods 
a1 and a2 are laid end to end. 

The representation problem of measurement theory is to find a numerical 
system N consisting of a numerical set R, a relation ~.and an operation (say, 
+) such that the triple N = (R, ~, +) is homomorphic to the empirical 
system E= (A,;;::, o), that is, so that it mimics the properties of E that we 
wish to measure. In the rod example, a homomorphic numerical system is 
(R +, ~, +), where R + is the set of nonnegative real numbers. 

Of course, to establish such a homomorphism one must exhibit a function 
f that maps the empirical elements of A into the numerical elements of R. 
Thus f assigns a number to each element of A. The homomorphism guaran
tees that the numbers assigned to the objects are related to each other through 
~ and + in the same way that the elements of A are related through ;;:: and o. 
The triple (E, N,j) is called a measurement scale. 

Suppose riow that the representation problem has been solved, so that 
some homomorphic numerical system has been found. Typically, more than 
one such homomorphic system exists. Thus iff is a homomorphic mapping 
from E toN, there will usually exist many such homomorphic mappings. The 
uniqueness problem is to find all numerical systems that are homomorphic to 
the given empirical system and their relation to one another. Usually, this is 
accomplished by specifying properties of the transformation ¢ that maps one 
such numerical system into another. For example, an interval scale of meas
urement has the property that ¢ is linear. Thus iff: E __.,. N is a homomorphic 
mapping and (E, N, f> is an interval scale, then ¢(f)= af + b: E __.,. N, where 
a and b are constants, is another homomorphic mapping. For a more detailed 
introduction to the fundamentals of measurement theory the reader is re
ferred to Suppes and Zinnes (1963), Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and Tversky 
(1971), or Roberts (1979). 

In the case of RT, the empirical relation ;;:: can assumedly be interpreted as 
something like "requires at least as much processing time as." Unfortunately, 
this ordering is not directly observable. If it were, it would be an easy matter 
to determine what scale RT, or more precisely, processing time, lies on. One 
would rrierely have to check whether the empirical processing time system 
satisfies the axioms of ordinal, interval, or ratio scale measurement. 

Instead, it is typically assumed that a task X a requires at least as much pro
cessing time aS a task Xb if and only if RT(Xa) ~ RT(Xb), or at least if some 
probabilistic counterpart of this RT ordering holds. In addition, it is widely 
accepted that addition is a meaningful operation to perform on RTs, and 
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thus the great majority of RT theorists implicitly assume that in the case of 
processing time, the relevant homomorphic numerical system is (RT, ~, + ), 
where RT is the set of nonnegative reals. 

It can easily be shown that this numerical structure satisfies all the axioms 
of extensive measurement and thus by recording RT an~ by using the relevant 
field properties associated with the structure (RT, ~, +), we are assuming 
that RT lies on a ratio scale. As long as the empirical system is unobservable 
this assumption is untestable. Of course, this does not preclude the possibility 
of deriving a separate psychological time scale, as Micko (1969) proposes. 

Now that we have dealt with the problem of what sort of scale RT lies on, 
we will turn briefly to consider two more advanced applications of measure
ment theory. The first involves the use of additive conjoint measurement to 
test whether two experimental factors additively affect RT. The second 
involves the technique of dimensional analysis. Although it is not quite clear 
what the ultimate impact of dimensional analysis will be in psychology, it is 
intriguing and seems well worth bringing to the attention of information 
processing theorists. 

Additivity of RT and measurement theory 

As noted, the question arises naturally as to the relation of RT addi
tivity to additive conjoint measurement (Luce & Tukey 1964; Krantz et al. 
1971). Although the possibility of such relationships has been anticipated, 
there appears to have been no work on this problem. As was seen earlier i.n 
this chapter, the main idea behind such treatments as Sternberg's (1969a, b) ts 
that when random variables (e.g., processing times) are additive and separate 
functions of experimental factors, the expectations are also additive in those 
factors. There has as yet been little attempt to develop axiomatic measure
ment theories within a probabilistic framework; rather, the great bulk of the 
work has been based on deterministic variables. A recent exception is work 
by Falmagne (1976, 1979). For instance, in his 1976 paper, a theory of ran
dom conjoint measurement is applied to a loudness summation experiment 
and the measurement of median matching intensities within that context. 

Now, medians do not necessarily add when the random variables them
selves add, as do the means, so expectations seem preferable in investigations 
of additivity of processing times. In any event, the factor additivity question 
will be discussed here from the viewpoint of conjoint measurement without 
regard to the question of statistical error. 

Suppose we have two sets, A 1 and A2 , which typically may refer to physical 
dimensions or factors like Xa and Xb, and we are interested in varying values 
from the two sets and seeing what happens on some dependent variable, such 
as RT. The notation follows closely that of Krantz et al. (1971), and the 
reader is referred to that work for further discussion and proofs . The idea in 
such developments as these is to establish empirical relationships that must 
hold among the members of A 1 and A 2 with regard to their eff~ct on the 
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Fig. 12.8. A 3 x 3 factorial experiment. Circles indicate conditions sufficient 
to test double cancellation. 

dependent variable in order that the dependent variable of interest will be an 
additive function of the members of A 1 and A 2 • 

Typically, the axioms of conjoint measurement theory are stated in terms 
of the empirical relation ;;::; . Because the empirical relation is unobservable in 
the case of RT, we must state the axioms in terms of the numerical relation 
~.The psychological object of interest is RT(a, p), a function of the ordered 
pair (a, p) EA 1 xA 2 • 

We proceed in our discussion by listing six axioms on the triple (A 1, A2, ~) 
that are jointly sufficient to guarantee additivity (see Krantz et al. 1971 for 
a proof of sufficiency). Thus if the six axioms hold we know RT(a,p)~ 
RT(b,q) if and only if T1 (a)+T2 (p)~T1 (b)+T2 (q), where, for example, 
T1(a) is the duration of subsystem S1 when factor Xa is at level a. 

Because we are stating the axioms in terms of a numerical RT scale that we 
are assuming is of ratio level, it must satisfy the conditions of a weak order 
(Krantz et al. 1971) and so the first condition below could be dropped from 
our list. Nevertheless, it is recounted here for completeness. 

Figure 12.8 illustrates a hypothetical experiment where A 1 =stimulus inten
sity, A 2 =response compatibility, and RT is a conjoint function of these. 
Note that perfect additivity occurs. 

We now turn to the six axioms jointly sufficient for factor additivity. 

Definition 12.1: The relation on A 1 xA 2 is a weak order relation if and only if 
for any a, b, cEA 1 and p, q, rEA 2 , it is 
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(i) connected: either RT(a, p);;,: RT(b, q) or 
RT(b, q);;,: RT(a, p) 

and 
(ii) transitive: if RT(a,p) ;;,:RT(b, q) and 

RT(b, q) ;;,:RT(c, r) then 
RT(a,p);;,:RT(c,r). 0 

As stated above, this condition follows trivially from our assumption that 
processing time is on a ratio scale. 

The second definition establishes that each component (factor, e.g., X a or 
Xb) can be varied without affecting the other. 

Definition 12.2: The relation ;;,: on A 1 xA2 is independent if and only if for 
any a, beA 1, RT(a,p) ;;,:RT(b,p) for some pEA2 implies that RT(a, q);;,: 
RT(b,q) for every qEA2 ; and for any p,qEA2 , RT(a,p);;,.RT(a,q) for 
some aEA 1 implies that RT(b,p);;,:RT(b, q) for every bEA 1• 0 

Thus, we see that the ordering on RT forced by what corresponds to an in
equality on one dimension has to continue to apply no matter what constant 
value is placed on the other dimension. 

When independence holds, no crossovers can occur in the RT data [e.g., 
RT(a1, p 2 ) > RT(a2, p 1) > RT(a., p 1) > RT(a2 , p 2 ) violates independence], 
and conversely, when crossovers unambiguously are in evidence, then inde
pendence is false. However, an absence of crossovers does not justify the 
conclusion of additivity, of course; other assumptions, in addition to inde
pendence and the weak order notion, must be satisfied. The next assumption, 
the double cancellation axiom, and its immediate consequent, the Thomsen 
condition, are critical aspects of conjoint measurement. Put verbally, the 
double cancellation condition says that if the effect of the pair (a, r) is 
greater than the effect of (c, q), but the pair (c, p) has a greater effect than 
(b,r), then certainly the pairing (a,p) should have a greater effect than the 
pair (b, q). This makes intuitive sense because we are selecting the "stronger" 
values a and p to act against the "weaker" values band q. Interestingly, this 
condition does not follow from independence or the other axioms. 

Definition 12.3: The relation ;;,: on A 1xA 2 satisfies double cancellation if 
and only if, for every a, b, c EA., and p, q, r EA 2 , when RT(a, r);;,: RT(c, q) 
and RT(c, p);;,: R,T(b, r), then RT(a,p);;,: RT(b, q). The weaker condition in 
which ;;,: is replaced by = is the Thomsen condition. 0 

An example might help clarify this very important assumption. Suppose A 1 

is modes of transportation and A 2 is authors; and suppose further that mean 
reaction time RT is monotonically related to preference on pairs of trans
portation and author choices. That is, RT(a,p) E:;; RT(b, q) if and only if 
(1) the means of transportation conferred by a together with a book by 
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author p is preferred at least as much as transportation b with author's book 
q, and (2) the mean RT to (a, p) is faster than to (b, q). Now let;;::; refer to a 
weak preference ordering. Here, then, it is reasonable to think that on A 1 
above, airplane;;::; sportscar ~motorcycle (at least for some individuals) and, 
on A 2 , Dostoyevsky;;::; Samuel Pepys;;::; Harold Robbins. Let a= airplane, b = 
sportscar, and c=motorcycle, and p=Dostoyevsky, r=Samuel Pepys, and 
q =Harold Robbins. Then if, as seems plausible, airplane and Samuel Pepys;;::; 
motorcycle and Harold Robbins, and motorcycle and Dostoyevsky;;::;sports
car and Samuel Pepys, then it is only "logical" that airplane and Dostoy
evsky;;::;sportscar and Harold Robbins. Therefore, in terms of RT, the condi
tions are 

RT(airplane, Samuel Pepys) E:;; RT(motorcycle, Harold Robbins) 
RT(motorcycle, Dostoyevsky) E:;; RT(sportscar, Samuel Pepys) 

and, by double' cancellation, 

RT(airplane, Dostoyevsky) E:;;RT(sportscar, Harold Robbins) 

Notice that Dostoyevsky was sufficiently strong even when paired with 
motorcycle to outweigh the combination of moderate strength, sportscar and 
Samuel Pepys. It is therl!:fore not surprising that when combined with air
plane it was faster (and preferred to) sportscar with Harold Robbins. Note 
also that airplane and Samuel Pepys must be stronger than motorcycle and 
Harold Robbins, once we know the separate dimensional orderings by inde
pendence (Definition 12.2). 

The next definition captures the fourth assumption that is necessary for 
additivity (as are the foregoing three). It is what is often referred to as a tech
nical axiom, because the ultimate mathematical solution depends on it, but it 
is not easy to see how it would be tested empirically. It is called the Archi
medean axiom and employs the notion of a standard sequence. A standard 
sequence on A 1 is formed by selecting p and q, with RT(a,p)~RT(a,q) 
(i.e., pis not of identical strength to q in terms of RT) on A 2 and then finding 
a set {a; I a; E A 1, for i E set of consecutive integers l such that RT (a;, p) = 
RT( a;+ 1, q) for i = 1, 2, . . . . An analogous definition holds for the other 
dimension. 

For a better intuitive understanding of a standard sequence suppose addi
tivity holds. Then 

RT(a;,p)=RT(a;+l> q) 

implies 

1) (a;)+ T2 (p) = 1) (a;+,)+ Tz (q) 

or equivalently 

1)(ai+d- T1 (a;)= T2(p)- Tz(q) 

Similarly, 
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Ti (a;)- Ti (a;-J) = Tz (p)- Tz (q) 

and thus 

Ti (a;+ 1)- T1 (a;)= Ti (a;)- Ti (a;-1) = Tz (p)- T2 (q) 

Thus, a standard sequence sets up intervals on A 1 that have equal effects on 
RT and whose magnitude is prescribed by the effects of the constant p-to-q 
difference. 

Definition 12.4: A standard sequence is Archimedean if and only if whenever 
it is strictly bounded, it is finite. 0 

This axiom is pesky, rather like the axiom of choice, which assumes that 
given any collection of sets, each with at least one member, there exists a 
selector function that can pick a member from each of the sets, even though 
the individual sets and even the class of sets may be of infinite number (not to 
be confused with Luce's choice axiom, l959a). Fastidious (perhaps prudent 
would be a less pejorative term) mathematicians would prefer to do without 
the axiom of choice, but cannot without risking the loss of many important 
results. We shall not comment further on the Archimedean axiom here. 

Solvability, in RT applications, means the ability to find, for example, the 
missing component in RT(a,p)=RT(?,q), when the other three are given. 
Unrestricted solvability implies that this is true for any triple a, p, and q, 
whereas restricted solvability only stipulates that a solution need occur if p 
and q are not both so near an upper or lower bound that no b can be found to 
go with an equally extreme a. We shall only give the second definition here, 
because it is all we require. 

Definition 12.5: A relation on A1 xA 2 satisfies restricted solvability provided 
that (i) whenever there exist a, b, I} EA 1 and p, q EA 2 , for which RT(b, q) ~ 
RT(a, p) ~ RT(l}, q), then there exists a b contained in A1 such that RT(a, p) = 
RT(b, q); (ii) a similar condition holds on the second component. 0 

The last definition simply states that each of the dimensions At and A2 

actually have some effect on the dependent variable. 

Definition 12.6: Suppose that ~ is a relation A 1xA 2 • Component At is 
essential if and only if there exist a, bEA 1 and p EA 2 such that RT(a,p) :;<! 

RT(b,p). A similar definition holds for A 2• 0 

The next proposition states that an additive representation exists if the above 
six definitions are assumed. These conditions on the triple (At, A 2 , ~) result 
in that triple being what is called an additive conjoint structure. 

Proposition 12.7: Suppose <A~>A 2 , ~) is an additive conjoint structure in 
RT. Then there exist functions T; from A;, i=l,2, into the real numbers 
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such that, for all a, bEAt andp,qEA2 , RT(a,p)~RT(b,q) if and only if 
7i (a)+ T2 (p) ~ T1 (b)+ T2 (q). If T;' (i= l, 2) are two other functions with the 
same property, then there exist constants a> 0, and {31 and {3 2 , such that T{= 
a7J.+f3t and Tf.=aT2 +{32 • Thus, we are ensured a numerical additive repre
sentation of RT and that any two differing such representations are related 
by a linear transformation. 

Proof: (See Krantz et al. 1971.) 0 

How does all this apply to RT? Well, of course, it cannot be applied to 
empirical RTs as stochastic entities without some intrusion of probabilistic 
concepts into (or instead of) the above axioms. On the most fundamental 
level it may be preferable to approach the problem more from the sto
chastic modeling point of view as we have elsewhere in the book. Perhaps as 
knowledge grows ·concerning probabilistic fundamental measurement, syn
thesis of measurement-oriented and stochastic information process-oriented 
approaches will appear. 

However that may be, we will proceed with our discussion by assuming 
that we are interested in establishing an additive representation for RT. The 
question may be asked whether the potential additivity of RT can be tested by 
observing whether those assumptions with some empirical bite hold in a set of 
data. Obviously, the most important are the necessary axioms, because if one 
of them is falsified no additive representation can exist. As we noted earlier, 
the weak order co;dition is automatically satisfied by RT. The independence 
definition (Definition 12.1) might be falsified in some cases, and if so will 
rule out additivity of the means. But the most critical is probably the double 
cancellation axiom (Definition 12.3), which is easier to test in the usual RT 
experiment than would be the Thomsen condition, because the latter requires 
exact settings of A1 and A 2 values in order to yield equal RT magnitudes 
(which is why we used the double cancellation condition rather than the 
Thomsen condition in our assumptions even though only the Thomsen condi
tion is required with our other assumptions). 

Double cancellation could be tested by selecting magnitudes a, b, and c in 
A1 andp, q, and r inA2 such that RT(a, r) ~ RT(c, q) and RT(c,p) ~ RT(b, r) 
and then by check;ing whether RT(a,p) ~ RT(b, q). Notice that we have three 
values or levels on each of A 1 and A 2 • It is not necessary to experimentally 
present all nine combinations, though, in order to check the double cancella
tion axiom, although the latter will allow for more checks. Figure 12.8 shows 
an example of a 3 x 3 factorial experiment with circles drawn around six pairs 
that suffice to test double cancellation. Naturally, in real data, the means will 
be estimates of the true means and subject to error. Because their standard 
deviations will also be estimable, common statistical tests can be performed. 

On the other hand, why should we not simply perform the slightly extra 
experimentation necessary to obtain all the points in Fig. 12.8 and test addi
tivity by analysis of variance or some similar technique? As we stated earlier, 
the axioms of additive conjoint measurement are usually stated in terms of 
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the empirical relation ~. This obviates the need to specify the exact nature of 
the relevant numerical scales, and herein lies the true power of the theory. 
Analysis of variance, on the other hand, provides a method for testing addi
tivity on numerical data ai:ld therefore requires knowledge of the true under
lying numerical scales. Thus if one finds additivity with analysis or variance 
(assuming a reasonable level of power and that the appropriate statistical 
assumptions are satisfied}, the axioms of additive conjoint measurement 
should be satisfied. 

On the other hand, if an interaction is found, the conjoint measurement 
axioms may or may not be satisfied. For example, if additivity holds but the 
wrong numerical scale is used, it is possible that an interaction will be found 
with analysis of variance even though the conjoint measurement axioms all 
hold. in this case, some transformation of the employed scales can be found 
that will yield an additive numerical representation. 

In the case of RT, however, the conjoint measurement axioms are stated in 
terms of the same numerical scale that the analysis of variance would be per
formed on. If we believe that RT is the correct underiying scale and if we 
assume it lies on a ratio scale, then the only admissible transformations on 
the numerical RTs are similarity transformations (multiplication by a positive 
constant). Btit because similarity transformations map parallel curves into 
parallel curves, an interaction found with analysis of variance implies that no 
additive representation of RT exists. This is the same conclusion we would 
draw if one or more of the conjoint measurement axioms were violated when 
they are stated in terms of RT. Thus, in the case of RT, additive conjoint 
measurement and analysis of variance appear to provide equivalent tests of 
additivity. Of course, in empirical applications, because the two techniques 
make rather different statistical assumptions, one would expect to occasion
ally find instances in which they disagree. 

The primary advantage of testing additivity with conjoint measurement 
rather than analysis of variance is that it does pot require knowledge of the 
true underlying numerical scales. The primary disadvantage is that, because it 
is a deterministic theory, conjoint measurement provides no basis for statis
tically testing its predictions. Unfortunately, in the case of RT, this advan
tage is lost, whereas the disadvantage remains. On the other hand, analysis of 
variance does make a number of statistical assumptions. Nevertheless, until 
some technique is developed for observing the empirical processing time rela
tion, it appears that, as a test of RT additivity, conjoint measurement has few 
advantages over more traditional techniques such as analysis of variance. 

Dimensional analysis 

A final measuremeht issue is related in a general way to the foregoing 
thoughts. Although the results of the following theory apparently cannot be 
presently used in psychology, it is of considerable scientific and philosophical 
interest. It also serves to point up the chasm that currently separates the phys-
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ical from the nonphysical disciplines. If a functional relation holds between 
two variables x andy, and their scale types (e.g., ratio, ordinal) are specified, 
are there any restrictions imposed by the scale types on the form of the func
tional relationship? Luce (1959b) proposed that ail admissible transformation 
on the argument of the function x (the independent variable) should lead only 
to an admissible transformation on the scale values of the resulting y (the 
dependent variable). Further, Luce also assumed that the functional form of 
the law relating x andy should not depend on the particular scales chosen to 
measure x andy. He then showed that these stipulations permitted the formu
lation of functional equations that determined the possible forms of the func
tional relationship holding between x andy. Rozeboom (1962) questioned the 
independence of the two conditions. 

In Luce's (1959b) notation, suppose y= u(x). If both x and y are ratio 
scales, then the only admissible transformation on either is multiplication by 
a positive constant. The major thrust of imposing the above constraint on u is 
the functional equation u(kx) =K(k)u(x), where k is the positive constant 
multiplying x (thereby changing its unit) and K(k) is the comparable and sub
sequent change of the unit of y and will typically be, as shown, a function of 
the change of unit ·{k) of x. Note that it would be incorrect to write, u(kx) = 
K(k)u(x) + C(k), because that would amount to a nonadmissible transfor
mation on the dependent variable y. However, in the event that y was an 
interval scale, with x still a ratio scale, then the latter would be the proper 
functional equation (see Luce 1959b: Table 1). 

Solving the former functional equation (with both X and y as ratio scales 
and assuming continuity or monotonicity on an interval) yields u(x) = axfi as 
the only possible form that u can take. For instance, changing x to kx (e.g., 
meters to centimeters) then gives y=u(kx)=akfixfi=a'u(x), where a'= 
K( k) = kli, the change of unit in y. Hence, we see that the only possible func
tion relating x and y is a power function. 

One problem in applying the method is that in certain types of laws, the 
scales (dimensions) cancel out, in which case no constraints are imposed on 
the functional law relating x andy (Luce 1959b, 1962; Rozeboom 1962). We 
illustrate this below, but first we would do well to place the discussion in a 
somewhat broader perspective. 

We have been proceeding within the context of the treatise by Luce (1959b). 
Krantz et al. (1971: Chapter 10) provide a much deeper penetration of the 
interrelationship of laws in physics via the measurements underlying those 
laws. A good deal of follow-up work has appeared more recently (Cohen & 
Narens 1980; Luce 1978; Narens 1981; Narens & Luce 1976). In fact, the later 
works proceed along a rather different path, one closely related to the clas
sical theory of dimensional analysis in physics. One outcome of the develop
ment by Luce and his colleagues is a more rigorous underpinning of dimen- · 
sional analysis within the context of measurement theory. (A readable intro
duction to the practical uses of dimensional analysis can be found in Huntley 
1967; Sedov 1959 offers many interesting examples.) 
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In order to illustrate when dimensional analysis is helpful and when not, 
consider the extremely simple example of a spring. Suppose it has been 
observed (by a being relatively unversed in earthly mechanics) that a given 
spring responds with more force the more distended it is, but that for the 
same amount of force, two different springs exhibit different lengths of 
stretch. Suppose the being happened to conjecture that the force exerted by a 
spring is associated with some distension that is multiplied by a constant k 
that characterizes the particular spring. An elementary problem is then to 
describe the units of the "spring constant" that multiplies the length of dis
tension. One might, according to the strategy of dimensional analysis, write 
down the dimensions on the two sides of a dimensional equation relating 
length and force as follows: 

F=D(k)L or MLT- 2 =D(k)L 

where L=length dimension in ft, F=force dimension, M=mass dimension 
in lb-sec 2/ft, T= time dimension in sec, and D(k) =dimension of spring con
stant. It can be seen that we are taking length, mass, and time as basic, and 
other dimensions like force as secondary. It is important to note that the 
above equation concerns only the dimensions, not particular quantities along 
those dimensions, relative to some set of units. The latter will be designated 
with small letters, for example, f= length quantity, and so on. Clearly, the 
overall dimensions of the two sides of the equation have to match up, so the 
dimension of the spring constant D(k) must be D(k) =MT- 2

, that is, mass 
divided by time-squared. This is a relatively trivial use of dimensional analy
sis. We will shortly give a dynamic view of the same types of system in which 
the relevant dimensions cancel out and thus do not directly determine the 
functional relationship. First, however, as a slightly more interesting exam
ple, consider a simple pendulum of length f and bob mass m and suppose 
it is hypothesized tqat the period of the swing is some function of the mass, 
the length, and the weight of the bob (the latter is in force units). Assuming 
that such physical laws are expressed by multiplication and division supple
mented by a. possible dimensionless constant (Krantz et al. 1971 and later 
work spend much time providing justification for this), it follows that in 
terms of dimensions, the period dimension ( T) can be written 

T=M"FbLc=M"(LMT- 2 )bLc 

where the a, b, c are exponents to be determined. The constraint that the 
right-hand dimensions resolve down to T means that the linear equations 
a+b=O, b+c=O, and -2b=1must hold, and these are satisfied if b= -L 
c = ! =a. This implies that the law written in terms of physical quantities 
(numbers reflecting the magnitudes along the various dimensions) can be 
expressed as 

t=kmi!2(J)-112fl!2=k( ~f )1!2 

where m =mass, f =force, f= length, and k =dimensional constant. This 
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expression may be simplified further by noting that mlf corresponds to the 
dimensions M/(MLT- 2

) = l!(LT-2 ), where LT- 2 comprises the dimensions 
of gravity g so that t=k(flg) 112

, the usual expression of the law in terms of 
length and the gravitational constant of the particular planetary body on 
which the pendulum swings. 

Let us return to the spring example in order to show how dynamical laws 
may appear in a dimensionless fashion (a similar example could be con
structed with the pendulum). 

To keep matters simple, assume that once the spring has been displaced to 
length e, it is released and under free motion. We then write the force equa
tion in a way that exhibits the motion (displacement position over time). 
Again, let m =mass, f= displacement in ft, t =time in sec, and k =the spring 
constant in mass/sec2. Then the equation expressing the spring motion over 
time is 

d2 
mcltrf= -kf 

This is like the usual statement "the force acting against the spring is inversely 
proportional to the displacement of the spring." Solving this for f( t) in terms 
oft finds 

f( t) = fo sin ( ~ t + ; ). f0 =initial displacement 

a form of simple harmonic motion (note that the deceleration factor has been 
omitted; the conclusions would be the same with regard to dimensional 
analysis had it been included). Now the dimensions of ..fkt!..fm are 

(MT-2)1t2 
Ml/2 T=l 

so that the dimension of the independent variable t cancels out, as does the 
mass dimension. This result does not contradict dimensional analysis; in fact, 
it is in accord with it because only the dimension of length (f0 and f) remains 
on the right-hand and left-hand sides. The point, as earlier expressed by 
Rozeboom (1962) and Luce (1962), is that the dimensions are unrelated here 
to the dynamic activity of the system across time, due to the initial cancel
lation. 

It may be asked what relationship is borne between dimensional analysis as 
practiced above and the aforementioned early functional equation work by 
Luce (1959b). Dimensional analysis, as is apparent above, assumes that phys
ical scales (which are ratio and log interval) appear in physical laws as power 
functions (with rational exponents) of one another. The approach taken by 
Luce, on the other hand, is one means, no longer considered the best one, of 
justifying the power function relationship (see also Krantz et al. 1971: Sec
tions 10.7, 10.9, 10.12). 

What is the impact of this theory for psychology? Unfortunately, so far, 
not very much. The major results do not generalize well to interval and 
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weaker scales, and the behavioral and social sciences are not presently over
burdened with ratio scale measurement. 

Krantz et al. (1971) suggest that the nonphysical sciences must 
1. discover their own ratio scales and append them to the existing structure 

of physical quantities, or 
2. introduce into the structure new non basic quantities that are basic to the 

nonphysical sciences, or 
3. arrive at lawful formulations having a different character from the 

dimensionally invariant equations of physics. 
The first alternative seems presently hopeless at least for large regions of 

psychological investigation. The second shows some promise in psycho
physics where scaling of psychological attributes in terms of physical quanti
ties has a relatively long and fruitful history; Krantz et al. show how such 
approaches as Stevens (1959, 1966) took might be interleaved with classical 
dimensional approaches to arrive at the physical dimensions corresponding 
to such psychological attributes as subjective intensity. 

The third possibility refers primarily to (a) developing laws that violate 
classical dimensional laws or (b) avoiding such difficulties as those encoun
tered with interval scales by performing manipulations such as taking ratios 
of differences (which essentially converts interval to ratio scales). 

Two other potential approaches come to mind. First, it seems possible at 
least in principle that when the nervous system and its metabolism and pos
sibly the neuroendocrine systems are better understood, for certain delimited 
psychological behaviors a particular neural subsystem might be approximated 
as a closed system over the limited period of the behavior. Then it might be 
feasible to employ a reductionistic argument in relating the ordinary dimen
sions of physics and chemistry to link the independent and dependent vari
ables to one another, as accomplished in traditional applications of dimen
sional analysis. 

The other approach basically reflects the status quo, namely, virtually all 
laws of the social sciences and many of the biological sciences do not violate 
dimensional theory; they simply do not interface with that theory . It might be 
argued that the behavioral sciences have come along just fine without at
tempting to perfectly imitate physics and that, in fact, it may be a waste of 
time and energy to do so. . 

The connecting fibers between this discussion and stochastic processing 
theory are admittedly slight at this time. However, if and when dimensional 
analysis can be amalgamated into the nonphysical sciences, RT should be one 
prime candidate as a dependent variable, particularly if, as our former argu
ments suggest, it can be taken as a ratio scale. 

Thus, suppose such an amalgamation takes place with regard to physical 
variables such as stimulus energy and certain dependent measures such as RT 
and that all of these lie on ratio scales. Then the relation between, say, stimu
lus energy and RT is a power function with a rational exponent, and the 
exponent itself should be determinable via dimensional analysis. One would 
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imagine, too, that many dynamic accounts, for instance, the spatial position 
of the hand in a tracking task, will obey the dimensionless account, where the 
dimensions cancel out and are of little aid in determining the overall systemic 
law (as was the case in the dynamic model of the single-spring system above). 

An introduction to systems and automata theory in relation to additivity 
of reaction times 

Many behavioral and neural scientists have employed analogies borrowed 
from what we may loosely call systems theory, and this propensity is increas
ing every year. Perhaps the least constrictive analogy (with the attendant 
advantages as well as pitfalls) is so-called general systems theory (there are 
a number of books on this, e.g., Klir 1969), which imposes few restraints on 
the workings of the system from the outset. Somewhat more restricted is 
automata theory (Booth 1967; Starke 1972), with finite automata as a special 
case. Linear systems theory (Padula & Arbib 1974; McGillem & Cooper 
1974; Norman 1981) is quite restrictive but has been of enormous importance 
in the other sciences and in psychoacoustics and to a lesser extent in visual 
psychophysics as well as in modeling of simple motor-tracking behavior. In 
fact, when the linearity assumption is dropped, matters get quite difficult, 
and it cannot be said that nonlinear systems theory has yet had the impact 
that might have been hoped for, due to its mathematically refractory nature. 

Virtually all reasonably defined systems can be put into the framework of a 
set U of inputs, a set of stages, Q, associated with the internal condition or 
states of the system, and a set Y of outputs. The states and outputs change as 
a function of processes and present states and inputs, and, in the most gen
eral cases, with time as well. When the changes of states are probabilistic 
rather than deterministic, we have the notion of stochastic systems. The large 
part of the work of this volume is, of course, an investigation of certain 
classes of systems. As before, when the distinction is important, we employ 
system to refer to the actual "real-life" entity doing the processing and model 
as the mathematical description of a system. 

In order to provide a modicum of background to systems theory, a rela
tively informal introduction to deterministic linear systems is given, and then 
rather evident sufficient constraints that lead to nonoverlapping serial sys
tems or to the less restrictive mean RT additivity are proposed. Then a fairly 
general description of a class of stochastic automata systems is offered of 
which discrete linear systems are a special case. Finally, the conditions under 
which such systems produce strictly serial behavior and' mean RT additivity 
are stated. 

linear systems 

Unlike the typical RT analysis as employed by psychologists, linear 
systems theory is based first and foremost on the input and output and state 
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of the system rather than the time taken by the system. Certainly temporal 
phenomena immediately ensue from the input-output characteristics of a sys
tem, but they are not the only matter of concern. Psychology typically has 
little evidence concerning how neural or cognitive processing is associated 
with the input and output of psychological functions and so has tended to 
focus, when attempting to analyze and identify separate subsystems, on time 
properties of the human processing system. 

It will be convenient to develop the simple case where the set of states Q 
equals the set of outputs Y and thus an output uniquely defines the state of 
the system at any point in time. Here we shall use the idea of a linear, causal, 
time-invariant system. Linear simply means that if the response of the system 
to input u1 (t) E U is y(t) =L [u1 (t)] and to input u2 (t) E U is y(t) =L [u2 (t)], 
then the response to the combined input u1 {t) + u2 (t) is just 

y(t) =L[u1(t) +u2 (t)] =L[u1(t)] +L[u2(t)] 

that is, the output is the sum of the two outputs associated respectively with 
the separate inputs. This property of superposition must hold, of course, for 
all time t considered. 

Causal systems are ones where the output cannot be affected by future in
puts, and time invariance implies that shifting the input by any fixed time T 
only shifts the output accordingly. Intuitively, the internal processing charac
teristics of the system are not varying over time, for instance, through 
fatigue, warmup effects, or the like. Systems such as these may be fruitfully 
studied by emphasizing the time domain and the state of the system (includ
ing the input and output). This approach centers on mappings from the input 
to the system state and thence to the output (this latter mapping is the identity 
in our Q = Y example), and then develops differential or integral equations to 
relate the input and output. Another method involves taking a Fourier or 
Laplace transform of the time domain functions and concentrates on the 
relative amplification of the various frequencies and phase shifts in the input 
signal by the system under study. 

More formally, let the sets U and Q='y both be the real-lineR. 
An integral equation may be written that follows the above precepts. Let 

h(t) E R+ be a linear weighting function that gives the amplification or 
weight that is accorded the input that actually occurred t time units in the 
past. Thus, h(O) is the amplification given the present input and if the input 
started back at t=O; then h(t) reveals the importance at the present moment 
of the input that happened t time units ago. For the system to be causal, 
It( -t) must not be allowed to be other than 0, for otherwise the system would 
be weighting "inputs" from the future. Any instant t ', then, from the past to 
the present, contributes an amount u(t')h(t-t') to the present state of the 
system at time t (t' ~ t). As noted above, y(t) is both the state of the system 
and also the output function. This is, of course, a special case of the general 
situation where the state of the system is then mapped into the output (put 
another way, the output mapping is the trivial multiplication by 1). We 
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assume that the input u begins specifically at t=O, but this is of little con
sequence since the system is time-invariant. Time invariance means that the 
weighting function h( •) does not depend on the exact present time, only on 
the time lapsed between an input and the present. In the general time-variant 
case, we would have to write h(t', t), with t representing the present and t' the 
past instant of input. 

We can now obtain the "total" output at the present instant t by integrat
ing all of the contributions from time 0 up to time t. It will be assumed in 
Eqs. 12.11-12.18, for illustration, that t, the time of measurement of the out
put, and the various (!-I') terms do not exceed the duration of the input or 
the lengths of time that ha and hb are nonzero. This assumption will be 
relaxed later. Then 

I 

y(t)= J h(t-t')u(t') dt' 
0 

(12.11) 

Here, we identify y both as the state of the system and as the output function. 
It may be noted that by convention we let h(O) be the weighting at the 

present where we have h(O)u(t) to represent the system output at that 
moment and to run the independent variable or argument of h upward in pos
itive value to stand for increasing times in the past. Thus, if we graph the 
function h we must keep in mind that we multiply the input u by h(t-t') 
rather than by h(t); that is, we can think of the weighting process as running 
h backwards relative to the time progression of u(t). In any case, the expres
sion Eq . 12.11 is actually symmetric in the sense that it can be written equiva
lently as 

I 

y(t) = J h(t')u(t- t') dt' 
0 

This type of mathematical operation is known as convolution (see Chap
ter 3). It was employed in earlier chapters where it was associated with the 
probability density function of the sum of two independent random variables. 
Here, however, it represents the output of a linear system. It, along with cor
relation, is also important in memory storage and retrieval and recognition 
theories (e.g., Borsellino & Poggio 1973; Gabor 1968, 1 969; Hinton & Ander
son 1981; Murdock 1979; Pribram 1966). 

Figure 12.9a-d shows a graphical illustration of the convolution operation 
in which the weighting function is exponentially damped and the input is a 
square wave. Note that the weighting function assigns weight to all inputs 
that have ever been received by the system, but that the farther back in time 
the input occurred the less weight it is assigned and hence the less it con
tributes to the output of the system. It can be seen that the output of the sys
tem y( t) increases exponentially as long as the stimulus is present (i.e., as 
long as the input is nonzero), and .when the input is terminated the response 
of the system begins to immediately die out. 

The discrete analog to Eq. 12.11 is given by 



0 

(a) 

(b) 

u(t) 

h(t) 

0 

2 

h(t-t') u(t') 

= y(t = Jo) 

t = lo 

/ 

t 

-2 -1 0 lo 2 
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y(t) 

t 

0 2 3 

(d) 

Fig. 12.9. (a) The manner in which a linear time-invariant causal system 
weights the input; the input here is u ( 1) =square wav~, a~d the system
weighting function (the so-called impulse response functton) ts h(t) =expo
nential. Input and weighting function are shown separately. (b) The shaded 
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yb > y(t) 

Fig. 12.10. A series connection of subsystems . 

k 

y(kt..t)= E h(kilt-iilt)u(iA.t) (12.12) 
1=0 

In Eq. 12.12, time can, of course, be thought of as separated into time quanta 
ilt, e;:tch At being worth a fixed number of time units. Clearly, kilt= I and 
iAt=t' in the continuous formulation. 

Now consider what happens when two subsystems are connected in series, 
as in Figure 12.10. We shall use the term series as distinguished from serial by 
permitting subsystems connected in series to overlap in their processing 
times. Let us call the output of subsystem Sb, Yb· Then the outputya becomes 
the input to Sb, of course. Note that we assume the transmission time to Sb, 
given that we have Ya at hand, is instantaneous. This can easily be weakened 
by imposing a delay mechanism between Sa and Sb, if necessary. For neural 
subsystems juxtaposed in the sense of being connected through a set of imme
diate synapses, the outputs of Sa terminal endbulbs (the output channels) 
would feed into the sb dendrites (the sb input channels) with a delay that is 
small relative to the usual time course of events. 

We thus have constructed the system S composed of 
t' 

YaU')=! ha(t'-t")u(t") dt." 
0 . 
I 

Yb(t) = J hb(l-t')YaU') dt' 
0 

Caption to Figure 12.9 (cont.) 

(12.13) 

trapezoid gives in height [height=h(t-t')·u(t')) the contributions to the 
output y fort between t•O and t= !. The shaded area equals the actual mag
nitude of the output y at t=!, i.e., 

y(!)= r4 

exp[ -d-t')) P.-dt '=l-e-1
'
4 = .22 

o 0 I 
In (c) the input. ceases at !=I so that at t=O, h(t-t') is multiplying 0 for 
t '= 1. The output is now 

2 ' l 
y(2)=J e-(H' ) n 

. 0 0 l 
1 dt' 
2 

=f e-<2-'''dt'=e-•-e-2=.50 
0 

In (d) the continuous successive output of y(t); note the decay beginning 
with the offset of the input . 
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that is, 

I r I' ] Yb(t)= Jo hb(t-t') J
0 

h0 (t'-t")u(t") dt" dt' 

which is the convolution of the subsidiary output Ya with the Sb weighting 
function. Thus, using our Chapter 3 notation, 

(12.14) 

However, because convolution is an associative operation, this expression 
may be rewritten in a more revealing fashion as 

(12.15) 

This result is derived in the discrete case in the appendix to this chapter. 
The output Yb is therefore equal to the result of convolving the input u with 

the convolution of ha and hb· This suggests that an equivalent system would 
result if, instead of passing u first into Sa and the result of that into Sb, we 
simply began with a system possessing the weighting function ha * hb. In fact, 
this is true· such systems are completely equivalent. 

We saw ln Chapter 3 that the characteristic function (or moment-generating 
function when it exists) of the sum of two independent random variables is 
simply the product of the two separ'ate characteristic functions. Because the 
probability density of such a sum is the convolution of the separate proba
bility densities, it is not hard to reckon that the Fourier transform of the sys
tem composed of h

0 
* hb will be equal to the product of the respective Fourier 

transforms. The Fourier (or Laplace) transform of any weighting function h, 
called the system or transfer function, gives a complete description of the sys
tem, and is denoted H(f), where f refers to frequency. For example, in the 
case of two subsystems arranged in series, the transfer function of the com
posite system is H(f)=Ha<f)Hb(f). We should note in passing that any 
H(f) depicts the system in terms of the way that it handles the various fre
quencies embedded in the input and that _furthermore IH<f)l2 

(the absolute 
value of the transfer function squared) represents the power allocated by the 
system specifically to amplify frequency f (see also Townsend & Ashby 1978 
with regard to power interpreted as capacity). 

We will assume that a response is given by such a system as soon as pro
cessing is completed - that is, when the output of the last subsystem becomes 
zero. In this case sufficient conditions for Donderian processing to occur are 
that (a) the processing operations or subsystems are arranged serially in the 
sense defined in earlier chapters, and (b) the experimenter can eliminate or 
add one of the subsystems by reducing or supplementing task complexity. 
This permits the method of subtraction to be employed. Sufficient conditions 
for mean RT (RT) additivity, on the other hand, are weaker because it need 
only be assumed that the subsystems are hooked up serially and that different 
experimental factors separately affect distinct subsystems. 
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STIMULUS DURATION 

ha(t) IS OPERATIONAL DURING THIS PERIOD 

~ 
THE DURATION OF 'MEMORY' OF ha{t) = Ta = T

8 

hb(t) IS OPERATIONAl DURING THIS PERIOO 

~ 
THE .!1!!BliT!Q!! OF 'MEMORY' OF 

Fig. 12.11. Impulse response functions with cutoffs in time and the effects on 
serial subsystems s. and Sb. 

Notice that when ha and hb have sharp cutoffs in time [i.e., h0 (t), hb(t) =0 
for t greater than some values], the entire processing time may be expressed 
as in Fig. 12.11, yielding 

(12.16) 

Thus, obviously in this case if the cutoffs Ta and Tb are functions only of fac
tors Xa and xb, respectively, then RT will be an additive function of these fac
tors. The next proposition makes this notation more precise. 

Proposition 12.8: Assume as in Fig. 12.11 that h;(t)>O until time T;where 
i =a or b and that h;(t) = 0 after time T;. Suppose Ta is a continuous decreas
ing function of Xa and Tb of xb in that T0 =T0 (X0 ), Tb = Tb(Xb) and that T0 and 
Tb are not functions of the alternate factor. Then 

RT=Ta(Xa) + Tb(Xb) +Y's 

Proof: This is reasonably obvious from Fig. 12.11. 0 

To get an idea of how a linear system acts in accordance with Proposi
tion 12.8 in a simple case, suppose u(t)=Ao(O), that is, the input is an 
impulse (an instantaneous spike) of height A>O occurring at t=O. Then the 
output will be nonzero up until t*=T0 (X0 )+Tb(xb) and from that moment 
on will be 0. 

In fact there will be a discontinuity at t= t* with the output at the instant 
t* = T(Xa) + T(xb) being 
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I I ' 

lim Yb(t)= lim ~ hb(t-t') ~ ha(t'-t")u(t") dt"dt' 
1-+1•- 1-+r- o o 

I 

= lim ~ hb(t-t')ha(t') dt'=ha(Ta)hb(Tb) 
1-+r- o 

I 

lim Yb(t)= lim ~ hb(t-t')ha(t') dt'=O 
1-+t•+ 1-+1•+ 0 

This result follows because to be nonzero, the argument in the integral must 
be such that t',;;;; Ta(Xa) and also t- t',;;;; Tb(xb) so that t- Tb (xb),;;;; t',;;;; Ta(Xa)· 
By symmetry of the convolution integral as well, t-Ta(Xa),.;t',.;Tb(Xb)· 
Thus when t=Ta(Xa)+Tb(xb)+r, r>O, then r+Ta(Xa),.;t',.;Ta(Xa) and 
r+T:(xb),.;t',.;Tb(xb), which is impossible, but at the instant t*=Ta(Xa)+ 
Tb(xb) there is an output representing the respective magnitudes of halTa(Xa)] 

and hb[Tb(xb)J. . 
Proposition 12.9 states conditions sufficient to produce a Dondenan s.ys-

tem- that is, one in which subsystem Sb becomes active only when processmg 

by Sa is complete. 

Proposition 12.9: A linear systems model, composed of two subsystems ~a 
and Sb in series, is a Donderian system if ha(t) > 0 only forTs~ t ~.Ta and tf 
hb(t)>O only for Ta+Ts,.;t,.;Tb, where Ts is the stimulus duratiOn. 0 

The proof is straightforward and will not be given here. Thus, the condi
tions for a system to be Donderian are much stronger than they are for RT 
additivity. Not only must the impulse response functions have both an upper 
and a lower cutoff, but the lower cutoff of hb must be precisely Ta + Ts. 

We should mention some recent related work by McClelland (1979; see also 
Ashby 1982b), where a particular type of linear system is emplo.yed in which 
the weighting function h;(t) at each stage is a simple exponenttally da~ped 
time function. A decision is made when a unit (subsystem) associated wtth a 
possible response at the highest level attains a criterion magnitu~~ of.activa
tion (the criterion is allowed to vary to introduce some probabths~ mto an 
otherwise deterministic system). The characteristic of this system ts used to 
investigate several experimental paradigms popular within cognitive psychol
ogy. Of most interest to the present discussion is McClelland's finding t~at 
when experimental manipulations affect certain parameters in separate senal 
subsystems, the appearance of temporal additivity is seen, whereas perturb~
tion of other parameters evokes an apparent interaction. C?nversel~·.e~pen
mental contrivances affecting the same subsystem can evmce addtttvtty or 
interaction depending on which parameters they alter. . 

On the other hand, some caution must be maintained when interpretmg 
these results because Ashby (1982b) showed that this model does not have a 
well-defined RT distribution function because it always predicts a nonzero 
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probability that a response never occurs. By conditioning on the event that a 
response does occur, Ashby did derive RT density and distribution functions 
for McClelland's model, thus allowing most RT statistics to be computed 
directly and therefore eliminating the need for computer simulations. Using 
these results, an investigation of the model showed that it has severe prob
lems predicting standard RT variability results because it predicts almost no 
increase in RT variability as the mean increases. 

Finite-state probabilistic automata 

Interestingly, when we move to a more complex type of system, the 
Donderian quality does not seem so bizarre, although mean RT additivity 
now appears rather strange; to be sure, there is a large subjective element in 
such an evaluation. 

To keep matters simple, only finite-state automata operating in discrete 
times are considered, although they are permitted to be probabilistic. The 
discrete-time and finite-state assumptions obviate many analytic problems, 
although the logic of the arguments does not depend on the assumptions. 

The notation required is listed below: 

U = { Uj J =finite set of nu inputs to S0 • 

Q1 = { qji> l ( i= a, b)= set of nq; states of system Sa or Sb. 
Y; = lY1'1 l (i =a, b)= finite set of ny; outputs; the outputs of Sa 

serve as inputs to Sb, associated respectively with S0 or Sb. 
At= basic time unit during which an input, output, and change 

of state occur; we can assume for simplicity that At= 1. 
P;(q', y' I q, v) =probability of entering state q' and emitting output y' given 

input v and current state q, in systemS;, v E U or Ya 
depending on whether i=a or b. 

It is required, of course, that probability be conserved: 

nqa nya 

E I; Pa(q/01,y?11q<a>,u)=l for all q<a>EQ0 , uEU 
i=l }=l 

nqb nyb 

E I;Pb(q/b1,yr11q<b>,y<a>)=l for aU q<bleQb, y<«>eya 
i=l j=l 

and of course, 1 ~ P;( • I •) ~ 0 for all arguments ( •). 
Let <.fl;=set of initial state probabilities associated with systemS; (i=a, b). 

The overall two-subsystem series may then be succinctly described by the 
9-tuple 

where P= {P(•I• )J =set of conditional probabilities for i=a, b, described 
above. 

We now impose the additional constraint that for any finite-length stimu
lus input, each system yields a finite-len~rth .~enuenP.e. nf .~t<~tP rh>~na"'~ ""'1 
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output. Let 0 denote the null output when nothing is emitted from a system 
and denote an input-state pair that results in 0 by (v, Q)o (v=u or y for Sa or 
sb. respectively). 

Also required is the "memory" duration of each system, that is, the inter
val of time until the null output 0 is emitted after the input ceases. Note, 
though, that 0 might be "emitted" even though inputs are sti11 coming in. In 
fact, that will be the way of formally describing how a Donderian system 
appears: No real output emerges until Sa has completed its work on the input. 

Let T;(v*, q<W) =random duration inS; from moment of last input v* and 
state q<W (i=a, b) until no more non-0 outputs are emitted. If Ts=input 
duration as earlier, then we can again decompose the processing times into 
Ts+Ta(u*,q<a>)+Tb(Y",q<b>), when u*=last symbol in the input sequence 
and y"'=last output from Sa. 

A sufficient method of producing a Donderian system is stated in the next, 
obvious proposition. 

Proposition 12.10: Assume Sa and Sb are each eliminatable. If the only 
output from Sa up until the random time T a is a string of Os (i.e., no output) 
then the system is Donderian. 0 

What could produce such delay of any real output in this type of system? 
Perhaps in contrast to the typical applications of continuous-time linear sys
tems, many of the tasks of real automata (e.g., computers) are performed by 
subsystems that emit no output until the task is completed. For instance, 
when a control processor performs an addition operation on the contents of 
two memory locations through the accumulator, no output will be apparent 
(e.g., to an output device or to store in memory) until the addition is finished. 

Now consider two experimental factors Xa and Xb (considered as sets) that 
affect s{l and sb' respectively' by shortening or prolonging their activity in 
some way. Most attractive is the possibility that x;EX; might speed up pro
cessing in S; by decreasing the number of operations (i.e., states) through 
which the system has to move to achieve a certain goal. Alternatively, situa
tions where the durations of state changes might differ from one to another 
and possibly be altered by experimental manipulation require a general 
M(n, q), that is, a variable interval that is a function of input and state. This 
pulls the theorist out of the bounds of traditionally studied automata. How
ever, one might stay within the constant-At systems and still vary individual 
operation times by using the ploy of q ~ q transitions, that is, represent pro
longed duration by dwelling in a certain state for the number of At required 
and then transit q ~ q' as appropriate. 

It is important to observe that, in general, the shortening or prolongation 
ofT; (i =a, b) will result in a different train or sequence of states and outputs 
than the original one. Therefore, because the state and outputs of Sb depend 
on the outputs of Sa, typically Tb will be expected to indirectly be a function 
of Xa as well as Xb. 
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First, ~~press the factor dependency as T;(v", q<W,x;) (i=a,b; v"'=last 
input; q<•> =state at moment of last input; X; EX;). In the following, it will be 
postulated that the influences of X; on S; (i =a, b) occur by virtue of altering 
the probability distribution P;, leaving the basic sets Q, Y, unchanged. How
ever, this could readily be generalized without damage to the conclusions 
below. We content ourselves with a statement of a necessary and sufficient 
condition for mean RT additivity to hold. 

Proposition 12.11: Assume factor Xa does not directly affect Sb in the sense 
that 

Sb= <Ya, Qb, Yb, Pb, if! b) 

is unaffected by manipulations of Xa, and similarly for Xb and Sa (recall that 
Ya is the input set to Sb). It is then necessary and sufficient for mean RT addi
tivity to hold that 

E"[Eb(Ta+ Tb + Ts)] = ls+E0 [Ta(u*, q<a>•,Xa)] 

+Ea(Eb[Tb(y;, q<W,xb) lxaJI 
=A(Xa)+B(xb) 

But for this to occur, it is in turn necessary and sufficient that 

Ea(Eb[Tb(y;, q<b>·, Xb) lxaJI =B,(xa) +B2(Xb) (12.17) 

where E;( • ), i=a, b, denotes the expectation over the Sa or Sb probability 
space, respectively. 

Proof: Obviously, the first assumption still needs to hold and Eq. 12.17, 
being the conclusion in Proposition 12.11, is sufficient to produce additivity. 
Conversely, if Eq. 12.17 does not hold, RT cannot be an additive function of 
Xa, xb because Eq. 12.17 would then be a function of Xa also. 0 

It is not completely transparent what types of probabilistic automata might 
obey Proposition 12.11 while not actually being Donderian (i.e., nonover
lapping in time). In many cases, the final output of Sa will be different for 
different Xa, the State of Sb Will be different at that time, and the train of 
states and outputs of Sb will therefore differ as a function of Xa. Another 
more colloquial way of posing the same conundrum is to ask what kind of 
system Sb could receive and act in a nontrivial way on inputs from S" yet not 
interact with the influences of a factor Xa. 

One kind of consideration that might be germane is speed-accuracy trade
off. Suppose Sa is speeded up (through Xa) without simplifying the task it is 
doing. Then its output to Sb may be degraded. Now Sb may be able to com
pensate for its poor input by taking longer (and thus interacting with Sa). 
Alternatively, it might yield a less accurate output but perform its work 
during the same time interval (and therefore be affected only by Xb). These 
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aspects are pertinent even if Sa and Sb are limited in a Donderian fashion. For 
instance, if RTs are additive but error rates increase with faster times, then 
the RT data by themselves mean little. Further, if the errors increase some
what faster from perturbations in Sa as well as Sb, it is not clear just what 
kind of interaction of error rate should be expected; it probably depends on 
the specific task and subsystems involved. It is situation!! like those, almost 
sure to be found in many expected settings, that beseech the use of substan
tive mathematical information-processing models in order to test speqjfic 
theoretical predictions and to use the parameters to measure important pro
cessing characteristics. 

SummJtry and conclusions 

In attempting to summarize the rather diverse results of this chapter we make 
the following observations: 

1. An additive factor approach is here viewed as important in helping to 
delineate the type of interactions that various subsystems may have with one 
another. In particular, mean RT additivity is possible with serially arranged 
subsystems with no overlap in processing times, whereas mean RT inter
actions are compatible with certain broad classes of parallel systems. Hereto
fore, no broad classes of models failing to exhibit mean RT additivity had 
been demonstrated. However, questions regarding the statistical power of the 
usual mean RT additivity tasks have not been probed. 

2. It was argued that the great majority of RT theorists implicitly assume 
that RT lies on a ratio scale but that this assumption is, at present, untestable. 
The use of conjoint measurement to test for RT additivity was considered, 
and it was concluded that conjoint measurement offers few advantages over 
more traditional techniques such as analysis of variance. Dimensional analy
sis was briefly considered with respect to its potential use in behavioral psy
chology and, in particular, RT. Although a powerful tool in physics and 
engineering, it is not presently suitable for application in . the nonphysical 
sciences. 

· 3. Sequentially arranged linear systems and sequential finite probabilistic 
automata were considered as examples of systems in which processing times 
generally overlap, thus producing hybrid or, in special cases, parallel or serial 
systems. Formulations that result in serial (nonoverlapping) times or mean 
RT additivity were developed. However, more work needs to be done with 
regard to actual information-processing operations that might occur in such 
systems that obey these formulations. 

Appendix 12.1 

To derive Eq. 12. 15 in the discrete case note that the discrete analogy of 
Eq. 12.14 is 
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k j 

y(kM)= .E hb(kM-JM> E haUA1-iM)u(i.t3.t) 
J=O i=O 

(A. I) 

Now !et u~ suppress the . .t3.t in order to shorten our notation, but we always 
keep m mmd that, for mstance, j refers to j.t3.t time units. Now we write 
Eq. A.l in detail: 

y(kAt) = u(O) ha(O) hb(k) + u(O) ha(l )hb(k-l) + u(l) ha(O) hb(k-1) 

+u(O)ha(2)hb(k- 2) + u(l )ha(l )hb (k- 2) + u(2)ha(O)hb(k- 2) 

+ · · · +u(O)ha(k)hp(O)+u(l)ha(k-1 )hb(O) 

+ • · · +u(k)ha(O)hb(O) 

~ lit~le scr~tiny of this sum suggests ~n alternative method of forming the 
IdentiCal thmg: -

Y(kM) = U(O) [ha(O)hb (k) +ha(l )hb(k-1) +ha(2)hb (k- 2) 

+ • • • +ha(k)hb(O)] 

+ u(l )[hg(O) hb(k-1) + ha(l )hb(k- 2) + · • · + ha(k-1) hb(O)] 

+ u(2) [ha(O)hb(k- 2) + ha(l) hb(k- 3) 

+ · · · +ha(k-2)hb(O)] 

+ ... + u(k-1 Hha(O)hb(l) + ha(I) hb(O)] + u(k) hp(O) hb(O) 

We can summarize this result with our standard summation signs as 
k k-,j 

Y(kAt}= .E u(j) E ha(i)hb(k-)-i) 
j=O 1=0 

which is the discrete analog of Eq. p.15. 



The Handpeople reveal two 
contrasting predictions of 
parallel us. serial models in an 
experimental design especially 
constructed to test between 
reasonably large classes of 
parallel and serial systems. 

. Each of the Hand persons 
stands for one of the critical 
experimental conditions (for 
this particular test). It can be 
seen that the serial models 
(top) predict that the sum of 
conditions CI 1 and CI 2 must 
equal the sum of CII 4 and 
CIII 1. On the other hand, the 
parallel models (bottom) 
predict that this sum will be 
unequal. Both parallel and 
serial models assume the ability 
to self-terminate (see also 
Chapter 4). 

13 The parallel-serial testing paradigm 

An experimental paradigm has been developed that capitalizes on differenti
ating characteristics of parallel and serial processes (Townsend 1976a; also 
see Chapters 4, 14, and 15). For some broad classes of parallel and serial 
models, it can be shown that, for the conditions that comprise the paradigm, 
no member of either class can make exactly the same predictions as the other. 
Its logical acronym is PST (parallel-serial tester). It will be defined precisely 
below. One of the nice properties of the paradigm is that the testing can be at 
the level of the mean reaction times. This obviates dilemmas with the exact 
form of the distribution (being forced to posit a particular distribution, con
cern about the large sampling variance of the higher sample moments, prob
lems of estimating the RT density function, and so on). On the other hand, 
when it is desired to employ specific classes of distributions and to test the 
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parallel vs. serial predictions at the distributional level, it may be that the sen
sitivity of the test will be enhanced. 

Another approach that makes no specific assumption about the underlying 
distribution tests the tails of the observable RT latency density in order to 
ascertain whether it could have arisen from a within-stage independent paral
lel process (Townsend 1976b). Ross and Anderson (1981) have adapted this 
method for use wit~ convolutions of mixtures of distributions and employed 
it with data to test an implication of Anderson's ACT theory (Anderson 
1976). 

The plan of the chapter will be to begin with an introduction to the basic 
empirical paradigm itself followed by a section describing the parallel and 
serial models' notation. Then, the models' predictions within PST are pre
sented and three propositions concerning parallel-serial testability are put 
forth and proven. The propositions given here are more general than those of 
Townsend (1976a) and generally follow the form of more recent work (Town
send 1976b). Both the serial and parallel models covered are distribution-free. 
The succeeding section gives a special case and some numerical examples. An 
experimental application of PST carried out by Townsend and Snodgrass 
(1974) is then explored, with evidence for parallel processing in that particu
lar instance. The final portion of the chapter briefly considers questions 
related to generalizability of these results. 

The basic paradigm 

The PST paradigm requires an observer to search through a list of two items 
for one or more targets. In principle, it is irrelevant whether the target is pre
sented first, second, or simultaneously with the two comparison items. That 
is, the focus is on comparison times rather than encoding and other attendant 
processes. 

For convenience we will refer to the target as A, although it may be any 
member of the stimulus set. Then the paradigm is constituted by the three 
experimental conditions listed in Table 13 .1. Condition CI is composed of 
two types of trials, and CII and CUI of four types of trials each, where the 
trials are assumed to be randomized within conditions and the three condi
tions are blocked separately. One of two responses is required on every trial, 
and these are designated R 1 and R2. 1 

Condition I requires response R1 if the target item is on the right (spatially, 
temporally, etc.) and R2 if the target is on the left. Condition CII, on the 
other hand, requires that both comparison items match the target in order for 
response Rl to be appropriate, whereas in CHI only one comparison is 
required to match the target in order for Rl to be the correct response. At 

1 The response pairing with the trial types is slightly different from that in Townsend 
(1976a) in order to be compatible with the empirical application in a later section of 
this chapter. 
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Table 13.1. Parallel-serial testing (PST) paradigm 

Condition 

CI Target=A Comparison items Response 

Trial type { 
1. AB R2 

2. BA Rl 

en Target =A Comparison items Response 

T,;ao !YP< { 

1. AA Rl 
2. AB R2 
3. BA R2 
4. BB R2 

CIII Target =A Comparison items Response 

{ 
1. AA Rl 
2. AB Rl 

Trial type 3. BA Rl 

4. BB R2 

present, the theorems concerning PST require that errors be irrelevan~ to the 
basic comparison process. Although there is rightfully a good .deal of.•~tere~t 
in speed-accuracy relations (and a significant degree of attentiOn on 1t m thts 
treatment; see the Preface and Chapters 5, 6, 9-11, and 15}, as mentioned 
earlier, it is not yet clear just what role, if any, quite small error rates (e.g., 
less than lOOJ'o) play in perceptual matching. It even seems doubtful that RT
error covariation would be likely to cause a parallel PST outcome to appear 
serial or vice versa, but such questions deserve further quantitative investiga
tion. Krueger (1978) contributes an intriguing theoretical analysis of RT and 
error data in a class of matching experiments similar to these. 

The logical structure of the PST is important rather than the parti~ular 
realizations. Note that in the prototypical characterization .above, a smgle 
target (A) is shown. In the application reported below, two symbols actually 
comprise the target rather than simply one. Similarly, the stimuli present~d 
may, of course, vary from trial to trial, and the "matching" could be m 
terms of categories (or anything) rather than physical identity. 

The basic models 
Two postulates are shared by all the models. One is that processing ~s ba.sic
ally self-terminating and the other is that the distribution on processmg t~~e 
is somehow different when two matching items are being compared than tt ts 
when two mismatching items are compared. In addition, it is assumed that 
the extra, residual processing times that come from outside the comparison 
process are invariant across the various conditions of the p~radigm, alt~ough 
they can be assumed to be different in the parallel and senal models Without 
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~isabling the testability results. The comparison and residual processing 
times are also .assumed to be additive but need not be stochastically indepen
de.n_t because m t?e present treatment it is the mean reaction times that are 
utthzed. As we wtll see, under these conditions PST yields observable diver
sity (i:e., distingui~~ability) at the level of the mean (Townsend 1976a). An 
expenmental cond1t10n produces mean-observable diversity if the mean RTs 
are observable (trivial in most settings) and if the two models make distinct 
~ean RT predictions. To economize the terminology we shall again (e.g., as 
m. Chapter 11) refer to the general stochastic processes appropriate for a situ
ation as the model, although in a strict sense it may be a class of models 
(because it ~ene~ates a family of particular probability distributions on RTs). 

S~l~-ter~mat10n, meaning the ability of the system to stop processing when 
sufflcte.nt mformati?? has been obtained to respond correctly, certainly 
occurs m som~ cogmttve tasks. For instaQ.ce, when searching for the name of 
an old . acquamtance, one need not exhaust the entire long-term memory 
~eservo1r after the correct (or incorrect) one has been retrieved. Its existence 
m other contexts, such as short-term memory search is more controversial 
Serial position effects are often cited as evidence for s~lf-termination and w~ 
find th~se fairly c?mpelling (see Townsend 1974b), but there are other ways 
to predtct them wtthout assuming self-termination. The reader is referred to 
Chapters 6 and 7 for more discussion of this and similar points. 
~he idea that i~ might take a different amount of time to complete a com

panson of matchmg elements than it does to compare mismatching elements 
or m~re ~cc~rately, that matching and nonmatching elements possess a differ~ 
~nt dtstn butwn on completion time, has also received a good deal of support 
m the perceptual and cognitive literature. Examples can be found in same~ 
different matching (Bamber 1969, 1975; Taylor 1976b), psycholinguistics 
(Chase & Clark 1972), and memory or display search (Townsend & Roos 1973· 
Huesman & W~ocher 1976). In many cases, same-match ( +) RTs appear t~ 
be fa~ter than dtfferent-match (-) RTs, but in especially simple psychophysi
cal ctrcumstances (e.g., with unidimensional stimuli; see Krueger 1978) -
matches may be faster than + matches. 

The additive decomposition of the mean times into the process of interest 
pl~~ ~ll the others lumped together in a residual latency term is not without 
cnttctsm (see the non-Donderian model of Chapter 6; see also Chapter 12), 
but seems a reasonable place to begin . 
. An importa~t postulate with regard to PST is that the primary characteris

tics ~f processmg do not change across conditions CI, CII, and CIII. This 
reqmres that the aforementioned postulates hold in all conditions and in 
addition that the basic parameter set be invariant across conditions. Here we 
face a dilemma associated with virtually all scientific theory testing: The 
~roader the class of models tested, the more complex the experimental condi
tions_ ~ust be to per.mit testability, but the more complex the experimental 
c~ndtttons, the less hkely it is that models of the same subsystems operating 
With the same parameter values are applicable across all experimental condi-
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tions. All we can do in such circumstances is attempt to maximize the likeli
hood that the same basic model parameters are indeed appropriate every
where that is required. Now assume that a is the left position in Table 13.1 
and b the right position. 

Let T1jbe the random time to compare the item in position i (i=a, b) with 
the target A when the comparison is taking place during stagej (j = 1, 2), and 
the superscript + indicate that the two items match; T;jis the same duration 
when the items mismatch. Note that the T terms are intercompletion times 
rather than completion times (see Chapters 3 and 4). The models below do 
not assume across-stage independence (i.e., independence of intercompletion 
times; see Chapters 3 and 4). However, special exponentially based models 
developed later do. 

The serial models 

We can simply use the mean times E(Tij) = l;j, where • stands for + 
or -, in the proof below, because the mean of the sum of the serial times is, 
of course, just the sum of the respective means. As usual, pis the probability 
that the item in position a is selected first for processing. The later part of the 
chapter requires the distributions, however, so we establish the requisite 
not;:~tion here. 

Let F11 (tj1) be the distribution function for the comparison of position i's 
element with the target during stage 1, where again • may be either + or -, 
and Fj2 ( th I ti1) be the distribution function during stage 2 on position j, con
ditioned on the duration occupied by the comparison of position i in stage 1. 
These functions are, in general, not constrained to be even from the same 
family of distributions, although that might typically be the case. As 
customary, f=dF!dt is the appropriate density function. 

The parallel models 

Recall first that in our nomenclature stage refers to the interval 
between two successive item (element) completions. Thus, stage 1 designates 
the interval before the first comparison finishes, stage 2 that between the first 
and second completions, and so on. An alternate definition of stage is as one 
of a series of subprocesses (see Chapter 12). 

It will be assumed that the parallel models are within-stage-independent 
(see Townsend 1976a and Chapter 4). As usual, let the survivor function of 
the intercompletion time be G( t) = 1- G (t) (i.e., 1- distribution function). 
Then within-stage independence says that the survivor function of the inter
completion time is expressible as a product of the survivor functions of the 
uncompleted elements (see Chapter 4): 

P(Tal> tnTbl> t) = Gal(t) obi (t) 

where Ga1 (t) and Gb1 (t) are the survivor functions of the two positions dur-
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ing stage 1 and it is not necessary that Ga 1 ( t) = Gb1 (t) even when both 
matches are positive or negative [e.g., 0 0) (t) ~ G,;tj ( t)]. (Note that the bar 
over G is not to be interpreted as a minus sign.) There is only one uncom
p~eted element d~uing stage 2, of course, and its survivor function is 6 12 (1;

2
). 

Fmally, g = - dG I dt = dG I dt is the parallel density of the distribution func
tion G = 1- G, and we are obviously assuming the G terms are differentiable 
functions on IE [0, oo). It is also assumed that the (;terms are strictly de
creasing in t. Doubtless, it would be possible to weaken these last restrictions 
somewhat, but there are cases where parallel models can mimic serial models 
by assuming, say, 

G.:;(t)=l, 
=0, 

t=O 
t>O (element is processed with infinite speed) 

for certain of the Gu terms. In such cases, the parallel model degenerates into 
a serial model. These circumstances are not permitted in the propositions, 
how~ver, in view of the assumed differentiability and strict monotonicity of 
the G terms. 

Let /(A) be an indicator random variable on the event A such that 

/(A)= I if A occurs 
= 0 otherwise 

Consider A=T:1<Tb"., that is, b is completed after a. Then it will be con
venient to use joint expectations of the form 

E[Tb"2 I(A )] =E[Tb"2 l(Tdi <Tb"1)] 

which yields the expected second-stage intercompletion time on b when it is a 
mismatch and occurs after a's completion, which was a positive match. The 
conditional expectation is, of course, easily computed from this to be 

E(T-IT+<T-)= E[Tb"2/(Tdi<Tbi)] 
b2 al bl P(Tdi <Tbj) 

Predictions and proposUions 

The mean reaction time predictions for both kinds of models are shown in 
Table 13.2. The serial predictions are straightforward. Thus, the prediction 
for en 1 is derived by noting that both comparisons always have to be made 
a~~ with probability p position a is selected f~rst <la1> followed by position b 
(tb2), both matches are +, and so on. The ls equals the combined residual 
durations from extraneous processes. 

The logic of the parallel derivations with regard to when processing can 
terminate is similar but slightly more complex. We break the contributions 
down into that for the minimum (first completion) time plus the second inter
completion time. For Instance, consider the nongestalt parallel expression for 
condition CII 1. Because both comparisons must be finished in order to 
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insure a correct response, exhaustive processing is required . Thus, the mean 
RT is equal to the sum T1+T2, where T; is the ith intercompletion time 
(i= 1, 2 ), plus lp, the mean residual processing time. The first-stage duration 
T( is just min(Tt1i, T61), whereas the second, T2, is T;h or Tt2 depending on 
whether b or a was finished first. Therefore, 

stage 1 
E(T1+T2 ) =E[min(Tt1i, Tt1)] 

stage 2 and a is first stage 2 and b is first 

+ E [T62I(Tt1i <Ttl)] +E[Taii(Tti <TJi)J 

But we know that the expected duration is the integral of the survivor func
tion (Chapter 3), which, for the n:tinimum duration here, is just 

P[min(Tt1i. T61) > tJ = Gt1i (t) 6t1 (t) 

so that 

E(TJ+T2) =I'"' Gt1i (I) Gtl (t) dt+E[Tt2I(Tt1i <Ttl)] +E[Tdii<Ttl <Tt1i)] 
0 

The latter terms can be explicated mathematically as in 

E[Tt2I(TJj <T6j)] = Jco J co tlzga~ Ua~) Gb~ Ua~)gb"j_(tb"j_ / Ia~) dta1 dtb"j_ 
0 0 

Of course, in a number of the conditions only the minimum time is pertinent 
(CI 1, 2; CII 4; ern I) or only the minimum time plus that concerned with a 
particular order of processing (CII 2, 3; CIII 2, 3). However, the derivations 
are similar. 

Some early pilot work indicated that when both elements matched the tar
get, as in CII I and CIII 1, processing seemed to be quite fast and about equal 
on the two conditions, although the standard serial or non-supercapacity par
allel prediction is that CIII I< CII 1. This is because termination can occur in 
CIII 1 as soon as the first element is completed, whereas both must always be 
finished in en 1. This suggests that observers were able to treat the double 
match situation as a single global gestalt pattern. For this reason, a separate 
gestalt prediction is included in the parallel column for CII 1 and em 1. If 
the overall comparison pattern is conceived of as a gestalt, we can simply 
write the expectation for that stimulus. These models will be fit to data sepa
rately below . 

Propositions 13.1 and 13.2 are concerned with the regular parallel model. 
Following a brief discussion of those, Proposition 13.3 treats the gestalt case. 

The first proposition claims that if Ga1 ( t) = Gb~ ( t) = Gt ( /) and if Gal ( t) = 
Gb!(t)=G1-(t) for all t>O but that 

ao co 
E<T~->=J a~-u>dt~J atu>dt=E<TI+> 

0 0 
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then the PST predictions can never be equal for the parallel and serial models. 
It is therefore assumed that no serial position effects exist during stage 1 
( 6~ 1 = 6bt; • equals +, -) but in addition we O!llY assume that the + and -
mean times differ. This latter condition is not generally strong enoug_h when · 
serial position effects are present during stage I to prove the result because of 
an excess of flexibility in the models. Proposition 13.2 takes up this case and 
it is shown that if the + and - distributions are ordered, that is, if 

6ai(t)=:::6al(t) and 6b~(t)=:::6bl(t) for all t~O 

then the parallel and serial predictions are distinct. This concept of an order
ing of the distributions is one reasonable but relatively strong way two proba
bility distributions can differ. For instance, a weaker condition is simply that 
the means are ordered, as in Proposition 13 .I, whereas a stronger condition is 
that the hazard functions are order~d for all t ~ 0. The reader is referred to 
Chapters 8 and 9 and to Townsend and Ashby (1978) for more discussion of 
these relationships. 

In the first two propositions, parallel-serial discriminability also occurs if 
fa~~ lal and li}j_ ~ lbl in the serial model, if it is supposed that when the parallel 
distributions differ, they do so in the manner just described. Actually, the 
following more general result can be proven: If the + and - difference only 
exists at one serial position (say, a), then enough significant constraints are 
generated in the classes of models to make them PST observable mean diverse 
(as in the more special models of Townsend 1976a). That is, they can still 
be experimentally discriminated at the level of mean RTs. However, the 
present treatment is sufficient to itlustrate the main points of this type of 
analysis. 

The main thrust of Propositions 13.1 and 13.2 is associated with property 
IIC of Chapter 15, one of the differentiating aspects of parallel and serial 
functioning. That property maintains that the processing time of an element 
operated on serially can not reasonably depend on the identity of elements 
completed at a later time, whereas such a dependence is reasonable when pro
cessing is parallel. This idea is implemented by adding conditions CI 1 + CI 2 
and comparing the result with CII 4 + Clll1. In the serial model property llC 
constrains both sums to be an equal and additively separable function of the 
+ and - processing durations; that is, CI 1 + CI 2 = CII 4 + CIII 1 because 
each intercompletion time is forced to be a single element's processing time 
(and independent of what transpires later). In the parallel model, however, 
the intercompletion times are products of the + and - distributions and 
cannot be so decomposed. Because the sums Cl 1 + CI 2 and CII 4 +CHI 1 
are distinctive in the parallel instance, CI 1 + CI 2 ~ CII 4 + CIII 1. 2 

The fact that a single diverse property of realistic parallel and serial sys
tems, together with help from the structure of PST, has led to a powerful dis-

2 D. Bamber (personal communication) has noted that CI 1 + CI 2 = CII 3 +CHI 1 
even if f. varies from response Rl to R2. 
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criminatory experimental paradigm may inculcate some optimism in us 
regarding the future of parallel-serial testability, as well as other tricky psy
chological issues. 

Proposition 13.1: Parallel and serial models are observable mean diverse in 
PST if 

-2) 6t<!)::::;:6aiU>=6b~(t) and 6t-U>=6aiU)=6bl(t) for all t>O and 
Gt (t) ~ Gt- {t) for some t > 0 in the parallel model; or 

(ii) la1 ~ lal. and lb~ ~ lbl. in the serial model. 

Proof" (i) From Table 13.2 observe that if mean RTs are everywhere the 
same; then under the above conditions, 

CI 1 + CI 2=p(la1 + la!) + (1-p) (lb~ + lbl) +24 

But also 

=I'"' 6t<n6t-(t) dt+J"" 6t-<t>6t<n dt+2lp 
0 0 

00 

=2 J 6t<n 6 1-(t) dt+2lp 
0 

CII 4+CIII 1 =p(lai + la!) + (1-p)(lb~ + lb!) + 2fs 

= J"" [6t-U)J 2 dt+ J"" £6t(t)J 2 dt+2lp 
0 0 

so the implication is that CI 1 + CI 2 = CII 4 +CUI 1 and hence 

j'"' r 6~-u>J 2 
dt+ J"" [6tu>J 2 dt=2 J"" 6t<n 6~-<n dt 

0 0 0 

which gives 

J"" [6t-(t)-6t<t)J 2 dt=O 
0 

We need to show this cannot be. 
It was supposed that at least one t, say t*, existed where the two functions 

differed. It is straightforward to show that there must be an interval around 
such a t* where the functions still differ, because of the assumed continuity 
of the G functions. Presume that at t•, 

16+u· >- 6 -u· >I= h> o 
Now, by continuity, for any e~o 1'2 >0, there exists a o>O such that if 
lt-t*l<o, then 

16+(1)- 6 + u· >I< EJ and 16 -{f)-6- (t*)l<e2 

Therefore, for any t such that lt-t•i<o, 
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IG+(t)-6-u>l 

= IG +u• >- 6 -u•> + 6 +u>- 6 +u• >- [ 6 -en- 6 -u•)]i 

;,.h-ltt+t:21 

But because t:
1 

and ~: 2 are arbitrarily small, it is clear that an interval around t• 
exists where at¢ a.-. This implies that 

00 

~ £Gt(t)-G1-(t)}
2 dt>O 

0 

ending in a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose la~ ¢ fal and fiJi¢ hi and notice that then either 

ei 1 = pl;Ji + ( 1 - p) fbi¢ p{;;t + ( 1 - p) fbi= en4 

or 
ei2= pf;;; + (1-p)fiit ¢pf;;; + (1-p)fbi = en4 

irrespective of the value of p. Therefore, in the parallel model, 
00 00 l at<na,-(t)dt¢~ [G,-(t)]

2
dt 

0 0 

This implies that at ( t) ¢ 0 1- {t) for some value of t, and again the result 
comes about through the foregoing argument. 0 

Proposition 13.1 holds no matter what the value of the serial parameter p; 
specifically, it need not be constrained to the open interval (0, 1 ). If it is (i.e., 
if p ¢0, 1), then the condition on the mean serial times can be weakened to 

fa)¢ l;;i or liit ¢ lbi. 
Part (i) of Proposition 13.2 states a sufficient condition for observable 

mean diversity that is in the form of a condition placed directly on the paral
lel functions. Part (ii) supposes that the seriall;Ji ¢ l;;i, or flit¢ lbi. Then under 
the assumption that if any parallel difference is present, it appears in the 
ordering on survivor functions 00~ (!)::::: G;;j ( t) or Giit (t) ::c Obi (t), mean ob-

servable diversity again ensues. 

Proposition 13.2: Mean diversity holds in PST, 
(i) if for all t>O, aa~(t)¢aaiU) and ah\(t)¢abi{t), or 
(ii) if l;Ji ¢ [;;j, lb\ ¢ lbi and the only way that the G terms are allowed to 

differ is by being distinctive at all values oft (which implies and is implied by 
an ordering on the survivor functions a.1> a.1 or vice versa). 

Proof: (i) Again, scrutiny of the serial side of Table 13.2 yields ei 1 + ei 2= 
en 4 + Clll 1, which implies the parallel constraint 

00 

~ {G;Ji{t)-G;;i(t)l[Gbi(t)-Giit(t)] dt=O 
0 
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By hypothesis, Ga~ ¢Gal and Gjjj ¢Obi for all t > 0, so they can never cross· 
therefore, ' 

- + -Gal(!)=< Gal (t) and Gbl (t) ::C Gb~ (!) for all t > 0 

so the .left-~and side cannot integrate to 0 in the parallel constraint and the 
result 1s gamed by contradiction . 

(ii) If fa~¢ tal and fiJi¢ fbi, as in Proposition 13.1, we find that ei 1 ¢en 4 
and ei 2 ¢ en 4 so that 

r" Ga1Ct)Gbi(t)dt~fco GaiU)Gbi(t)dt 
o Jo 

and 

r GaiU)Gb~(t) dt¢ (" GaiU)Gbi(t) dt 
o Jo 

Then, by assumption, Ga1(t)¢0aiU) and Gb~(t)¢Gbi(t) for all t>O and 
the result follows. 0 

Ob~erve that part (i) of Proposition 13.2 did not require the distribution 
o~denng postulate of part (ii) because it was implied by G/(t) ¢ o--u> 
(l=a, b) for any t>O. 

1 1

' 

As it. turns out, i~ m?st empirical applications the predictions of parallel 
and senal models w1ll dtffer in PST if 

E<Tdi>=J: Ga1U)dt¢J: GaiU)dt=E(T.;i) 

and 

E(Ttt>=(' Gb~(t)d/~fco Gbj(t)df=E(Tb"t} 
o Jo 

It. is usually not necessary that Ga1 (!)¢Obi (I) for all t > 0. Although such a 
dtfference in the individual + and - parallel mean RTs is not sufficient to 
pro~e. that the models are PST-distinguishable, we will now show that it is 
sufftctent to prove that they almost always are. Readers interested in the main 
track of the development on a first reading may skip to the next proposition. 

To .keep matters from becoming too complex, suppose that the distribution 
functwns, and therefore the survivor functions, have at most a single point 
wher:_ they are egual, that is, Ga1 u·) =Gal u·) but G 1 {f)¢ G- {t) for I¢(* 
and Gjjj (t ... ~ = Gbl (t**) but Gb~ {I)¢ Obi (t) for 1¢ t*~. Now r;~all the initiai 
forced_equaltty (from Cl 1 +CI 2=CII 4+CIII 1), 

!co [ Ga"'i (t)- Gal (t}][ Gbi (t)- ob~ (t)J dt=O 
0 

Let AA(t).=[Ga1U)-GaiU)J and AB{t)=[Gbl(t)-Gb~{t)]dt. Now the 
left-hand stde can be decomposed into 
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6A(t) · ~(t) 0 

* t 

t 

t 

* ** t t 

t 

AA(t) = ~a~(t) - Gal(t) 

~B(t) = ~bl(t) - Gb~(t) 

Fig. 13.1. Conditions required for mean observable equivalence in indepen
dent parallel models . 

• ,.. co 

( [~A(t)·~B(t)] + 1,. [~A{t)·~B(t))+ L .. [~A(t)·~B(t)] 
and the middle term differs in sign from the other two, so it must exactly 
equal the sum of the other two integrals in order to maintain the equality with 
0. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 13.1 for a particular hypothetical set of 
curves; the figure is meant for heuristic purposes, and the areas in the bottom 
of the figure are inexact. The above-zero area must exactly equal the sum of 

·.,. 
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the below-zero areas. It would be bizarre if such an outcome happened in 
nature very often. This is the reason we said that in realistic situations simply 
having the individual matching vs. mismatching means differ will usually be 
enough to produce distinct parallel and serial PST predictions, even in the 
presence of serial position effects. 

The next proposition demonstrates the rather obvious statement that the 
serial model and parallel gestalt model are PST observable mean diverse. 

Proposition 13.3: If, in CII 1 and CIII 1, the expected processing time is 
00 

E(T,Tb+)=I Ga1/(t)dt 
0 

then a parallel model that is gestalt in these (double match) conditions is 
formed that is observable mean diverse from the serial model. If, exactly as in 
Proposition 13.2, the first-stage times differ according to match vs. mis
match, the models also differ in structure in the same way that they did in 
that proposition. 

Proof: It is obvious that neither the ordinary parallel nor the serial model can 
make the strong prediction that CII 1 = Clll 1 as does this gestalt parallel 
model. Furthermore, with the remainder of the predictions being undamaged 
(i.e., CII 1 and CIII I are not employed in Propositions 13.1 and 13.2), the 
present parallel and the serial model can be shown to differ by the same 
method of proof employed in Proposition 13.2. D 

Thus, we might expect the present gestalt parallel model to be even more 
experimentally differentiable from serial models than the regular parallel 
models since the earlier discriminating aspects of Proposition 13.2 are supple
mented by the gestalt differences on conditions CII 1 and CIII 1. This formu
lation of the gestalt model represents, in a sense, the strongest type of parallel 
processing, for there is a perfect simultaneous correlation between the pro
cessing times of the two elements. 

Models based on exponential intercompletion times and examples 

The special case where the parallel models are composed of exponential inter
completion times was put forth in an earlier article that focused on the gen
eral discriminability of such models from serial models (Townsend 1976a). 
Even there, the serial models covered in PST were of equal generality to the 
serial models considered here. 

Models based on exponential intercompletion times should not be sneered 
at. For instance, in its full generality the parallel exponential model possesses 
8 free parameters (the v;j, where again • denotes+ or-; i=a,b; j=I,2, in 
Table 13.3) relative to the 10 degrees of freedom in the paradigm, and can 
exhibit sundry behavioral characteristics of latency- for instance, positive or 



Table 13.3. Serial and parallel observable mean RT predictions for the parallel-serial testing (PST) paradigm 

Serial models 

p 1-p -
Cl 1. --:;:- + ---- + t, 

u.,l ubl 

2. P_ + 1 -: +t, 
Ual Ubi 

( 1 1) (1 1)-Cll 1: p --:;:- + + + (1-p) + + + +t, 
Ual Ub2 Ubi Ua2 

( 
1 1 ) 1-p -

2. p --:;:- + -=- + - .-_- + t, 
Uat ub2 Ubt 

p ( 1 1 ) -3. --=-+(1-p) --:;:-+-::- +t, 
Ual Ubi. U112 

4. .J!_ + 1 - p + f 
U.,! Ubi s 

CIII 
p 1-p -

l. --:;:- + --+- + t, 
Ual Ubl 

p ( 1 I ) -2. + +(1-p) --=- + + +t, 
Ual Ubi Ua2 

( 
1 I ) 1-p -

3. p --=- + + + --+- +t, 
ual ub2 ubi 

( 1 1) (1 1)-4. p -=- +-=- +(1-p) -=- +-=- +t, 
Ual Ub2 Ubi Ua2 

Parallel models 

v++v- +tp 
al bl 

l 
v-+v+ +fp 

al bl 

1 V11) v6j -
+-+-+ +( + +) + ( + +) + +tp 

Val+ Vol Vb2 Val+ Vbl Val+ Vbl Va2 

al 
1 -

Gest t: -+tp 
v, 

1 v,it -
+ + ( + ) +tp 

V111 + Vbi Vb"z Val+ Vi;i 

· 1 v6j -
----:;-+ +\ +tp 

V,;i+Vbl Va"i(V,;i+Vbl 

1 -
--+t 

v.,I+Vbi P 

Vaj+v+ +tp 
bl 

I -
Gestalt: -+tp 

Vg 

1 Vbl -
+ --+ +( + ) +tp 

Val+ Vbj Va2 Val+ Vbl 

1 Val -
-+-+ + ( +) +tp 

Val+ Vol Vb2 Val+ Vol 

v- v-- + al + bl +t 
Vai+Vb"'i Vb"i(Vai+Vbl) V02 (V111 +Vb"'i) P 
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negative dependencies among the processed elements. The parallel exponen
tial model provides a quite decent explanation of the data of Townsend and 
Snodgrass (1974), as we shall see below. An exponential serial model formed 
a reasonable first approximation to a complex pattern of matching results 
(Snodgrass and Townsend 1980). Other considerations of model testing will 
be deferred until the final section. 

Table 13.3 exhibits the predictions in the case of exponential intercomple
tion times. The derivations may be carried out following the rules of Chap
ters 3 and 4. The serial model predictions, while equivalent to those in Table 
13.2, are written in terms of exponential rate parameters for easier compari
son with the parallel expressions. It should not be inferred from this tactic 
that the present serial model is less general than the model of Table 13.2 for 
predictions of mean RT. The symbols for the exponential rates are the same 
as those used throughout the book, vu and uu, where i =a orb, j = l or 2, and 
• stands for + or -. The relative magnitudes of the rate parameters order the 
distributions on the intercompletion times so the assumptions about the 
means and distribution orderings on the parallel models in Propositions 13.1 
and 13.2 hold automatically, consequently proving them in the present case. 
The gestalt exponential parallel model is formulated similarly, with just a 
single gestalt processing rate applying in both conditions Cll l and CHI 1. 

Observe that the present serial and parallel exponentially based models 
introduce the additional assumption of across-stage independence (i.e., inde
pendence of intercompletion times) . Krueger (1978) reported that RT is lower 
on a particular trial if the preceding trial was a + match rather than a -
match. Potentially, this might also occur on a within-trial basis, precluding 
across-stage independence. In models based on mean RTs, this assumption is 
unimportant with respect to prediction ability, but might be more critical in 
attempting to fit RT distribution characteristics. 

The above propositions tell us that the parallel and serial models covered 
can never give identical predictions in PST. However, it is hard to know just 

- how close one model might be able to get to the predictions of the other, in 
real-life situations, due to the generality and complexity of the paradigm and 
the attendant models. What we have done to alleviate this problem is to set 
the parameters of one model to certain values and then to submit the conse
quent generated PST mean reaction times to a chi-square minimization 
routine (Chandler 1959), with all the parameters of the alternative model 
being allowed to vary. There are sometimes difficulties with local minima 
with this strategy because of the generality of the model being "fit" to the 
other's predictions. However, reruns with different starting values and care
ful analysis permit some conclusions to be drawn. Note that we need to test 
the alternative model in its full generality, for then if it cannot produce a 
good fit, we have "falsified" a larger set of theoretical alternatives than if we 
took a narrower case. For convenience, we will call the values generated by 
the original model the data and the values of the best-fitting versions of the 
alternative model the predictions. 
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The main results are as follows. When degenerate cases were tested, as 
when no + and - rate differences occur and u 01 = ub 1 (earlier chapters show 
the parallel and serial models are equivalent everywhere in this instance), the 
alternate model always predicted the data perfectly. However, the alternate 
model parameters were typically not those associated with the model mathe
matically equivalent to the original model, that is, with that model having 
exactly the same distribution as the data model. This occurred because we are 
here using only the mean reaction times rather than the entire distribution 
(see also Theorem 5B in Townsend 1976a: 43). 

Secondly, when models meeting the requirements of the propositions 
above were employed, the alternate model was never able to perfectly predict 
the data generated by the original model. When the parameters of the alter
nate model were unconstrained, certain of the rates typically tended toward 
+ oo or 0, thus devolving the alternate model into a model of the same variety 
as the original (e.g., a parallel model approaching a serial model) or some
times a hybrid model. 

Letting the residual reaction time parameter increase from 0 (l.r in the 
serial, lp in the parallel model) in the original (data) model always permitted 
the alternate model to.get better, with the degree of fit being monotonically 
related to the size of the residual time parameter. On the other hand, letting 
the residual time parameter of the alternate (predicting) model increase never 
resulted in better fits. Thus, it appears that the larger the processing com
ponent of interest is, relative to the residual component, the better for paral
lel-serial testability, and the smaller it is, the worse for testing purposes. It 
also seems that letting lp or l.r increase when fitting a wrong model to data 
has, if anything, a deleterious effect on the fit. Put another way, the mimick
ing ability of an incorrect model is adversely affected by increasing its 
residual time parameter. This behavior during a fit by itself might be of aid in 
rejecting an inappropriate model. 

Interestingly, over the range of the models studied in this way so far, the 
serial model had more difficulty fitting parallel data than vice versa. This 
seems a little counterintuitive at first, because the serial model possesses more 
parameters than the parallel model. In the models specifically examined 
below, p was set to ! in the serial data models, but this result held true for a 
wide range of p. It should be kept in mind, however, that the models used to 
generate data were well-known intuitive ones rather than the most general but 
sometimes less interesting versions. On the other hand, the particular version 
of the generating model turned out not to be critical; rather, the overall dif
ference of the + to the - processing rates was the preeminent factor. For 
instance, the general serial model did not predict data generated by a reallo
cation parallel model substantially better than it predicted data generated by 
an independent parallel model (see also Chapters 4 and 6). Rather, the key 
factor was the disparity of the + and - processing rates in the parallel model. 
For example, having two large + rates and two small - rates always led to 
worse fits than one large and one medium + rate and two small - rates. 
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Table 13.4(a). Generating model: serial with no serial position effects and 
u+==u-

Generating Estimated 
Serial Parallel serial parallel 
data predictions parameters parameters 

CI I. 2,000 2,000 4= 1,000 lp==.02 
2. 2,000 2,000 p= .5 

CII I. 3,000 3,000 I 1 1 
- ==- =1 000 -:t ==6,667 
u + u- ' Val 

2. 2,500 2,500 
I 

- =6,667 
Val 

3. 2,500 2,500 
l 

---:;- == 2,866 
ubi 

4. 2,000 2,000 -
1
- ==2,866 

Ubi 

CIII I. 2,000 2,000 
1 

-=716 
V/z 

2. 2,500 2,500 -
1
- ==716 

Ua2 

3. 2,500 2,500 
1 

- ==1 656 u+ , 
b'2 

4. 3,000 3,000 -
1
- = 1,656 

Fit: x2 =0 
Ub2 

We now turn to a few examples to illustrate some of these points. Before 
giving these, however, we have to warn that the absolute magnitudes of the 
chi-square values are not in themselves meaningful because simply multiply
ing the theoretical and "observed" values by a constant K multiplies the final 
chi-square value by K: 

2 "' (KE-K0)
2 

K 2 Xk= i.J = XI KE 

Nonetheless, this technique can show us how close one model's predictions 
can come to another's, relative to the extremity of the parameter values of the 
model being fit. 

For the sake of simplicity, the models used in the example will not predict 
serial position effects. The presence or absence of serial position effects 
appears unrelated to the ability of the opposing, alternate model to approxi
mate the generated data. All of the following cases constrained the "fitting" 
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~~~:!3.4(b). Generating model: serial with no serial position effects and 

Serial Parallel 
Generating Estimated 

serial 
data predictions parallel 

parameters parameters 
CI I. I,250 I,238 

2. I,250 I,238 
f.=500 i;,=O 
p=.5 

CII I. I,500 I,548 1 1 
-=500 -:t =2,066 u+ Val 

2. I,750 1,780 I I ~ =I,OOO v-=- ==3,093 
ol 

3. 1,750 I,780 J v-+ =2,066 
bl 

4. I,500 I,546 I v-=- =3,093 
bl 

em I. I,OOO 1,032 J + ==517 
Vaz 

2. I,500 1,444 I 
- ==901 
Va2 

3. 1,500 1,444 I 
+ ==517 
ubz 

4. 2,500 2,450 1 
Fit: x2 = 1.04 - ==901 

Ub]. 

rate parameters to be greater than 00001 d I 
times of 10 to 100 000 tt' . . an ess than .1 ' corresponding to , me umts. 

T?e first ex~mple, Table 13.4{a), illustrates a case where no + an -
cessmg rate differences occur so that it is expected that th It d pro
can predict the d t f 1 e a ernate model 
model with P=! ::J;r_elctooy.OH(tehre, thde generating model is a standard serial 
• • 2 s- • e rea er may think f th b · 
m mtlliseconds) with the rate of pro . I o e num ers as given • cessmg u = -- It b 
p~rallel model indeed fits perfectly, albeit not withooo ~· ca~ e seen that the 
yield a mathematically equivalent rea . . _es ~ma~e parameters that 
the estimated lp was virtually 0 t'nd' ct!lon htlme dislrtbutwn. Note also that 

. • 1ca mg t at nonzero 1 f -
tenous to the fitting ability of the parallel d I va ues o fp are dele-

Table 13.4(b) shows what happens when~~e e ~ d . 
what and ls is smaller than in Table 13.4(a). It is cle:~ - rates drffer some
can no longer fit perfectly although with th I tha_t the parallel model 
is not obvious that these ;wo models could ~ usua e~penmental variances it 

e expenmentally discriminated 
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Table 13.4(c). Generating model: serial with no serial position effects and 
u+:;pu-

Generating Estimated 

Serial Parallel serial parallel 

data predictions parameters parameters 

Cl I. 650 595 ls=lOO tP=O 

2. 650 595 p=.S 
1 

1. 300 403 1 ---:j:"" =787 
Cll -=100 

u+ Val 

1 1 

2. 1,150 1,187 - =1,000 - =2,453 
1r Val 

1 

3. 1,150 1,187 -=787 
vb~ 

1 

4. 1,100 1,226 - =2,453 
Ubi 

1 

em I. 200 393 ---:j:"" =100 
Va2 

1 

i. 700 598 -=787 
Va1 

1 

3. 700 598 ---:j:"" =100 
vbl 

1 

4. 2,100 2,007 - ·=787 
Vbl 

Fit: x2= 186 

except through attendant considerations, such as number of parameters (h_ere 
4 vs. g or 9 depending on whether lp was set equal to 0 at the outset) and Sim
plicity or elegance of the model. (Another such consideration will be men
tioned later.) On the other hand, with regard to the numbe; of p:ram;ters, 
the parallel number can be effectively reduced to 4 by settmg Val= Vbt and 

so on. + 
We proceed to Table 13.4(c) to offer a case where u is su?s~antially larger 

than u- and f
5
,is also smaller than before . The parallel predictiOns are rather 

poor, although they more or less follow the trend of the serial generated data. 
If we had set lp = 0 before carrying out the fit and then set Va) = v61 and so 
forth we would have only three parallel parameters, less than the number of 
serial' parameters, 4. In the present instance, we would probably still choose 
the serial model, however, because of the much better fit it would give, but 
this example sounds a warning of perils surrounding quick conclusions fol-

lowing model fits. . 
The next example takes up a parallel generating model [Table l3.5(a)J w1th 

1 
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Table 13.5(a). Generating model: parallel with no serial position effects 
and v+>v-

Generating Estimated 
Parallel Serial parallel serial 

data predictions parameters parameters 

Cl l. 833 851 tp=500 4=.10 
2. 833 851 I p=.43 

-=500 
en l. 1,250 1,187 

u+ 1 
-=572 

1 Ua~ 
- =1 000 

2. 
u- • 1 

1,500 1,435 -=760 
UaJ 

3. 1,500 1,435 
1 

-=920 
u6j 

4. 1,000 932 
1 

- =1,062 
UbJ 

CIII 1. 750 770 
1 

-=366 
Uaj_ 

2. 1,000 1,060 
1 . 

- =1,025 
Ual 

3. 1,000 1,060 
1 

-=484 
uiJi 

4. 2,000 2,100 
1 

- =1,355 

Fit: x 2 =26.89 
Uifl. 

a moderate difference of + and - processing rates and lp = 500. The serial 
predictions are not far off but are not too good either. Further, the number 
of serial parameters cannot be reduced here (except to let f..= 0) so that both 
fit and parsimony would argue for the parallel model. However, it might be 
that a constrained serial model with no a vs. b rate differences would perform 
nearly as well, because v~ = vb ( • = +, -) in the parallel model. This has not 
been tried. 

The final example employs the same kind of parallel model but with more 
disparate processing rates and a smaller residual parameter, lp = 100. Table 
l3.5(b) exhibits the inability of the serial model to closely approximate the 
parallel data, and it appears that most of the serial parameters are needed to 
do as well as it does. 

A shortcoming of the above results is that they ignore variances and the 
statistical aspects of hypothesis testing . This could be alleviated by working 
out the variances of the processing times and positing some distribution on f.. 
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Table 13.5(b). Generating model: parallel with no serial position effects 
and v+:»v-

Generating Estimated 

Parallel Serial parallel serial 

data predictions parameters parameters 

CI 1. 191 274 fp=lOO [.=.10 

2. 191 274 I p=.53 
-=100 I v+ 

CII 1. 250 199 ----:t = 10 
1 Ual 

- =1 000 v- ' 1 
1,100 986 -=278 

2. Ual 

1 
3. 1,100 986 ----:t = 269 

ubl 

1 
600 414 - =566 

4. Ubj 

1 

Clll l. 150 133 +=70 
Ua2 

1 

2. 200 307 - =1,501 
Ua1 

1 
200 307 -=63 

3. ui}i 

1 
4. 1,600 1,840 - =1,356 

Ubi_ 

Fit: x2 -2SO 

and Tp · However, whether this would be of immediate val_ue ~s o~en to q_ue~
tion, since we know so very little about the residual time .dtstnb~twn a pr~on. 
As noted above, we can, at least in the present approach, ~cqu~re some tdea 
of how closely one model can approximate the mean reactwn ttme data pre
dicted by another in an ideal sense. Put another way, the above e~amples rep
resent what might be expected if an extremely large number of tnals were run 
so that the mean reaction times approached their expected values. 

There are several conclusions we may draw from the above examples and 
related concerns. The first is that PST works, at le_ast ideally'. and secondly 
the indistinguishability of ordinary parallel and senal mo~el~ m t~e ab~ence 
of special discriminating circumstances (e.g., when u = u ) ts aga~n p~mte_d 
out. On the other hand, in some cases, such as if the residual reactwn ttme ts 
large relative to the processing rates and if there is only a small + and - rate 
difference, an alternate model may give predictions that are reasonably close 

to the true model. . . . . . ? 
How can the experimenter optimize the chances for dtscnmmablltty. She 

.~ . 
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or he should design the study so as to maximize the + and - processing time 
difference, particularly relative to the presumed residual time magnitude. 
Parsimony or elegance can also help to support one of the models over 
another, as when one has significantly more parameters. Another important 
observation, which is illustrated in the above examples and not emphasized 
previously, is that when the best-fitting model of one variety (e.g., parallel) 
has a ridiculously small residual time parameter estimate while the other has a 
reasonable residual parameter, support is clearly gained for the latter. 

It may be possible to strengthen PST by comparing distributional predic
tions with the actual observed distributions. However, this may lose as much 
in generality as it gains in sensitivity. Perhaps a preferable way to enhance 
testability (but a way not mutually exclusive with the first) is to utilize the 
principle of correspondent change, which says the correct model should evi
dence the proper type of parameter alterations or invariances across planned 
experimental manipulations, whereas the incorrect model should not (e.g., 
see chapter 15). 

For example, one use of the principle would be to experimentally vary the 
rate, say, of the positive matches. In a visual realization of PST this could be 
accomplished by manipulating the visual intensity of the comparison element 
matching the target. If the correct model were serial, then only u + would 
show much alteration across these conditions, whereas the parallel model 
would evince changes in both v- as well as v+. Calculations such as those 
illustrated in Tables 13.4 and 13.5 show that this can be expected to happen1 

although as could also be expected, when u+ alone changes, the estima~ed u+ 
parameter reveals more variation than does v-. 

Another experimental change that might be expected to alter the + or -
rate only in the correct model would be to make matches more or less fre
quent than mismatches, as suggested by Krueger (1978) in a reanalysis of a 
study by Coltheart and Curthoys (1968). On the other hand, varying the fre
quency of a match occurring in, say, position a, would be somewhat less 
revealing. Basically, if processing were serial, only p should change. How
ever, v;1 (j = 1, 2) might be expected to vary relative to VbJ () = 1, 2) whether 
or not processing were parallel. Thus, in this instance, a serial finding might 
be more impressive. 

In summary, the present investigation has given us some indication con
cerning the ability of models that have been shown to be analytically sepa
rable via a special experimental paradigm to approximate one another. It has 
also helped to suggest ways of optimizing the discriminability of parallel and 
serial models vis-a-vis PST. 

An application 

To our knowledge, there has been only one application of the PST paradigm 
to date, and that is one carried out in a collaborative effort of the first author 
with Professor Joan G. Snodgrass at New York University (Townsend & 
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Snodgrass 1974). The study employed a visual target consisting of two charac
ters presented side by side, while the comparison stimulus was also two char
acters each one of which appeared just below one of the target stimuli . The 
observer's task was to compare the vertically displaced characters on the right 
with one another and to similarly compare the vertically displaced characters 
on the left with one another; no diagonal comparisons were necessary. 

In condition CI 1, an R2 response was required because the two characters 
on the left matched (were physically identical) whereas the two characters on 
the right were different. The opposite situation was the case in CI 2. The logi
cal conjunction demanded in CII requires that the pairs of stimuli on the 
right as well as on the left must match in order for the Rl response to be 
required; otherwise the observer makes the R2 response. Condition CIII, on 
the other hand, permits an Rl response when either the pair on the right or 
the pair on the left match, and the R2 response is to be made only when 
neither pair is a + match. These and the other conditions of the study are 
illustrated in Table 13.6. 

We now describe the experiment in more detail and then return to the 
results. 

PST experiment: method 

Observers. Four observers served in the experiment, of whom two 
were females and two male. One female and one male were graduate ·stu
dents, while the others were undergraduates. All were right-handed and all 
were paid for their participation. 

Stimuli. The stimuli were all possible ordered pairs of the four upper-case 
letters Q, R, T, and Z (with no repeated letters). The stimuli were photo
graphed from letters mounted on white cards (lnstantype L-1510) and made 
into 35-mm black-and-white slides. As viewed in the tachistoscope, the letter 
pairs subtended 3.5 deg of visual angle vertically and between 5.5 deg and 
9 deg horizontally. 

Apparatus. The stimulus pairs were presented sequentially via a Scientific 
Prototype automatic three-channel tachistoscope (model GB) equipped with 
a binocular zoom lens, Kalimar K 7012. The stimulus durations, interstimu
lus interval, and intertrial interval were controlled automatically by three 
time interval generators. The first stimuluspair was presented for 300 msec, 
followed by a 400-msec blank lighted field, followed by the second stimulus 
pair that was exposed for 300 msec. There was a 4,000-msec intertrial interval 
timed from the offset of the second stimulus (rather than from the subject's 
response). 

The onset of the second stimulus started an electronic counter (Montsanto 
Counter-Time #101b), and a press of one of two response keys by the observer 
stopped the timer and displayed the RT to the nearest msec. A light on the 
experimenter's console displayed which response key the observer had 
pushed. 
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Table 13.6. Description of each condition with total number of trials per 
trial type per observer and mean reaction time depicted 

Average 
Correct Number (over observers) 

Condition Examples of stimuli response of trials RT 

I. Target QT 
Comparison ZT R2 720 381 

Cl 

2. Target QT 
Comparison QZ Rl 720 356 

I. Target QT 
Comparison QT Rl 2,160 347 

CII 

2. Target QT 
Comparison QZ R2 720 400 

3. Target QT 
R2 Comparison ZT 720 394 

4. Target QT 
Comparison ZR R2 720 367 

I. Target QT 
Comparison QT Rl 720 352 

Clll 

2. Target QT 
Comparison QZ Rl 720 437 

3. Target QT 
Comparison ZT Rl 720 440 

4. Target QT 
Comparison ZR R2 2,160 464 

The observer was seated at a table and viewed the stimuli through the 
binocular zoom lens that was provided with rubber eye cups. Each eyepiece 
was focused independently by each observer before each session. The experi
menter was seated behind the tachistoscope, in the same room with the 
observers, and started and stopped the stimulus presentations, recorded RTs, 
and informed the observer when he or she had made an error. Automatic 
changers in both fields advanced slide trays (Sawyers Rototray) containing 
the sequence of stimuli for each session. · 

Design and procedure. Each observer participated in 3 practice and 30 
experimental sessions. Each of the three conditions (CI, CII, and CIII) were 
run in separate practice and experimental sessions rotated in a balanced 
design so that practice efforts would be equally distributed across the three 
main conditions. Because we wanted to equalize the number of possible trial 
types within a condition, more trials were run with the more complex condi-
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tions CII and CIII than with CI. The number of trials for Cl was 48, and for 
Cll and CIII 144 for each session. Table 13.6 summarizes the number of 
trials per type per observer within all 30 sessions. 

For each condition in each session, the number of R1 and R2 trials were 
equal, all possible pairs occurred equally often, and the spatial locations of 
matching stimuli were counterbalanced across right and left positions. In 
addition, matching (i.e., identical) stimuli never occurred on opposite sides 
of the stimulus, as shown in Table 13.6. 

A typical session lasted approximately one hour. Prior to running the 
experimental trials for each condition, 10 practice trials, selected randomly 
from the experimental sequence, were run in order to familiarize the observer 
with the condition. Observers were paid $1.50 for participating in each ses
sion and in addition won money for fast correct responses and were penalized 
for errors. Each observer responded Rl ("right"·or "same") with the right 
hand, and R2 ("left" or "different") with the left. 

Observers were instructed to attempt to use a visual matching strategy in 
making their responses and to avoid verbalizing the stimuli to themselves if 
possible. They were also instructed in the differences between parallel and 
serial processing and were interviewed after each session about which of the 
two strategies they thought they had used. Observers did not always report 
using a uniform strategy with respect to verbalization across the four condi
tions, and in addition they did not report consistently feeling they were using 
either parallel or serial search; the reported search strategy appeared to 
depend upon the difficulty of the condition (with difficulty increasing with 
condition number) and amount of practice. 

Results and discussion 

Table 13.6, which illustrates the basic realization of the design, also 
reports the overall mean reaction times for the various conditions, averaged 
across observers. Cursory inspection reveals that CII 1 = CIII 1, strongly sug
gesting a gestalt perception of· the double matches·. On the other hand, 
remaining conditions lead to the tentative inference (see Chapter 7 for proper 
caveats) that self-termination occurs because, for example, CIII 4, which 
required exhaustive processing, is greater than the other CIII conditions, and 
en 2 and 3, which sometimes demanded the processing of both comparisons, 
are greater than CII 4, which only required the processing of a single com
parison. A final qualitative observation is that overall, under the postulates 
of the method, it appears that the mismatches might take longer on the aver
age than matches since the CIII times tend to be longer than those in the 
other conditions. 

The three basic models of Table 13.3 were fit to the data, employing 
Chandler's (1959) STEP IT routine for minimization of x2

• Table 13 .7 shows 
the observed and predicted values as well as the x2 values associated with the 
fits. The value of p,;, probability of a x2 value being equal to or greater than 
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that obtained is also shown except for the serial model whose 10 esHmated 
parameters left 0 degrees of freedom. Before discussing the parallel models, it 
can be readily seen that the serial models were convincingly falsified since the 
x

2 
values were large in all cases despite there being as many free parameters 

as data points. This result points up the fact that PST carries substantial 
power for testing processing structure; the more general the falsified model 
the better. The failure of the serial models is also demonstrated in Table 13. 8, 
which gives the parameter estimates of the serial model, because it can be 
seen that every observer evidences at least one absurd parameter value. The 
zeros in Table 13.8 correspond to infinite processing rates and suggest that 
there must be some parallelity in the data. 

Although the prediction that CI 1 + CI 2 = CII 3 + CIII 4 was not too far 
off the mark in an .absolute sense, the pandlel models were closer to correctly 
predicting the separate sums CI 1 + CI 2 and CII 3 + CIII 4. Another major 
disparity was in the serial prediction that CII 1 should be much greater than 
CIII 1, a disparity that helped to force the serial models to place most of the 
processing duration variability in ub~ and ubi. 

The most general regular parallel model possesses 9 free parameters, and 
the most general gestalt parallel model had 10 free parameters. Despite the 10 
parameters, the gestalt modelis not guaranteed a perfect fit. For instance, 
none of the present models could accommodate the result CII 2 < CI 1. The 
general regular parallel model is also certainly falsifiable even with all 9 
parameters, but some data snooping suggested some more constrained models 
that, relative to their degrees of freedom, performed about as wen as the 
original general model. The more constrained models were generated by 
setting certain of the parameters equal to one another, as indicated in Table 
13.8 where the constrained parameters are underlined. These models pro
duced the results of Table 13.7. 

The regular parallel models appear to handle the data somewhat better 
than the serial model, when the additional dfs are taken into account. Note 
that the regular parallel models tended to handle the result CII 1 :=CHI 4 
better than the serial models, although a disparity remains. The gestalt 
models are best for all observers, with the fits being excellent for all except 
observer 3, whose fit was only moderate. The gestalt parameter estimates are 
generally reasonable, but the estimated lp = 0 in the case of observer 3 and 
vb~ = 0 for observer 4 are distressing. For some reason, all the play in the 
model-processing structure is needed for observer 1 to model the data well, 
forcing lp to 0. A very speculative surmise is that this observer evidences more 
temporal overlap among his or her internal processes. 

Observer 3 may be carrying out a type of hybrid processing in which posi
tive matches in the a (left) position are virtually ignored until the b position 
match is completed (except, of course, on the gestalt stimuli). A similar 
explanation may be appropriate in observer 4's behavior. 

Three of the four observers seemed to process +a matches at about the 
same rate as -a matches, when this position was completed second (observers 
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2, 3, 4). Observers 2 and 3 processed position b matches during stage 1 at the 
same rate whether they were matches or mismatches, and observers 1 and 4 
did the same for the b position when it was completed second. Finally, stage 1 
rates were about equal for observer 1 on position a. In the other cases, the + 
rates were all greater than the - rates for the same stage and position, thus 
partially confirming the surmise that negative matches consume more time 
than positive matches. It further appears that more parameters could be set 
equal to one another without significantly harming the fits. 

From the above analyses, we can conclude that substantial parallelity was 
present and that there was a strong predisposition to process the double + 
target stimulus as a single unit. 

InCidentally, it is intriguing that the gestalt model is easily tested against 
the alternatives. The strong properties associated with gestalt activity may be 
one reason a number of cognitive or information-processing investigators are 
becoming interested in gestalt psychology (e.g., see Navon 1977). 

Although the present results strongly suggest parallelity, they do not, of 
course, tell us how large the visual parallel span of apprehension can be 
before a switch to serial processing is mandated. Nevertheless, a substantial 
range of data suggests about four to six unrelated elements may be visually 
processed in parallel (Hamilton 1859; Krueger 1978; see also particularly 
Chapters 6 and 11). The actual "glimpse" limit pertinent in any particular 
task undoubtedly depends on the specific processing demands of that task. 
For instance, matching of the Estes and Taylor (1964) detection paradigm 
variety in which an observer must determine whether a B or F (say) is present 
in the display may require less visual processing capacity on each displayed 
item than a whole report task, where as many letters as possible must be 
actually identified (see Chapter II). It also need not be presumed that pro
cessing is parallel unlimited capacity up to the parallel limit, although in 
gestalt or so-called configurational perception, unlimited capacity is a 
reasonable axiom. 

Thete are some curious aspects of the model fits that indicate some hybrid 
processing. The present experiment was run with the various conditions on a 
between-block basis. This might lead to some attentional or strategy changes 
by some observers in the separate conditions (as in the Shield conditions of 
the whole report experiment in Chapter 11). ln future research, it should be 
possible with well-trained observers to employ three cue lights to indicate 
from trial to trial which condition is being tested. This would increase the 
probability that the observers' strategies remain relatively constant across 
conditions . 

PST and distributional diversity and testability 

When the most general of parallel distributions are introduced (for example, 
they need not obey within-stage independence), then the serial and pa:rallel 
models are not necessarily observable mean diverse - the PST mean reaction 
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times could be equal. On the other hand, as will be seen below, a case can be 
made that this would be unlikely in practice. A distinct question, but one that 
will help to explicate the first, is whether the actual probability distribution 
functions on reaction times can be made to be equivalent When it is assumed 
that + and - distributional differences are present. 

The distribution-free prediction by serial models that CI l + CI 2 = 
CII 4 +CHI I clearly continues to hold at the distributional level, if it is 
assumed that the density on ts, hsUs), is independent of the comparison time 
distribution. To see this, let f/(t) =/;(t) * hs(t), i= a, b, that is, the convolu
tion of the residual and comparison time distributions. In terms of the serial 
survivor functions we then have 

CI I + Cl 2 = CII 4 + CIII I 

=p[F~+(t) +F~-(t)J + (1-p)[F6+(t) +F6-U)J for all t~o 

The stage subscript has been dropped. Our remarks will emphasize this rela
tion, which was important in the earlier distinguishability theorems at the 
level of the means, so that we can ignore stage 2 distributions. Similar com
ments can be made about other aspects of the PST paradigm. 

We now require a notation for the parallel first-stage joint distributions. 
Consider for exemplary purposes the instance where the a position element 
matches the target but the b position element does not. Then the survivor 
function for the minimum completion time will be expressed as 

P(T;}j ~ tnT,.;-1 ~ t) = Ga+b- (t) 

Let us convolve this with the density pn the residual time tp to get g~ +b- (t) = 
ga+b-{1) * hp(t) and the associated G~ +b - (t). This expression is appropriate 
as the survivor function on the completion time in condition Cl l. The other 
cases will be denoted an~logously. 

Now, what interpretations should be given the PST demand that + and -
processing distributions should be different? As occurs often in probabilistic 
arenas, there are several possibilities that come to mind. The various alterna
tives depend on how many time points t the distribution functions differ and 
on whether there is an ordering at some or all of those times or simply a dif
ference in either direction. It seems reasonable to suppose an ordering of the 
distribution functions because that corresponds to a probabilistic version of, 
say, positive processing times being shorter than negative processing. Sup
pose, then that we posit an ordering of the form 

- [ Ga+b-(t) J -
Ga+b+(t)< -- <Ga - b- (1) 

Ga-b+(t) 

where the - in the middle brackets means the order bet ween G a +b- and 
Ga-b+ is open. It is easy to show that convolution preserves order in distribu
tion or survivor functions so the above order continues to hold on the overall 
observed RT survivor functions. We still have to decide on what number of 
values oft this ordering should hold. Natural alternatives are (i) for all t>O; 
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(ii) for all but a finite number of values; (iii) for at least one value of t. The 
third possibility is certainly too lenient to be very meaningful. Either (i) or (ii) 
seems reasonable, and for convenience let us look at (i): The ordering should 
hold ~or all t > 0. The identity issuing from seriality is, in terms of the parallel 
functwns, 

[ 
CI 1 + c1 2 =en 4 +em 1 

G~+b-U) + G~-b+U> = G~+b+(t) + 6~-b-U), 
No_w, analytically the ordering given above on the (; terms can hold and still 
s~~Isfy this equality since both G~-b+ and G~+b- lie between G~+b+ and 
Ga-b- for all t > 0. However, the point can be made that there is no good 
reason that nature would produce such an anomaly; we would surely expect 
that there would exist large ranges of time where the left-hand side would not 
_equal the right-hand side. Taking enough trials should test the prediction. 
!here are some not unreasonable situations where more can be said. For 
~nstanc~, the left-hand side is always greater than the right-hand side if 
I~creasmg the num~er of ~egative matches from one to two has a uniformly 
bigger effect than mcreasmg the number of negative matches from zero to 
one; that is, G~-b-{t)- G~+b-(t)> G~-b+(t)- G~+b+(t), because it then fol
lows_ that CI 1 + CI 2 < CII 4 + CIII I for all t > 0, expressed in terms of the 
survivor functions. This ,prediction can then be tested by a one-sided Kolmo
gorov test by first dividing both sides by 2 and then converting each into a 
survivor function. 

I~terestingly, the above condjtion is ~et when the intercompletion times 
are mdependent, because then G~+ (t) < G~-(1), G/;+ (t) < G/;-{t) and 

CI 1 +CI 2- [CI14+CIII 1] = [ G~-(t)- o;+(t)J[ Gb-{t) -0/;+(t)]>O, t>O 

pro;ing the assertion. (This conclusion is related in a general way to the first 
sectiOns of Chapter 12.) 

The upshot of this discussion is that at the more sensitive distributional 
level we can expect to find aspects of PST that discriminate parallel and serial 
models even when virtually no assumptions are made about the actual distri
butions .. A very weak proviso should be added, however. We need to employ 
(and do m the present treatment) realistic constraints on the two types of pro
cesses (see also Chapter 15). For example, it is not allowed that the serial dis
tribution on the first element processed depend on whether or not the other 
element m~tches or ~ismatches the target. This seems eminently reasonable, 
for otherwise the senal mechanism must be getting information about the 
second element before it is processed. 

:i~ally, it can again be emphasized, at the hazard of redundancy, that the 
prmc1ple of correspon~ent change (Chapter 15) will strengthen testability 
whenever properly applied. Thus, the parameter pis not expected to depend 
on the nature of the trial, for instance, whether both elements match or mis
match the target. 



The continuous 
transformation of one being 
into another and vice versa. In 
this case, the creature on the 
left might symbolize a parallel 
model and the one on the right 
a serial model. 

14 Stochastic equivalence and general 
parallel-serial equivalence relations 
when system differences are minimal 
or ignored 

This chapter will be devoted to discussing the formulation of equivalence 
·relations when almost none of the aspects that can differentiate parallel and 
serial processing are taken into account (or if none of them are operative in a 
given system or class of systems). Many such differentiating aspects have 
been touched on in previous chapters. However, one may acquire the flavor 
of such aspects by perusing the beginning of the following chapter, which 
takes up a general survey of these. 

In Chapter 4, a (stochastic) model was defined essentially to be a proba
bility distribution on an event space of interest to the scientist. A class of 
models was then a set of probability distributions on the space in question. In 

·most cases investigated in earlier chapters, the set of distributions was pre
scribed by giving one or more functions of a set of parameters. When the 
parameters were given specific numerical values, one of the admissible distri
butions was produced, thus generating a model. Of course, a model may 
"be" the model class if it is the only member of the set of distributions pre
scribing the class. (In a number of cases, we also referred to a model class as 
the "model" for linguistic simplicity.) We shall continue this terminology, 
but in a more general setting. In order to deal effectively with a general 
notion of model equivalence, it is necessary to provide a terse description of 
probability spaces and of implication and equivalence. 

The reader who is already versed in elementary measure-theoretic concepts 
of probability theory should skip ahead in this chapter to the section "Equiv
alence of parallel and serial models.'' 

AAO 

) 

l 
I 
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l 
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A synopsis of implication and equivalence relations in probability spaces 
'and models 

In starti~g out, the reader is cautioned that investigation of the most general 
stochastic processes, including, for instance, those involving both contin
uous-time and continuous-state spaces, involve rather subtle notions of 
topology and analysis. Fortunately, we can dispense with the more esoteric 
productions here. A little naive set theory and some elementary knowledge of 
mappings is sufficient for our purposes. 

First, we require the set of things of which events of interest will be subsets. 
Let this set be called W. For instance, in a series of two coin tosses, W = 
((H,H), (H, T), (T,H), (T, T)), where H=heads and T=tails. Often, the 
elements of Ware caiJed points or atoms. 

Next enters the concept of the set of potential events, or field. A field (B is 
a set of subsets of W that is closed under one or more set operations, such as 
intersection, union, and complementation. Thus, if A 

1
!;;;; Wand. A

2 
£wand 

AtE<B and A2~<B, the~ if <B is a field, it must be that (A
1
UA 2)e<B, 

IA1nA2J E <B, AtE CB (AI =complement of A 1 with respect toW) and so on. 
When the set of events under discussion is infinite, then the field must be a 

sigma field, defined to be a field that is closed under a countable number of 
set operations (countable means that a one-to-one mapping can be set up 
with some subset of the integers). 

In the coin toss example, the usual field is just <B = (( (H, H)}, ( (H, T)), 
((T,H)), {(T, T)), {(H,H), (H, T)), {(H,H), (T,H)), {(H,H), (T, T)J, 
((H, T), (T,H)J, ((H, T), (T, T)), ((T,H), (T, T)), ((H,H), (H, T), (T,H)), 
( (H, H), (H, T), (T, T) ), { (H, H), (T, H), (T, T)), { (H, T), (T, Hj, (T, T) ), 
((H,H), (H, T), (T,H), (T, T)), 0 j, where 0 =empty set. 

Thus, ((H,T), (T,T))=((H,T)}U((T,T)). Note that any set operation 
on members of <B again results in a member of <Band that {(H,H), (H, T), 
( T, H), ( T, T)} = W, the uni versa} set. This particular field can be seen to be 
the so-called power set - the set of all subsets of W. Because there are 4 ele
ments of W, there are 16 members of <B. The power set is a frequently em
ployed field when W is finite, but, of course, is not the only one possible. 
. The other major concept required for the definition of a probability space 
1s, reasonably enough, the assignment of probabilities (P) to the members 
(events) of C!l. We shall develop the idea of probability more below, but cer
tainly we desire that P(A) ;<!: 0 when A E <B and that 

E P(A)=P(Union of all sets contained in <B)=P(W)=l 
aiiAE<ll 

that is, a probability should be greater than or equal to 0 and the sum of 
probabilities over all potential events should be 1 (in other words, something 
has to happen). Let Prefer to the probability function on <B. 

We can now define a probability space Mas the ordered set M = ( W, CB, P). 
Here M is appropriately the title of the model because a "model," in our 
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sense is just a probability space. When the underlying Wand <B are under
stood, it is acceptable to identify a model with P, the actual probability func
tion. Thus, throughout the book, W =positive real "time" axis R +, and <B 
was implicitly and informally taken as the set of "events" on the real line. 
These concepts will be further clarified below. First, we du1y acknowledge the 
concept of a minimal sigma field, which is essentially the smallest class (set) 
of sets giving the desired closure with regard to countable set operations. This 
notion is required for technical reasons that we cannot go into here (see Loeve 
1955). Further, the sets belonging to the minimal sigma field are said to be 
measurable because these are the entities to which measures (in our case, a 
probability measure) are assigned. 

When W is made up of one or more dimensions each of which consists of a 
real line and the sets going into our class of sets are inter:vals (e.g., an inter
val in a' one-dimensional space open on the right and closed on the left is 
[rh r

2
) with r 1 < r 2 both real numbers), then the minimal sigma field of inter

est is conventionally referred to as a Borel field. Thus, in the present investi
gation W=R+, a real n-dimensional space defined for all positive (or 0) 
values on the n dimensions and <B =Borel field based on the sets of points 
contained in W. Any set contained in the Borel field <B'-is_ referred to as a 
Borel set, and thereby is an interval, appropriately defined in R;i, or is pro
duced by countable unions, intersections, and/or complementations of inter- · 
vals. The sets belonging to <B are called measurable or simiJlY Borel sets. 

The idea behind all this, which can go into many pages in a reasonably 
complete treatment, is to produce a probability space that is internally con
sistent (although ultimately, all probability representations seem to lead to 
paradoxes; see, e.g., Fine 1973) and conserves probability measure appropri
ately [e.g., P( W) = 1, whatever combination of sets in <B gives the "universe" 
W]. The sets in <B are, of course, associated with the events whose probability 
we are ''measuring,'' in particular, in the present case, with intervals of time 
in which an element might complete processing (and whose probability of 
finishing in that interval can be assessed). Tbe doublet consisting of both a set 
of positive real dimensions, formally the Cartesian product of R +, and the 
Borel field coming out of those dimensions is called a Borel space, often 
written <R:, <B"). · 

Next we require the notion of a Borel function J. Naturally, the notion is 
useful for (and confined to) relations between two Borel spaces. As with our 
usual idea of functions, the present ones are single-valued, so if we are map
ping from a space sl = ( wh <BI) to S2= ( w2, <B2), each point in the first can 
have only one counterpart in the second, although any point in the second 
can be the image (i.e., function) of more than one point in the first. Corre
sponding to the image is the inverse image, which is just the reverse mapping 
from S

2 
back to S1• So, by the foregoing, any point in S2 can map to a subset 

of points back in S~t but all of these latter subsets (for separate points in S2) 
will be disjoint. One of the consequences of this is that the inverse mapping 
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preserves all set operations and class inclusion relations found in S2 • This 
conclusion will be illustrated below. 

A Borel function may now be defined as a function having the property 
that the inverse image of any Borel set in S2 is a Borel set in S1• When applied 
to spaces more general than Borel spaces, they are simply called measurable 
functions. 

A special case of a measurable function of considerable import is a random 
variable, which is obviously rather misnamed. For it is really a mapping from 
W into the set of real numbers R such that the inverse images of Borel sets of 
<BR, the Borel field of R, are measurable in <Bw (i.e., are members of <Bw), 
the minimal sigma field associated with W. However, the important point is 
that we are associating numbers with events in <Bw. For instance, suppose a 
dollar is gained or lost depending on the outcome of a coin toss. Then we 
would define a random variable D as a function on W with the property that 
D(H) =I, D( T) = -1. We could thus speak of the expectation of D as the 
average earnings on a single coin toss. If p is the probability that a possibly 
biased coin will turn up heads, then 

E(D) =P(D= 1 )·1 +P(D= -1 )( -1) 

=P(H)·1 +P(T)( -1) 

= p- (1 - p) = 2p -1 

This illustration could easily be extended into the earlier example of a two
toss series. 

When one is talking about reaction time, the observed measurement (in the 
conventional "clock" sense) is already a number, so the mapping that repre
sents the random variable associated with a reaction time is trivial, of course. 
Nevertheless, to be consistent when terms such as expectation are used, the 
reference must be to a random variable rather than the numerical event. Thus 
if T1 is the random variable representing t; (i=1, 2), one should, to be pre
cise, write E(T1 + T2) rather than E(ti + t2 ) as the expectation of the sum. 
Now let us go back to develop the background of measures and probabilities 
in a little more detail. A measure m on a sigma field is a nonnegative func
tion carrying the sets of the sigma field (specifically for our purposes, a Borel 
field <B) into the positive reals, having the additional properties of being 
sigma additive, which is defined as 

m(~1 b)= 1~1 m(b;) for b;nbj= 0, i~j 
where each b1E<B, and as mapping the empty set 0 into the number 0. This 
immediately leads to the measure space (S, <B, m), and if the total measure is 
I, that is m ( W) = 1, then it is specifically a probability space. With m = P we 
have generated (W, <B,P). Sets that have measure 0 are said to be null sets 
(with respect to the measure m), and relations or definitions that are valid on . 
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J-l(s~)f\ J-l(s;) 

1 ' ' J- (Slf\ Sz) 

J-l(s;) 
J-1 

J(S3l\S4) ; 

J(S3)f\ J(S4) 

,,,,) -'''•) -,,,,)0 ,) 

Fig. 14.1. Preservation of set operations in the inverse mapping and lack 
thereof in the original mappings. 

all sets except those having measure 0 are said to be "valid almost every-

where.'' . . 
Figure 14.1 shows a mapping J fro~ one set of pomts to another. Notice 

that Jitself does not preserve set relations because J(S30S4) ~J(S3) nJ(S4) 
(top of figure). Note in fact that the intersection s3n.s4 IS ~apped onto the 
set of points represented by the circle. We can see in thts particular ca~e that 1 
must be many-to-one because J(S3)=J(S4)=J(S3)nJ.(S4); that ts, each 
subsets ~nd s is mapped to exactly the same set of pomts, represented by 
the rect~ngle. ~ext, as expected, the inverse mapping J-1 does pre~erve ~et 

· -1 S'nS') J-I(S')nJ-1(S') shown m a dtf-operations, as irtd1cated by J ( 1 2 = 1 2 . • 

ferent mapping at the bottom of Fig. 14.1. Also here, the fun~t10n J IS not 
"onto" since the point set S3 (at the bottom right half of the f1g~re) has no 
· · [' w -'](J¥; )] No measures are shown on e1ther set of mverse 1mage I.e., 2.,- 1 · 

points. f h' h · ber 
Now Jet M;=model i and M;=a class of models o_ w _IC ~tiS a mem. · 

The primary goal, of course, in investigating model1mphcat1ons and eqmva-
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lence is to establish that if model M 1 holds, then model M 2 holds; more gener
ally, that for any M1 EM1, there exists a model M2 such that M 2 EM2 that gives 
the same probability measure on all the corresponding possible events. Then 
the class M 1 is said to imply the class M 2 . We will focus on model implication 
because model class implication results follow trivially. If the implication 
goes both ways, then equivalence of the models and model classes occurs. For 
this purpose, we need to amalgamate the probability measure and the Borel 
function. Let us go over the conditions that produce implication or equiva
lence and then briefly discuss them. The overriding consideration is that for 
every event with nonzero probability in M 1 there must be a corresponding 
event with the same probability in M2 and that there be no events in M 2 with 
nonzero probability that have no correspondent events in M 1. 

First, as indicated in Fig. 14.1, the mapping (function) J is from W1 into W2 

and is single-valued, having exactly one image point in W2 for every point in 
fVt. We shall see below that, in the case of one-way implication, J need not, in · 
general, be onto W2 ; that is, some points of W2 may not be an image of any 
points in W1• So far, we are just employing the usual definition of a function 
or mapping. 

Secondly, the function J will usually be a measurable or Borel function in 
the sense established above. However, this is not a necessary condition for all 
model classes. 

Third, it is further required that every event (Borel set) in (B 1 having non
zero probability be an inverse image of some event (Borel set) in ffi 2; for if 
not, there would be no way to establish a probability ori some event in M2 that 
was equal to a probability on the given event in model M 1. It should be appre
ciated that simply making sure that every event in (B 1 maps into an event in 
ffi 2 is not sufficient for this purpose, because that (B 1 event might be one of 
other (B 1 events that map into the same (B 2 event. The inverse image of the CB 2 

event would then be a collection of (B 1 sets whose union would itself be a (B 1 
set with its own probability, and it would then be impossible to establish a 
probability-equivalent event in (B 2 corresponding to a particular event in CB 1. 

A fourth condition is the requirement that the probability associ;tted with 
M 2 be such that the probability P 2 on any event in CB 2 be equal to the proba
bility P1 on the inverse image of the ffi 2 event. Thus, P 2 (b2 ) =P1 [J- 1(b2 )) = 
P1(b1), where b1 maps onto b2 • 

A fifth supplementary condition on model classes that we view as impor
tant for scientific as opposed to purely mathematical purposes is that the 
implied model class be in some sense at least as general as the implying model 
class. In most cases, the satisfaction of this condition will be obvious, but we 
will discuss it further below. 

If, for any model M1 in M 1 a model M2 exists in M2 that is implied by M~o we 
say the class M1 implies the class M2. When M 1 implies M 2 and vice versa, M 1 
and M 2 are equivalent. When M 1 implies M2 and M2 implies M~o the two 
classes are equivalent. 

Now let us look at the reasons for the above conditions, before extending 
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the discussion to equivalence. Why is the mapping J 1 not necessarily onto W2 7 
The reason involves the assignment of probability 0 to one or more sets in <B2. 
As an example, consider sets W1 = { 0, 1 1, W2 = { 0, 1, 21, and the associated 
finite fields <B 1= ({OJ, (I 1. {0, 1), 0) and <Bz= {(0), {I), {2), (0, 1 J. {0, 2), 
11,2], {0, 1, 2 ), 0 J. Let J: 0-+0, 1-+ 1, 0-+ 2 (see Loeve 1955: 62-63). Then 
J is a Borel (i.e., measurable) function since J-1

: W2-+ W1 is as follows: 

W2 -+ W1 
(2)-+ 0 
0-+0 

{01-+ (0) 
(1)-+(l} 

{0, 1)-+ (0, 11 

Note that the other sets contained in <B 2 have rio inverse image (except 0) and 
so satisfy the measurable function criteria vacuously. 

All these (inverse image) sets are contained in <B ,. Let P1 (( 0)) = L P1 (( 1)) = 
L P

1 
(( 0, 1)) = L Pi ( 0) =0, and let P 2 be su~h that P2(~ O_J)= L P2(( 1)) = !.' 

p ({ 0 1}) = ! , and P 2 (any other set)= 0. This setup satisfies the other condi
ti~ns ~nd m:kes M 2 give an identical probability distribution on the events as 
M,; yet J was clearly not onto. It is certainly true, on ~he oth:r hand, that if a 
set in (B

2 
has a nonzero probability, there must be an mverse 1m age of that set 

with the same probability. . 
The second requirement, that the mapping J be a measurable functiOn, 

should be pretty cogent since in general we would otherwise be trying to asso
ciate things that are events in one M 2 model with nonevents in M1. However, 
in certain situations, this condition is unnecessary. An example connected 
with the third condition will be used to illustrate this point below. 

The third condition is crucial for our purposes. In this connection, a map
ping can be onto in the sense that every point (member) in .W2 has ~n inverse 
image in Wj without necessarily producing a correspondmg set Ill <B2 for 
every set in <B 1• An example is: 

WI = t 0, 1 ' 2); <B I = ( t 0) • t l ) ' (2)' t 0, I), ( 0. 2 ) • t 1 ' 2)' ( 0. I, 2)' 0 ) 

W2 = ( 0, I, 2); <B2 = t (I), I 0, 2 I, t 0, 1, 21, 0} 

Let J: 0 -+ 0, o-+ o, 1 -+ I, 2-+ 2 to satisfy W1-+ W2 being onto (and one-to
one), but there are <B 1 sets, for example, { 0, 1) which haven? corresponde~t 
in <B

2
. Incidentally, observe that <B 2, although a coarser field than <:B1 (If 

bE <B 2, then bE <B 1), still obeys the restriction that it is closed under all set 
operations on its constituent sets. . 

In any case, in this situation, even though J- 1 is measurable, by mappmg 
sets in <:B 2 to sets in <:B 1, it is impossible for M1-+ M2 when, say, P1 (( 2.}) >.0. 
for there is no comparable event in M2. Moreover, one cannot necessanly cu
cumvent the difficulty by formulating a set mapping that is many-one from 
<B

1 
onto <B 2. For example, suppose that ( 0, 2) as well as ( 0, 1) in <:B1 were 

l 
l 

I 
1 
I 
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mapped onto ( 0, 2 I; that is, let J: 0-+ 0, 1-+ 2, 2-+ 2. Then, the inverse image 
of ( 0, 2) in <B 2 is the set ( 0, 1, 2 ), providing no structure whereby M2 can 
emulate the probabilities on events such as ( 0, 2 I in M 1• This example there
fore does not satisfy the third condition. 

Now we indicate how measurability of the function J may sometimes be 
circumvented. Consider again the example of the third condition, but now 
map in the reverse direction. That is, we attempt to form a model M 1 that is 
identical to M 2 • Suppose the component sets of <:B 2 all have nonzero proba
bility except 0 . Let J: W2 -+ W1 by J: 0-+ 0, 0-+ 0, 1-+ 1. Then the <B 1 sets 
( 1), ( 0, 2), ( 0, 1, 2), 0 have the obvious inverse images and can be given 
probabilities equal to those of their inverse image events. Further, none of 
the other components of <B 1 have inverse image events in <B2; yet they can 
simply be assigned probability 0 to yield an equivalent M 1 model. 

The fourth condition sets up the probability measure that is associated with 
the Borel function and yieids a set of probability equivalent events in model 
M 2 that mimic the events and their probabilities in model M 1• Why are we 
compelled to employ the inverse mapping J-1 to establish that any <:B 2 set 
(event) has a probability that agrees with the probability space of M 1? That is, 
we wish to find the b2 terms and P 2 so that P2 ( b2 ) = P 1 [ J 1-

1 ( b2)] = P 1 ( b1) for 
each b,. Why cannot we use the mapping J itself? First of all, it is the event in 
M 2 that must satisfy the probabilities and related events of M 1, so we want to 
make M 2's probabilities mimic those of its inverse images. A related point is 
that, as we saw, several events might map to the same M 2 event. Secondly, the 
original function J itself need not preserve set operations as we saw. Suppose, 
for instance, that b1 and b{, both belonging to <Bt> map into the same Borel set 
in <B 2 • Then P1 (b1n b{) has a well-defined meaning in Mt> but P 2 [J(b!n b{)] 
may be completely unrelated to the individual measures on b1 and b{ because 
the latter will not usually equal P2 [J(b1)nJ(b()]. Put another way, b1nb{ is 
a distinct event in <B 1 and may map into something in <B 2 quite different from 
the separate mappings of b1 and b{. On the contrary, J-1[J(b1nb{)] maps 
this image of b1 n b{ back to itself and hence provides the basis for assigning a 
probability to J(b1nb{) that is consonant with the probability of b1nb{ as 
established in model M 1• 

The fifth condition, that in some sense M2 be at least as general as M., is 
not fully formalized, but in actual cases it will ordinarily be evident whether 
this holds. For instance, consider the parallel and serial model classes based 
on exponential intercompletion times (Chapter 4). Although the sets of 
points and, indeed, the event spaces are of equal size, it is, we may recall, the 
distributions on these sets of events included in the sigma space that are dif
ferent. For the present example, let us return to working with the intercom
pletion times themselves. Then, when n=2, the set Ws=Wp=R+xR+=Ri 
is the two-dimensional space of positive real numbers and so the point sets 
are the same for the serial and parallel models. Clearly, the events (sets) of 
the generated Borel (sigma) fields consist of intervals and set operations (and 
limits on a countably infinite number of such operations) on those intervals 
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of real numbers in Ri, and they are obviously equally general, being actually 
identical. However, it is the probability distributions on these spaces that dif
fer, since the parallel model predicts that the distribution on the minimum 
completion time, conditional on which position finishes first, will be the same 

(Val+ Vbl) exp[- (Val+ Vbl)t] 

for the two positions, whereas the serial model allows them to be distinct: 

Ua 1 exp(-ua11)¢ub1 exp(-ub 1t) 

The serial model class is more general in this particular context, and it is 
reasonable to say that it is implied by the parallel model class but not vice 
versa, because the serial class may be satisfied when the parallel class is not. 
Again, a restriction on the parameters of the serial model, as we know from 
our earlier work, reduces the generality of the serial class to a special case that 
is equivalent to the parallel model (the constraint is u01 = ub 1). 

In some cases, the more general model class M 2 may simply possess an 
event space that is a refinement (ffi 1 is coarser than ffi 2, i.e., if bE ffi 1, then 
bE ffi 2) of the M 1 event space. In the example above, where W1 = ( 0, 1, 2} = 
w2. ffi1 = {( o 1. 111. 121. 1 o. 1 1. 1 o. 2 J. 11,2 J. 1 o, 1, 21. 01. ffi2 = (( 11. 1 o. 2 J. 
I 0, I, 2}, IZl }, ffi 1 is a refinement of ffi 2. Therefore, if all the events of ffi 1 are 
of nonzero probability, it would be reasonable to attempt to achieve the 
implication M 2 -+ M 1 but not M 1-+ M2. 

Finally, consider an interesting example where a simple ordering in terms 
of generality may not be possible. Suppose a model class M 1 yields proba
bility distributions on a series of correct and error responses, whereas a more 
general model class M2 might give that plus probability distributions on RTs. 
In a sense, M 2 seems more general than M 1 because M 2 attempts to explain 
more than Mit and in fact, contains the information of the latter. However, 
intuitively we might expect falsification of a more general class of models to 
imply falsification of the less general, but that need not happen here. For 
suppose the RT predictions of M 2 are not supported by a set of data, whereas 
both classes correctly predict probability correct and related statistics. Then 
M 1 is verified whereas M 2 is falsified. On the other hand, when M 2 is correct, 
it certainly explains more of the "universe." There is a way of bringing this 
kind of consideration into a more formal statement of generality: Require 
that an ordering of generality with respect to implication and equivalence re
lations be based on an identical set of atomic events in the probability space. 
This would effectively rule out the present example, where the model space 
gets bigger by including an additional event space (technically, the Cartesian 
product is taken of a probability correct x RT on each trial in the present 
example). This type of concern will probably lead to the generality ordering 
being a partial order, since many model classes may not be comparable. The 
classes of equivalence classes composed of equivalent models would then lie 
in a partial order (i.e., a binary relation on the set of equivalence classes rela
tion that is transitive, reflexive, and antisymmetric). In this context, we could 
partially order the classes of models based on exponential intercompletion 
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tm~es investigated in Chapter 5, using ~ as the order s mbol· c 
:~nal ~regular serial~ regular parallel; compound serial~ com~ou~~~~~;l~ 
e d~ reJul:r ~;>aralle~;' but regular serial and compound parallel are not 
~: ere , t at IS: are noncomparable," because neither is more general than 
i ~ ot~~r (se~ ~lg. 5.1). Of course, most noncomparable model classes are less 
~ere~ mg, emg of the. apples vs. oranges variety (e.g., models of schizo

P rema vs. models of bnghtness perception). 

Equivalence of parallel and serial models 

It is now time to specialize the develo ment d . 
parallel-serial equivalence problem ag~in wit~ntheapply ~t tohthe general 
as t f · ' proviso t at realistic 
of~~c s o matenal systems that can aid in producing discriminable features 

e~e processes are put aside or ignored. 

f" U~tii the ~id-1970s ~~rallel-serial equivalence results were largely con
~~:nst:n~ag~~~~~)r fa;I~es of distributions ~e.g., exponential or Weibull). 

. an ownsend and Romet (1974) produced e uivalence 
rtPPI~·~s .between general serial models and within-stage-indepen!nt paral
le m~h e s, results that have been alluded to elsewhere in the book (in particu
ar~ 

1 
a~ter 4). Ander~on (1976) exhibited the form that general parallel-

~ena equivalence functions would take in the case of n = 2 elements Vorbe 
~~ .197h7 presented equivalence theorems at the level of generality addressed ~! 

Is c apter, although our treatment differs in certain respects 
Let the set of points relevant to the parallel model be design~ted 

~ = [ ( 71> 72 • • • ·• Tn; al> a2, .•• , a,) I r 1 E R +, 1,.::. i,.::. n; 

7I .r.rz,.::. · · · ,.::. r,, ( a~o a2, ... , an) E permutation (n)] 

~here r; is the. (total c~mpletion) time at which the ith element to be finished 
IS ~omplete~, Irre~~ective of the identity or serial position of the element and 
a, IS the senal ?OSI~Ion of the element completed ith. Recall that r· i I ' h 
a~tual p~ocessmg time of element i. Similarly, T; is the random va;i;b~es~s!o~ 
lcmt~d Wdl.th th~ occurrence r,, although we really do not require it in the fol 
OWtng ISCUSS!On. -

Similarly, the set of points employed for the serial model is 

Ws=[(t~ot2,····t,;a~oa2 , ... ,a,)jt1eR+, 1,.::.i.r.n; 

( a~o a2, ... , a,) E permutation ( n)} 

The I; are values of the intercompletion time random variable T · d f 
course, also the actual serial processing times The a· and oth I tant. arhe, o 
the same · · · 1 er no a Ion ave 

~eanmg a~ m the parallel case. This notation is identical to that 
employed m the section "Generalization to n elements" of Cha t 4 N 
that when n-2 th" t · d' Per . ote - • IS no ation Iffers from our usual where a and b 
sented the two serial positions and Ua; and u . (i-1 2) th repr~-
tions a or b. during stage. i. We now let a;:; a ;u~be;~:~we~~a:e;;; ~o:~ 
(a~o ... , a,) IS a permutatiOn of the numbers 1 through n It. . I, · Is not part1cu arly 
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important for present goals whether a is given as the serial position of the ele
ment, as we have done, or as the identity of the element, because none of the 
properties of parallel or serial models that can potentially discrim~nate t_he~ 
are employed in the following . Indeed, we could employ a double mdex mdt
cating both serial position and identity, for all that it would matter in the 
equivalence results. The only slight preference for serial position here, if one 
is to be chosen, is that we will still have the concept of pas the probability of 
an order in the serial models. An order selected on the basis of serial position 
will, of course, induce an order on the identities of the elements. However, as 
we indicated earlier, it seems more natural to suppose that a serial system can 
(possibly) select an order based on the serial position than on identity, a pri
ori, so we continue to use that here. We are now in a position to state the gen-
eral definitions of parallel and serial models. · 

Definition14.1: A model of a parallel system is defined by Mp = ( WP, illp: Pp), 
where ill is the Borel field associated with WP (and therefore the completton = 
actual p;ocessing times r) and Pp is some particular probability measure on 
illp. For every "point" w belonging to Wp, the probability density function 
assigned by Mp is given by 

gp(w) =g( Tt. r 2, ... , Tn; alt a2, ... , an) 

with 

w = ( r 1, r 2 , ••• , r11 ; alt a2, . . . , On) 

and the actual dimensional values are r1 on dimension alt r2 on dimension a2, 
and so on. We denote the general parallel model class as Mp =IMp). 0 

And next, the serial model definition: 

Definition 14.2: A model of a serial system is defined by Ms = ( Ws, ills, Ps>• 
where ill is the Borel field on Ws (and therefore on the intercompletion = s . 
actual processing times t). The probability measure Ps has our typtcal struc-
ture with a probability distribution on the order of processing and then a dis
tribution on actual processing times that is conditioned on that order: Thus, 
P(alt a

2
, ••• , a,,) gives the probability of the order shown. The conditional 

probability density function is 

f(tlt l2,. ··,I" I alt a2,. ··,an) 

The joint probability function is then, naturally, 

fs(W) =P(al, a2, ... , an)f(tlt t2, · · ·, tnl alt a2, ···,a") 

and finally, the general serial model class is Ms = ( Ms I. 0 

Our plan of attack will be to provide a mapping between the parallel and 
serial spaces that is one-to-one and onto and to show that for any model of 
one type a model of the other type exists that is equivalent. 
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Proposition 14.1: The serial and parallel model classes defined in Definitions 
14.1 and 14.2 are equivalent. 

Proof: (i) Ms impliesMp: Consider an arbitrary serial model Ms= (J-Vs, <B
5
,P

8
). 

Let Jsp be the mapping from the serial to the parallel space, W8 ~ WP, and in 
fact suppose that 

Jsp(ft, l2, · ·., 111 ) = (r~o r2, ... , Tn) =(tit ft+l2, ... , .E lj) 
J=l 

where ri = E 5 = 1 tj, 1 ~ i ~ n. Now we have to prove that a probability function 
(which in general can be a density or mass at any point in the same spaces) 
can be provided in the parallel space that is equivalent to the serial proba
bility function on the inverse image of Jsp in the serial space. This will show 
that the serial model implies the parallel model. 

The parallel probability function, it may be recalled, is 

From our above definition of Jsp it follows that the inverse map, Jsi/ = 
Jps: wp ~ w:r. is given by 

so that 

g(r., T2, .• . , rn;a., a2, ... , a,.)=g(t~o t1+ 12 , ••• , f ti; a., a1 , .. • , an) 

We now set this parallel function equal to 

g( T~o r2, ... , rn; a., ... , On)= pf[J5~ 1 ( T~o r2, ... , r 11 )) 

= Pf[Jps( TJt r2, •.. , T11 )] 

=pf(tJ, tz, .. . , tnl a.,az, .. . ,a11 ) 

The parallel probability function g is thus arbitrarily set equal to its serial cor
respondent for every point {t., 12 , ••• , 111 ) in the serial space. Because the 
serial model was arbitrary, a corresponding parallel model exists for every 
serial model in Ms so that Ms implies Mp. 

(ii) MP implies Ms: To move in the reverse direction and prove that the 
parallel class implies the serial class of models, it is convenient to first find 
what p must be in terms of the parallel process, 

p= r r" ... r g(rf,r]., ... ,r~;al,a2,· ·· ·an)dr~ dr~-1" ··drf 
0 Tf Tn-1 

soP correctly gives the probability that the elements are finished in the order 
(according to serial position) a1, a1 , •.• , an. Next, the serial conditional prob
ability function must be set so that the mapping from its space back to the 
parallel space preserves the probability structure. That is, 
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JU •• /2, ...• In I a •• a2, ... ' On) 

=_!___g(t1,t1+t2, ... , E t1;al>a2, ... ,an) 
p i=l 

1 
=- g(TI> r 2, ... , Tn; a., a2, ... , an) 

p 

where p represents the integqt.l of the joint probability function (the solution 
of p given just above). Because we can make the conditional function f any~ 

thing we like at any actual serial processing times /1, /2, ... , In, the above 
equation can certainly be satisfied in suclt a way as to correspond in a one~to~ 
one fashion to the parallel actual processing times TJ, r2, ... , r no as the above 
expressions demonstrate. Again the parallel model was arbitr;uy, so clearly 
Mp implies M 9 • 0 

As pointed out earlier, these mappings do not prevent. untoward situ.ati_ons 
that arise when realistic systems are investigated. For mstance, to m1m1c a 
serial model with the property that the first pr~cessing time depends on the 
later order of processing (according to position) a parallel model may have to 
foretell the future. Conversely, assume that the identity of each element 
rather than the position is considered and that the goal of processing is to 
establish identity of the elements. Then parallel times can depend on later fin~ 
ishing order (according to identity) but serial times canl')ot without being 
prescient. 

Two examples may help to elucidate the ideas in the foregoing treatment. 
Let us construct a parallel model equivalent to a serial exponential model that 
has distinct rates on the first processing time that depend on the posj!ion 
processed. Let n = 2, and suppose a and b are the two pertinent serial posi~ 
tions so that a 1 can be a orb and a2 can also be a or b. Thus, the relevant rates 
are 

Stage 1: when a1 =a 
when a1=b 

Stage 2: u 2 = U0 2 ·· when a2 =a 
=ub2 when a2=b 

This is the notation we have used throughout the book when n = 2. Recall 
that in Chapter 4 we saw that no independent parallel exponential model is 
equivalent to this serial model. In fact, we know that no within~stage~inde
pendent parallel model is identical to this model (see Chapter 4). 

We now desire the mapping from the serial to the parallel space, T; = 
EJ=I lj> 1.;,;; i.;,;; n, and then 

g( r., r2; a1=a, a2= b)= pf(t., 12 1 a1 =a, a2=b) 

=pu01 exp(-U01 t 1)ub2 exp(-ub2/2) 

= pu01 exp( -U01 r1)ub2 exp[ -ub2( T2- Tr )] 

\. 
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and next 

g(rl> r2; a1=b,a2=a) = (1- p)f(t1,t21 a1=b, a 2=a) 

= (1- p)ubl exp( -uh1 t1)u02 exp( -u02 t2) 

= (1- p)ubl exp( -ubi r1)u02 exp[ -ub
2 

( r
2

- rt)] 

,., 12 ~0 
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The reader will observe that U01 ¢ ub1 (in general) has been allowed even 
though in the parallel case it implies a dependence on future events. Thus no 
processing interpretation is preseptly &vailable for the above resulting parallel 
model. In fact, among other prohlems, it does not obey the principle of sto
chastic simultaneity for parallel processing given in the next chapter. Also 
note that it is not exponential in the usual sense; for instance, pis not in gen~ 
era! related to the rates as in true parallel exponential models. 

As a final example, consider the pflrallel model based on th~ following two 
independent Rayleigh distributions: 

g( Tf, T2; llj = O, 02 =b)= g( Tal> Tb2) =g( T
0

, T!J) 

=ara exp(- a;J )brb exp(- b;'/i ). 

Being independent, the expressioQ does not depend on whether a orb is com~ 
pleted first. The Rayleigh distributioiJ is not an implausible model for latencies, 
possessing as it does an increasing hazard function and being skewed .to the 
right. It has a mean of E(T)=1r!2a and variance var(T)=(2-1f/2)(1/a) 
and is a special case of the Wei bull and x2 distributions. Solving for the serial 
parameters we find first that 

P= J; OT0 exp(- q;J )exp(- b;J )dr
0 

= _!!__b J"" (a+b)Ta exp[ -!(a+b)rJJ dra= _a_ 
a+ o a+b 

so the interesting outcome appears that pis (as in the exponential case) equal 
to t)le relative a~to-b parameter values. 

As for the serial processing time density: 

f(t" t2l a1=a,a2=b) 

= ~ ara exp(- a;J )brb exp(- b;'t) 

a+ b ( atJ1 ) [ b(/
012 

+ tb2) 2 
] =-a- atal exp - -

2
- b(tal + tb2) exp - -=-=-=----~~ 

= (a+b)btaiUal+tb2) exp[- (a+b)t}l+~btal tb2+bts2] 
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By the same token, 

(a+ b)tbl + 2atbl ta2 + ata2 
[ 

2 2 ] 
=(a+b)afbtUbt+fa2)exp- 2 

and the example is complete. With no further structure imposed on the paral
lel distributions, this example does not assault one's intuitions concerning 
realistic systems, unlike the first example. 

In the succeeding chapter we again take up aspects of parallel and serial 
processing that help to differentiate and potentially test between them. 

Commercial life on Jupiter 
exhibits a constraining aspect 
of realistic serial systems, as 
shown in the top part of the 
figure. The Jovian bank teller 
here is unable to see that a 
customer down the line 
(around the corner) is 
extraordinarily wealthy and 
that he should perhaps speed 
up his service to the interposed 
customers. Contrastingly, the 
two tellers operating in parallel 
below are shown in 
communication with one 
-another, so the fact that one 
teller is working with an 
affluent customer can affect 
the behavior of the other teller. 
The critical idea here is that a 
serial processor should in 
principle not be able to use 
(know, etc.) any information 
about an item that is processed 
later. A parallel processor, 
because it works on everything 
simultaneously, can evidence 
such interitem effects. For 
instance, the identity of one 
item can then legitimately 
influence the processing rate of 
another item. (See property 
IIC in the text.) 

15 A general discussion of equivalent 
and nonequivalent properties of serial 
and parallel systems and their models 

Introduction 

The strategy here will be to provide a characterization of stochastic serial and 
parallel systems, in terms of properties that appear to be reasonable for such 
systems that we might actually expect to find working in real time. We shall 
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then attempt to tie these properties into the models intended to describe the 
real systems. Some qualitative and some quantitative statements will be made 
with regard to distinctive aspects of the models. When none of the distinctive 
properties hold, then, as might be anticipated by this stage in our develop
ments, parallel-serial equivalence will occur (see the preceding chapter). 

This general procedure is in the spirit of an earlier treatise on serial and 
parallel equivalence and diversity in models based on exponential intercom
pletion times (Townsend 1976a). There are two aspects of this approach that 
deserve comment. The first is that the emphasis on the modeling of real sys
tems bestows the saving grace of potential testability. The reason is that the 
realistic properties of such systems are responsible for the parallel-serial 
diversity, when combined with the respective simultaneity or sequentiality of 
the two types of processing. When the only properties considered are simul
taneous vs. sequential time variables with distributions imposed on them, 
there is little structure left to lend some distinguishability to the associated 
models. In this way, the approach is not completely unlike that of earlier 
investigators who associated extra properties with parallel or serial processing 
(e.g., independence of total completion times, or perhaps limited capacity 
with parallel processing). On the other hand, we do feel that the aspects of 
parallel or serial processing that we are currently associating with real func
tioning systems are more integral and fundamental than has been the case in 
previous characterizations. This is not to say that all fundamental parallel
serial differences are encapsulated in this chapter. A number of others have 
been developed elsewhere in the book. The present chapter pinpoints several 
distinctions not treated heretofore or not previously given sufficient attention. 

Conceptually related to this listing of presumably reasonable properties of 
the systems is the treatment of questions of equivalence (indeed, of any pre
dictions) as being relative to the experimental or real-time context in which 
the systems are thought to be operable. This is a little different from the usual 
approach in which a given experimental milieu or specific paradigm is 
assumed and the pertinent models presented that apply to that specific situa
tion. Questions of possible equivalence or mimicking are then sometimes 
·posed at that stage. In some instances this procedure suffices very well. How
ever, it can also be interesting to postulate the important characteristics of a 
system and then to see what happens when that system is placed in a particu
lar experimental or real-life circumstance. For instance, it has been shown to 
be advantageous to employ the assumption that when elements are compared 
with one another, matching elements may be compared at a different speed 
than mismatching elements (Chapter 13; Townsend 1976a; Snodgrass & 
Townsend 1980). To be sure, this increased generality sometimes exacerbates 
equivalence problems, as when self-terminating models can thereby mimic 
exhaustive predictions (Townsend & Roos 1973) or vice versa (Townsend 
1974b). 

One aspect of greater generality in this chapter will be the concept of a state 
of processing for each element. This harks back to some earlier papers 
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(Townsend 1969; Townsend 1972: 169 ff.) in which the input was conceived 
of as a vector, itself composed of subvectors. For example, the constituents 
of the original vector might be letters, while the components of each letter 
vector might be features. The output was also a vector function of time that 
gave the state of processing of each of the elements at any given time t. How
ever, the emphasis was always on the finishing time of the elements them
selves rather than on the evolution of the processing states of the elements up 
until they are completed. In fact, the most examined distributions, those 
based on exponential processing at the element level, are not compatible with 
more than a bivariate set of states, uncompleted and completed. In any case, 
we shall see that when the set of states includes more than two states, the 
resultant possibility of partial processing yields a particular line of potential 
for parallel-serial testability. 

In the most general cases, the state might consist of the names of the com
ponents of the elements, and it might be that the components could finish in 
more than one order from trial to trial, in analogy to what happens with the 
more macroscopic elements or their serial positions. Sometimes it might not 
matter what the identity of the components is, or they may have no names, in 
which case the state of processing on an element might simply be related to 
the number of components completed at a given point in time. The latter 
instance would correspond to the counting process that is the discrete state 
counterpart of a waiting-time process, as one sees, for example, with the 
Poisson counting process and the gamma waiting-time process. The idea of a 
global state of the system will also be useful. The global state simply logs the 
complete state description of all the individual elements at any point in time. 
For instance, the names of all the completed components of each element 
might be given throughout t ~ 0 in a certain system. 

The list of properties below will include some of the aspects that differenti
ate serial and parallel processing as well as some of the major features shared 
by the two, although the ensuing discussion will emphasize diversification. 
Although the various properties seem to reflect different facets, we are not in 
a position to assert their logical independence at this point; some of them are 
palpably related. After the set of properties is surveyed, an important prin
ciple of mathematical models and theory testing will be considered - a prin
ciple that is rather obvious, but not always fully appreciated. The name we 
give this property is the principle of correspondent change. 

The properties of the parallel and serial systems that are alike will be put 
down first, followed by differentiating aspects. The properties concerning 
processing times will usually be stated as such, with consequences for the sto~ 
chastic distribution on those times to be taken as implied. 

There are several directions that could be taken with regard to the state
ment and discussion of the properties. One approach would be to define a 
general probability space with all the potential dependencies on the various 
properties explicitly entered into the notation. However, experience with the 
earlier case of pairs of objects being compared exponentially, with fewer dis-
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tinctions than we are prepared to make here, suggests that the goal of read
ability and general comprehensibility might well suffer due to the great com
plexity of notation required for a complete description. We are therefore 
going to try to simply establish necessary notation as we go along, leaving out 
structure and associated notation that is irrelevant to a particular point. 

Thankfully, some of the distinctive aspects of serial and parallel processing 
allow for testability, although others appear to be obscured and rendered un
usable experimentally in the generality of the probability spaces and the scant 
observability in the usual laboratory setting. It is apropos to mention in this 
context that observability and consequent testability might well be better 
when the present model concepts are applied in certain other cognitive areas 
of psychology. Any paradigm in which the whole stochastic process (or a 
realization thereof) is run through every single trial is likely to present diffi
culties in identification of underlying mechanisms. Many of the perceptual 
and simple memory tasks emphasized in this book are of this variety. There 
are other areas, such as problem solving, sentence comprehension, or extended 
visual search, where a greater part of the stochastic process may be laid out 
before one, as it were. An example of past research where the nature of the 
problem has permitted more observability is learning theory, where each trial 
is only one small part of the stochastic process presumed to explain the 
observed behavior, thus enhancing model testability. 

Natural properties of parallel and serial systems and their models 

I. Properties held in common 

lA. The processing times and the order of completion of the elements can 
depend on the serial positions of the element being processed as well as the 
serial positions of the completed elements. 

lB. The processing time on a given element can depend on the identity of 
that element as well as on the identities of the already completed elements and 
their processing durations. 

IC. The order of completion of the elements can depend, in an evolving 
way, upon the identity and processing times of previously completed ele
ments. 

ID. The probability that the global state of the system changes during any 
finite 11t is nonzero, no matter how small/1t is (but 11t>O). 

II. Divergent properties of serial and parallel systems 

IIA. Description of the global state of the system 

Serial: The global state of the system is always given by i (0 ~ i ~ n) 
completed elements, the partially completed status of one element [e.g., the 
completed components of at most one uncompleted element (up until i=n)], 
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and n- i -1 uncompleted elements, together with the identity, serial position 
information, order, and associated times of the completed elements. 

Parallel: The global state of the system is always given by i completed ele
ments, and the partially completed status of all other n- i elements, for 
0 ~ i ~ n, together with the identity, serial position information, order, and 
associated processing times of the completed items. 

JIB. Change of state of individual elements 

Serial: The probability that any element other than the one currently 
undergoing processing changes state during an interval/1/, given that the cur
rent element is unfinished during that interval, is 0. 

Parallel: The probability that any ~ncompleted element can change its state 
during any interval/1/ is always nonzero, no matter what other element is 
"given" as being uncompleted. 

IIC. Dependence of processing time of an element on the idenlity 
of uncompleted elements 

Serial: The processing time of an element cannot depend on the 
identity of the elements completed after it or the processing order expressed 
in terms of identity. 

Parallel: The processing time of an element can depend on the identity of ele
ments completed after it and on the processing order expressed in terms of 
identity. 

liD. Dependence of processing times on a preordained order 

Serial: It is possible to design and build a serial system so that a pro
cessing order based on the serial positions (but not the identities) of the ele
ments is preselected and then to make the processing times depend on the par
ticular preordained order on any given trial. 

Parallel: A parallel system cannot be designed and built so that a processing 
order based on the serial positions can be preselected; therefore, the process
ing times cannot depend on such a preordained order. 

Principle of correspondent change 

A. Empirical changes in the environment or stimulating situation 
should be reflected in a nonvacuous theory or model by corresponding 
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changes or in variances in the model or theory. Such changes or in variances 
are predictable and in consonance in the correct model or theory but are not 
predictable and are inharmonious with an incorrect model or theory. 

B. For any given empirical milieu and for any given class of models, there 
will exist a ~et of subclasses where models are nondistinguishable within their 
subclass and in that specific milieu. 

Two theories or modet.s may, of course, make predictions at some level 
that are equivalent (e.g., t'he means for a given change in experimental condi
tions). However; to the extent that the two theoretical structures l!,re not tr~ly 
identical or, in effect, at least not empirically identical, there must extst 
aspects ~f the models or theories that relate to different possibilities in the 
real world. It is obvious (and tautological) that scientists implicitly employ 
this principle on a day-to-day basis. However, it has been of value in our own 
research to emphasize its theoretical importance and occasionally subtle 

manifestations. 

General discussion 

Analogous properties: lA-D 

Property IA is one we have dealt with at length throughout the book 
and so it requires little comment here. The idea is that either type of sy~
tem may have the ability to employ information about completed elements tn 

setting the rates (more generally, the probability distributions on processing 
times) on processing. Similarly and obviously, the processing time of an ele
ment can depend on its own serial position. With regard to order ~f comple
tion, in 11 serial system the processing path distribution can in principle be set 
up beforehand in terms of permutations on the serial positions of the ele
ments. In "an alternative type of serial system a decision could be made as to 
-which position to process first. Then, based upon that choice, a conditional 
probability distribution on the remaining positions qetermines the second 
position to be processed, and so on. In parallel processing-, on the o~her hand, 

_ the probability distribution on processing times can be a fu~ctton of ~he 
different positions, and this distribution can change dependmg on wht~h 
positions ar~ finished in what qrder, as the processing evolves. Thus, th~ ~Is
tribution on order of completion is more intimately tied to the processmg 
time distributions in parallel ttlan in serial systems. 

In an analo~ous fashion, an element's processing time ~an clearly d~pend 
in general on Its own iqentity as well as the id!!ntities and times of prevwusly 
finished elements. This is property lB. The processing time distributions in a 
parallel system can depend on the identity and processing times of previously 
finished elements in two major ways. First, the distribution can be altered as 
elements are completed, as has been illustrated many places in the book with 
exponential rates, the rates changing according to the history of processing. 
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Second, when an element is composed of more than a single component; 
the changes that take place in the status of all the uncompleted elements dur
ing a single intercompletion time can affect the processing distribution, in 
general, of any of the elements. (This type of effect was not considered in 
earlier chapters.) By way of contrast, serial systems can make their elements' 
time distributions depend on previously completed elements directly, as in the 
first type of parallel effect, but the second type of effect is impossible in serial 
systems. 

Property IC is a bit more subtle with regard to parallel and serial systems, 
primarily because we have not discussed the serial system under such circum
stances before. As in IB, the parallel system's orders of completion and the 
distribution on those orders come naturally out of the evolving events of 
processing. 

Also in analogy to IB, but not heretofore discussed in this book, a serial 
system could make the order (path) of processing depend not only on the 
identity of previously finished elements but also on their processing dura
tions. For example, a probability distribution could be conditioned on pre
vious elements as well as their processing times and thereafter defined on the 
possible processing orders of the remaining elements. It is very important to 
note that a serial system operating in this fashion, with the order depending 
on previous processing times, cannot possess full flexibility with respect to 
preselecting orders of processing, and vice versa. Thus, Property liD (dis
cussed below) says that, in general, a serial system can preordain the process
ing orders and make the time distributions be functions of these orders. But 
if the order in a given system "evolves" as the history of the process is being 
laid down, obviol1sly this preordaining flexibility cannot be realized. It would 
be interel!ting to investigate such systems in more detail, particularly those 
with a mixture of historical time dependence and preselection, but this will 
have to be a future enterprise. The ensuing discussion will not further con
sider serial systems whose processing order is based on the history of process
ing times. 

Property ID is just a way of saying that the processing never completely 
stops, in either a serial or a parallel system, until all the elements are com
pleted. This is especially cogent in a parallel system because all elements are 
being worked on simultaneously. On the other hand, serialistic systems that 
require a nonzero switching duration from one element to the next must be 
considered hybrid from the point of this property. Thus, ID is of a bit more 
technical nature with respect to serial systems than to parallel systems. If the 
scanning of a memorized list of items in short-term memory can indeed be 
serial (see especially Chapter 6), it seems likely that the switching time between 
elements (letters) is minuscule. On the other hand, there are a number of situ
ations where a substantial time to change "focus" would be quite plausible. 
One such situation is where the task demands an alteration in the modality 
attended to (see, e.g., LaBerge 1973), for instance, the switching of attention 
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from the touch sense to the hearing sense. Another class of paradigms has 
observers listen to different information coming into the two ears (dichotic 
listening experiments - see, e.g., Moray 1970). In both these situations, of 
course, the usual hypothesized alternative models to the serial are parallel. 
The "element" here with respect to the parallel-serial dichotomy, is a chan-' . . . 
nel (left ear, the tactile sense, etc.) rather than the actual material commg m 
Qver the individual channel, although the question might again be raised with 
regard to the latter, more microscopic level. 

Divergent properties: IIA-D 

Property IIA 

To move on to the aspects of processing that are'different for parallel 
vs. serial processing, consider IIA, on the global state description of th~ sy~
tem. It states, in the case of serial systems and models, that at any pomt m 
time, at most one element can be in a state of partial completion, whereas the 
same description in the case of parallel models can have any number of par
tially completed elements. This is a very natural difference in the two types of 
processing, since processing is proceeding simultaneously in parallel syste~s 
but one at a time in serial systems. Of course, in models based on exponential 
processing time for individual elements, it may be m~st reasonable to.assume 
that each element is processed as a gestalt or a smgle macroscopic com
ponent. This kind of processing is ali-or-none with regard to element level 
when the exponential time refers to the complete processing of an element, as 
we typically do in this book. It then links up with the ali-or-none model of 
perceptual activity proposed by Broadbent (1967). and _:ownsend (197~a, 
197lb 1978) where a stimulus is presumed to be 1dent1fied correctly with 
some ~robability, but with l minus that probability no infor~ati~n ~t al_l is 
acquired about the stimulus. On the other hand, the exponential di~tnbutmn 
is not unique in this respect. Only distributions that can reasonably be repre
sented as a convolution of micro-level (i.e., component) processes should be 
used to represent the processing times of multicomponent elements. The 
gamma is a distribution of this ilk. . 

It is crucial to be aware that this property refers to the elements and the1r 
components as input to the system. If the input elements are degraded so 
that for instance, some of their components are missing, then it is the collec
tion' of remaining components on which the system operates. This will be 
important in potential applications discussed below. . 

When the elements are composed of finer-level components, this property 
(IIA) entails that serial models will have a grosser state space (sigma or event 
space in stochastic models) than do parallel models, since the latter can pos
sess nonzero probabilities on states involving several partially completed ele
ments, whereas the serial model cannot. 
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In principle, property IIA might be made the foundation of empirical 
attempts to test parallelity vs. seriality. This cannot be done in experiments 
where perfect processing takes place and only RT is observed, because then 
we lose the ability to employ the underlying diversity in state spaces; it is 
obscured when only the finishing times are of interest. 

However, consider an experimental paradigm that produces an input to a 
subsystem that is of high integrity (i.e., the representation of each element 
carries all the normal information, perhaps in the form of components, in an 
accurate fashion), but that then abruptly removes the input before all the ele
ments are completed. For example, a whole report experiment with five or 
fewer letters, high stimulus intensity, and an effective poststimulus visual 
noise mask may satisfy the appropriate conditions. It is necessary that the · 
stimulus array be present long enough so that if n = 1, report accuracy is 
essentially perfect, but it nec;:d not be assumed that the noise mask erases the 
perceptual representation of the stimulus, only that it effectively cessates 
viable processing efforts. The study reported in Chapter 11 is of this variety, 
but second guesses were not recorded. 

If element identification were truly serial, then there should be at most one 
letter that is in a partial state of completion at any given point in time. If the 
elements are unrelated to one another, as in the experiment of Chapter ll, 
then allowing the observers to engage in second-guessing after their first 
responses should be very helpful if processing is parallel (and the elements are 
composed of several components) but of little aid in serial processing. Defi
nite predictions can be made in specific instances. Confidence ratings can also 
be used to perform similar analyses. This kind of design should be most help
ful in ruling out serial models. We presently are aware of no such studies in 
the literature. 

On the other side of the coin, some hybrid models can make predictions 
similar to those of parallel models. Time-sharing models, which allow the 
processor to flit from one element to the other without necessarily finishing 
one before going to the next, make just such predictions as the parallel 
models . They even have the same sigma field description and can sometimes 
be made mathematically identical to the parallel models (see Chapter 4). This 
formal similarity may be the reason that Shevell and Atkinson (1974) treat a 
class of time-sharing models as if they were parallel models, even though they 
describe distinct material systems. However, when the notion of capacity is 
also brought into the discussion, it turns out that situations can be found 
where one or the other is much more intuitively natural; Chapter 4 can be 
referred to for a discussion of some of these. 

Propert)l liB 

Property liB indicates that in parallel systems, any element can in
crease its processing status (degree to which it is completed) at any point in 
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time during a single trial. A serial system, working on one element at a time, 
can change the processing state of only one element at a time during a given 
trial at a certain point in time. One has to be a little careful in giving the 
mathematical side of this property, because for any At, there is some finite 
probability that, even in a serial system, both the element being worked on 
and the next element could be completed, even though only one is being 
worked on at a time. Therefore, one cannot just say that the probability that 
an element that is not currently being processed completes processing during 
At equals 0. However, if one conditions on the current element being in a 
state of incompletion, throughout At, then no subsequent element can be 
worked on. Clearly this is untrue for parallel models. In particular, there is 
some nonzero probability that any element can completely finish processing 
during At in a parallel system, but not in a serial system, on a given trial. 

Property IIB is in a sense the generator of IIA. However, if each element is 
made up of only a single component, then there is no way to directly rep
resent the property in terms of probabilities on (potentially observable) 
completion times. Consider the case of two elements. Unless p= 0 or I, either 
finishing order is possible. Suppose one computes the probability that, say, 
the element in position b gets completed at or before timet, given that the ele
ment in position a is not yet completed at time I and a gets finished before b. 
Then tautologically this probability is 0 in both the parallel and serial cases. 
On the other hand, if one observes partially completed elements as in prop
erty IIA, or consequences thereof as in its discussion, then testable aspects 
may ensue. Moreover, if p should equal 0 or I, then this property comes out 
of the manner in which the element completion probabilities are written in 
terms of the actual processing times of parallel or serial systems. It is indirect, 
though, and can be satisfied in certain cases by serial as well as parallel models. 

There is another consequence of liB. Recall that the parallel systems are 
assumed to start with the same processing time distribution on each trial; 
indeed, given a completely specified history at a certain point in time, the 
processing time distribution on two such trials must be identical. (This 
restriction does not hold for compound parallel systems imd their models; see 
Chapter 5.) This aspect of parallel models taken in conjunction with the 
present property means that the different parts of the probability space of a 
parallel model must be related in a way that need not be satisfied by a serial 
model (although it might be). The condition that must be satisfied will be 
referred to as the principle of stochastic simultaneity. A brief mathematical 
realization of this principle follows. 

In the following r will stand for the actual processing time (equivalent to 
the total completion time of an element) in the case of a parallel model, and t 
will stand for the actual (serial) processing time (equivalent to the intercom
pletion time) of a serial model. Analogously, T and Twill be the respective 
random variables corresponding tor and t. 

Now consider the probability function on the joint event that serial posi-
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tion a is processed first at time ra = Ia =rand the processing time for the ele
ment in serial position b is greater than r. In a parallel model this derivation 
involves integrating the joint density on the two processing tlmes over r > r 
and setting ra = r in that same density. By contrast, in a serial model bthis 
probability is simply p times the density on serial position a. First consider 
the parallel functions 

G(r,r')=P(Ta;;o.T()Tb;;o.T')=joint survivor function on r
0
,rb 

Next, let 

gab( r, r') =P( r+dr;;o.Ta ;;o.rnr' +dr';;:. Tb;;:. r') 

and further 

go ( r, r') =P( r+dr;;o. To;;:. rnTb;;:. r')= Jco gob(r, rb) drb 
T ' 

. co 

gb( T, 7') =P(Ta;;:. rnr' +dr';;:. Tb ;;:or')= J gab( Tu, r') dra 
. T 

Thus, gub(r, r') is the joint density function on the ra and r
6 

dimensions. It 
follows that when r' = r, the probability function corresponding to the 
"event" Ta=r and Tb~T is just g0 (r,r) and that corresponding to T0 ~r and Tb=r is gb(T, r). 

V.:e are now in a position to demo~strate t~at gb ( r, r) can be directly 
denved from go(r, r). First, differentiate g

0
(r, r') with respect to 

7
': 

a a["" ] or' go(Ta,T')= or' L, gab(Tu,Tb)drb 

=-gab(ru,T') 

From this we immediately arrive at the desired result by integration: 

Joo oo a [ oo 

gb(T,T)= gab(To,T)dra=J -~ J g0 b(Tu,Tb)drb]dr
0 

T T VT T 

Now gu(r,r) may similarly be represented as a transformation of gb(r,r'). 
The above demonstration is permitted because the joint measure on the par
allel probability space involves aspects of both serial positions at all points in 
space. 

Contrarily, once the order is established in a serial system, the density on a 
has nothing to do with b, and furthermore, the probability that the total com
pletion time on b, rb, is greater than Ta is equal to I by definition. 

An elementary example that satisfies stochastic simultaneity is found in an 
independent parallel model where both a and b have gamma distributions 
with parameters ka, Va and kb, vb, respectively. (Nonindependent examples 
can be constructed with a little more effort and tedium.) The germane proba
bility function is 
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(var)ka-lva exp( -var) (" (vbrb/b-lvb exp( -vbrb) drb 

(ka-1)1 JT (kb-1)1 

Carrying out the required partial differentiation and integration yields 

(" -- (" iJga( Ta, r') I dr 
Kb(r,r)=J Kab(ra,r)dra- JT iJr' r '=r a 

T 

(vbr)kb- 1vb exp(-Vb7) E (var)1exp(-var) 

= (kb-1)1 j=k
0

+1 j! 

Clearly, manipulation of the joint probability space leads from the one ex-

pression to the other. . . 
An even simpler serial example that does not, i~ general, ~a~lsfy stochastiC 

simultaneity is our old friend the exponential, "':tth two d1st~nct rate para
meters for a and b when either is processed dunng .stage. l (J.e., Ual ¢ ubl>· 
Writing the probability function and then transformmg w1th the usual para-

meter mappings gives 

P(r+dr;;?: T a;;?: rn Tb <?:r) = PUa exp( -Uar> 

Va 1(va 1+vbl) exp[-(Val+vbl)r] 
= 

=Val exp[-(val+vbl)r] 

Now let us observe the alternate probability function when b is first and Ta is 
greater than r. we then transform to a parallel form, but_ we mu~t allow that 
v~ ¢! Va and v6 ¢: vb, where the primed rates are those associated With the trans-

formation when b is first. 

P(Ta> rnr+dr;;?:= Tb;;?:: r) = (l-p)ubl exp('-ubl r) = v61 expt- (v~,+ v61)r] 

It is evident in this tatter expression that, in general, the two .serial ?robabi~ity 
functions need not be transformable into one another by stmple mtegrat10n 
and differentiation. Of course, if we constrain Ual=ubl=ul=Val+~bl and 

- , v = v' then such a transformation is possible by separatmg the 
Val- Vat. bl bl• · h · ' 
hypothetical contributions from positions a and b accordmg to t eu associa-

tion with a and b parameters: 

P
Ual exp( -ua1r) = pu1 exp( -u1 r) = Val (Val+ Vb1) exp[- (Val+ vbdr} 

Val+ Vbl 

=Val exp(-ValTa)·eXp(-VbJTb)l•a=T 

Tb=T 

and it becomes apparent how the serial space is reconstituted into a parallel 
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space. In this particular example, the serial ability to depend on future order 
(with regard to serial positions), discussed in property liD, is employed. 

As interesting as the principle of stochastic simultaneity seems theoretic
ally, at present its utility in empirically testing serial and parallel models 
appears problematic. 

Property IIC 

Consider next property IIC as applied to serial systems: The time 
taken to process an element cannot depend on the identity of any element 
that is not completed until after the given element is finished. It contrasts 
nicely with the nature of parallel activity, where such a dependence can exist. 
The probability distribution in the two cases can differ because of this. There 
are a number of ways of illustrating this; we shall indicate one. 

Suppose n = 3 and I; ( i = l, 2, 3) gives the identity of the elements, where as 
usual the stimulus display position is just designated by j= a, b, c, and /;(j) 
then indicates that the element of identity I; is in position j. Let t1k be the 
serial actual processing time (and therefore the intercompletion time) for the 
kth element completed when it is in position j and let iJk be the correspond
ing density. 

Now, consider the situation when only two elements are presented for pro
cessing, and suppose that on one type of trial, / 2 is placed by the experimenter 
in position b [giving / 2 (b)] and on the other type of trial / 3 is placed in 
position b [giving / 3 (b)], while / 1 is in serial position a on both types of trial. 
Note that display position cis empty and irrelevant. Let us focus on the trials 
when the processing order follows display position order (for simplicity, and 
without loss of generality), that is, let 0 1 =(/;(a), J.i(b)), where i,j= 1, 2 or 3 
and i ¢! j so that display position a is processed first and display position b is 
processed second. On these trials the identity indices are i =I and j = 2 or 3 
depending on the· trial type. We can now write the serial densities on the first 
actual processing time in the two cases: 

where as usual= means equivalence on all 101 E [0, +oo) (except possibly on 
a set of measure 0). Notice that the order according to serial position is the 
same, but different elements are processed second in the two cases. Accord
ing to property IIC the two densities on the first completion time have to be 
the same in serial models, because a serial system has no information con-
cerning the identity of elements processed later. . 

Now consider the parallel situation. The variable r will again represent the 
actual processing time of an element, and therefore its total completion time, 
given the structure associated with parallel processing. What we want to show 
is that there are cases where the parallel model can yield differences between 
the two conditioned distributions; it is not necessary that the differences be 
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present in all distributions. Let A represent the event of It placed in serial 
position a and I2 placed in serial position b. Similarly, B also represents the 
placement of It in serial position a, but h is placed in serial position b. 

Now let gA ( Ta, Tb) be the joint density function on Ta, Tb in the first case 
and g8 (ra, Tb) in the second. Also, let ga1(rad 0 1,I1,lj) be the conditional 
density on a when it is completed first and Ij (j = 2, 3) is in serial position b. 

It follows from elementary probability theory that 

1~ 1 gA (Tal> Tb2) dTbz 
gat(Tad0I,II,i2)= foofoo d 

0 , Tal gA (Tal> Tbz) Tbz drat 

;;: 1~ 1 ge( Tat, Tbz) drbz 

1; J~ 1 ge( Tal> Tbz) drb2 drat 

=gat( Tat I Ot,li,/J) 

Where, as usual, the i1= sign indicates that the two expressions have to differ 
for at least one value oft. [Actually, because we are assuming densities, ~ 
implies a difference in an infinite number of values (e.g., any interval on :R+), 

due to the continuity inherent in dertsities.] The above expressions corre
spond to the serial congitional densities and prove the assertion if examples 
satisfying the above inequality can be found. 

As in most of the demonstrations we put forth in this chapter, the tried and 
true exponential distribution can be used for this purpose. Let the identities 
be I 1 =a, I 2 = {J, h = -y, Utj (I k) ::::::the serial processing rate with serial position 
i=a, b and j=stage, and Vij(h) =the comparable parallel processing rate; 
set p = p( 0 1). Then in the case of a serial model that obeys the constraint 
of IIC, 

fat (latl O~o a, {J) = Uat (a) exp[ -Uat (a)/] 

=fat(latl O~o a, -y) = Uat(a) exp( -Ual (a)t] 

In a parallel model, assuming Vbt ({3) ¢ vb1 ( -y ), that is, that the processing rate 
varies according to the identity of element {J vs. -y, the density with {J in posi
tion b is 

gat(Tatl O~oa,{J) 

= 1~ 1 Val(a) exp[-Vat(a)TadVbt(f3) exp[ -iJbl({J)Tb2] drb2 

J; J~ 1 Vat(a) exp[ -Vat(a)radi.lbt(f3) exp[ -Vbt(f3)Tb21 drb2 drat 

Val(a) exp( -Val(a)Ta.J exp( -Vbt(f3)ratJ 
= 

Vat (a)/[ Val (a)+ Vbt ({J)] 

= [Val(a)+Vbt(f3)) exp[- (Vat(a)+ Vbt(f3})ratJ 

Now compare the above expression with the one for element -y in position b: 

[ Vai (a)+ Vbt ({J)] exp[- (Vat (a)+ Vbt ({J))rad 

J. Cvn,(a) + vhl('y)) exp[ -(Vat(a)+vbtb)had 
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After some simplification we see that equality will hold only when 

ln( [Vat (a}+ Vbt ({3))/[ Val (a)+ vbl (-y)] l 
Tal= 

[Vbl({J)- Vbt("()) 

That is, equivalence cannot hold for general values of Tal· 
At the risk of stupefying redundancy, note again that the order of process

ing relative to the serial position was unchanged; only the identity of the ele
ment in processing position b (i.e., serial position bin tlie present case) was 
altered. 

Property liD 

The property liD, referring to potential dependence of processing 
times on a preordained order, has beep much discussed in previous chapters. 
However, it is not aiways simple to use this as a discriminative principle in the 
mdte general models. It works well enough in models with exponential inter
completion times and is the basis for the greater generality claimed for serial 
models in earlier work (e.g., Theorem 1 in Townsend 1972: 174-79). Thus, in 
exponential models, the serial rate for the first serial position processed can 
depend on the entire order of processing (again, in terms of the serial position 
index), whereas the startirtg set of parallel rates is, of course, the same from 
trial to trial. In fact, the serial distribution onthe minimum completion time 
will be a probability mixture of exponential distributions (which is not, in 
general, exponential), but the parallel distribution will be again an exponen
tial distribution with minimum completion time rate given by the sum of all · 
the rates. These remarks cleatly apply to later stages of processing up until 
the last stage, where the parallel rate gains full generality with regard to pro
cessing order due to the previously evolved order of completion. An immedi
ate generalization is discovered when we have access to the expression of the 
probability distributions for the two types of models and both types are 
written as functions of parameters, for then the parallel model's parameters 
cannot, by fiat, depend on the later order of completion (with respect to 
serial position), whereas the serial model can. 

It would seem natural to further extend these ideas to nonparametrized 
models by requiring that the part of the parallel probability space correspond
ing to elements that happen to be completed eadier not be able to depend on 
the later order of completion. Unfortunately, we have not yet wdrked out a 
completely general way of expressing this condition mathematically. 

One plausible strategy might be to demand that the density on the early 
completion times .be conditionally independent of later events - that is, that 
such a conditional density be constant across subsequent completion orders. 
This strategy will not Work, however. The problem cari be illustrated even 
within the context of pluarpeterized models, for w.hich an appropriate inter
pretation of the property does exist, as mentioned above. 

As noted, a parallel model cannot make those of its parameters that are 
annlicable in the earlv stages of processing depend on the later order of com-
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pletion. However, the distribution of the first completion time (on, say, serial 
position a) can, when conditioned on later order, still be different for two 
different orders (and remember this is all on the serial posHion; no part of 
this question concerns the identity of the elements). 

Because identity is not important for the present discussion, let us simplify 
the notation to the old one where the displayed serial positions when n = 3 are 
designated as a, b, and c and identity is omitted. However, we will still use r 
to refer to the total completion time (=actual processing time in a parallel 
system) and t for the intercompletion time ( = actmd processing time in a 
serial system). 

Then the germane serial expressions are 

fatUadOJ);;t!fatUad02), Ot=(a,b,c), 02=(a,c,b) 

but in the parallel case it also may be that 

( I 0 
) _ J~1 f~2 gabc( Tal> Tb2• r;3) dr;3 drb2 

gatTat t-J""J""J"" ( .. ,' ')d'd'd' 
0 r~ 1 rb2 gabc Tal> Tb2• TcJ TcJ Tb2 Tot 

;;t!goi(Totl Oz) 

J~ 1 J~2 gabc( Tal> TbJ, T;2) dTbJ dr~z 

As usual, the fact that, say, Tb has a subscript attached to it(i.e., l, 2, or 3) 
does not mean that the order is predetermined; its purpose is rather to ease 
the bookkeeping. In a parameterized model, therefore, even though the 
parameters a~sociated with r01 do not depend on the later order of processing 
band c, the conditional probability density g( T01 l 0;) can depend on 0; in a 
Bayesian fashion. To paraphrase, we are not claiming that the above non
equivalence (;;t!) has to hold (in the exponential case, it does not); only that it 
can hold in general. Thus, a completely general interpretation in terms of the 
conditional approach is not at present feasible. 

Neverthe~ess, there is a class of models· for which a new conditional ap
proach can be legitimately developed. The approach involves breaking down 
the state-space architecture into the finest-grained description that can in 
any way affect the processing times of the elements in the various serial posi
tions. At this fine-grain level, the parallel processing must be within-stage
independent at the microstages appropriate to that particular level. Unless 
one goes down to this critical microstructure, there might be events that, 
when averaged over in obtaining the pertinent conditional expressions, pro
duce Bayesian dependencies, as in the above example. 

For the following development, let macrostage refer to the usual interval 
between completions of two successive elements and microstage to the inter
val )Jetween completions of two successive components. Thus, if there were n 
elements each composed of k components, then exhaustive processing would 
require nk microstages. Within this constraint, we can show that conditioning 
on the order and the times of completion of the (micro)components will leave 
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terms that are in no way dependent on the later order of processing of com
ponents or elements. That is, the parallel expressions will then be indepen
dent of future order. 

Let a, b, and c denote the display serial positions of three elements and 
assume that the elements denoted by a and b are composed of two com
~one~t~ each bu~ that the c element is made up of only one component. For 
sn~phc1ty, we w1ll continue to identify elements by a, b, and c here. We are 
gomg to supp.ose for convenience that within an element, the components are 
proces~ed senally (or by some model-equivalent process). 

It will ~rove convenient to employ our oft-used mode of description in 
terms of mtercompletion times. Of course, these can always be written in 
terms of the dist~ibutions on the total completion times. For example, sup
~ose we are loo~mg at the second intercompletion time, of element b, condi
tiOned on the f1rst macrostage completion time of element a· g (t 1 t ) 
Th 1 f h" · · · b2 b2 at · e va ue o t Is mtercompletiOn time density is equivalent for any t and 
any tb2 to al 

where Tat= tal and Tb2 =lot+ tb2· 

"W_e need some.not~tion for the components, so we will write tau to refer to 
th~ mtercompletwn time of component i ( = 1, 2) belonging to element a in 
mtcr?stage j in which it is completed. We shall use, analogously, gaij as the 
~enstty of component i associated with element a during microstage j· so for 
Instance, ' ' 

gb24{tbz41 tall> tbl2• taz3) 

is t~e .density o~ the second component (e.g., feature) of element (e.g., letter) 
b, f1mshed ~unng the fourth microstage, after, and conditioned on the first 
c.omponent mtercompletion time of a, the first component interco,mpletion 
ttme of.b, and the second (and final) component of a, in that order. 
. Co?s1der now the times and order <ta1t.tb12 , ta23 , tb24 , lets> of intercomple

tiOn times on the components. Note that element a is completed first but not 
be~ore one of the two components of b is finished. After a is completed b 
fims_hes up, f?llowed b~ the one (and only) component of element c. Finally 
let .G;jk =survtvor functiOn of componentj of element; during microstage k. 

Thus accoutered, we are in a position to write the joint density 

gabcUall• tb12• ta23• tb24• leu) 

=[gall Uall) Gbll Ual d Gcll Uall) J 

X [gbl2 {tbt21 tall) Ga22 (tb12l tall) Gcl2 (tbt21 tan)] 

X £ga23 UazJI fatt. tbt2) Gb23 Ua23l latlo lbt2) Gc13 Ua23l tall> lbt2)] 

X [gb24 (tb24l Iaiit lbl2• fa23) Gcl4 (tb241 tall> tbl2• fa23)] 
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There are obviously five microstages but only three macrostages, the latter 
corresponding, of course, to the comple~i~n of the elem.ents themsel~es. ~ow 
take this joint-time expression and cond1t10n on all the mtercompletwn ttmes 
and their order, and on the times when they do not get completed (whose 
probabilities are given by the survivor functions), except. for the comp~nents 
of element a (but including the order of finishing of components of a m the 

above conditionalization). . 
Let P(.) stand for the joint probability function whose arguments (t.e., 

variables) refer to the microstage events: 

The first components of b and c finish after the first component of a 
with bl coming second, followed by b2; finally the first (and onl~) ~om
ponent of c is completed. Further, the b and c components are ftmshed 
at intercompletion times lbt2 = lot2• tb24 = lb24• t;ts =lets· 

In the expression P(.) below, semicolons separate microstages. We then 
achieve the following density on the intercompletion time of element a when 
conditioned on the complete, order and intercompletion times of the b and c 

components: 

gal Uatl> /023 1 (all, bl2, a23, b24, cl5 ); tbl2• tb24• fct5) 

=gabcUall> lb12• la23• lo24• lets) 

+P(Tbtt> tall> Tell> tall; Ta22> tbt2• Tc12> tbl2• To12= lotz; 

Tb23 > fa23• Tcl3 > ta23; Tct4> lb24> Tb24= lb24; Tc1s =lets) 

=gabcUalh lbl2• 1a23• to24> tcl5) 

+ ( [ Gbll Uatl) Gcll Uatl )] [ Ga22 Uo12l I au) Gcl2 Ubt21 I all )gbl2 ( fbt21 tall)] 

X [ Gb23 Ua231 lath lbt2) Gcn UazJI tall• lot2)) 

>;< [ Gcl4(tb241 fat 1> tbl2• 1az3) gb24 (tbz41 tal h lbl2• ta23)] 

X [gelS (lets I fall• lbl2 • 1a23 • lb24) 1} 

=gauUall)ga23(ta231 tall• lbl2) 

The numerator was already given in its broken-down form above, and it is 
easily seen that all the terms in the denominato~ cancel ou~ with an identical 
term in the numerator, leaving the final expressiOn on the nght. Observe that 

g (I )g ( I 1 t 
11 

tb
12

) depends only on events up to the time of comple-
all all a23 a23 a • d" 

tion of the second (and final) component of a. Therefore, the overall co~ 1-

tional density on completion of a does not depend on future events, eve~ m a 
Bayesian fashion. It may seem tautolo~ical that th~s ~oul~ be so, ~ut 1f we 
alter the above conditions at all, in parttcular the wtthm-mtcrostage mdepen
dence condition, it will not go through. A special model t~~t fulfills the abo_ve 
condition, yet is not too limited, is one where the g densttte_s are. exponenttal 
but with the rates at each microstage depending on the prevtous mtercomple
tion times. Thus, if tau were the time taken to complete microstage 1 and the 
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first component of element a was the component finished, then we might let 
the second-stage rate on the first component of (uncompleted) element b be 
equal to vbUau), that is, to be a function of the first-microstage time. Then 
in the special linear case that vbUau) = ta11 vb, the second-stage process in~ 
on b would be faster the slower the first stage. This model would satisfy 
the within-microstage independence condition that is critical to the above 
derivation. 

The principle of correspondent change 

We now come to a principle that is held in common with every math
ematically specified model or theory in any field. We refer to it as the prin
ciple of correspondent change. It refers to the regular and predictable manner 
in which alteration of empirical circumstances should be met with corre
sponding changes in the model or theoretical structure. One aspect of this is 
parameter invariance (discussed, for example, by Estes 1959) wherein the 
parameters of a true (or at least more correct) model should not change 
capriciously; or again, certain parameters should remain constant across cer
tain experimental variations. Thus, it earlier proved possible within limits to 
discover l~arning parameters (e.g., the rate of learning or c~nditioning) that 
were then found to be relatively invariant across certain specified manipula
tions in the task environment. 

In the present context, if, say, the serial rate u were estimated to be a cer
tain value for letters in one task, then it might be expected that the same u 
should be applicable in other situations in which the mode of letter precessing 
were unaltered . Modeling has rarely reached even this kind of modest goal in 
memory- and display-scanning research. 

In any case, to return to the more general conspectus, the other side of the 
coin is the regular and orderly change of structure. In the aforementioned 
leaniing models, if the items to be learned were made more difficult or the 
learner rendered (or sampled) more obtuse, then the rate parameter should 
decrease. · 

Similarly, consider two serial positions a and b, and suppose we are trying 
to decide whether a serial or a parallel model better predicts and describes the 
processing behavior on elements placed in those two positions. Each model 
will certainly possess structure distinctively associated with the positions. 
Typically the structure will be in the form of functions of parameters. Now 
let the experimenter manipulate the complexity of the element placed in, say 
position b while leaving the complexity of the element in a the same. The~ 
surely the structure associated with position a should remain invariant in the 
better model, whereas the structure connected with position b should vary in 
an appropriate fashion. Of course, dependencies caused, for instance, by 
lateral interaction or limitations in capacity may affect the rate in position a 
but again these should be reflected in regular changes in the "true" model: 
The wrong model, of course, should exhibit changes of an arbitrary nature in 
both structures. . 
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To render the discussion a little more concrete, suppose the serial model 
has processing parameter p, and a and b densities fa<f> and fb,<t), where:~ 
the parallel model assumes processing is independent w1th densities ga( ~)a 
gb( 7). Imagine that the true model is the serial on~. Then, w~e? a solutiOn of 
the parallel model in terms of the serial model exists, the m1mmum comple
tion time parallel densities will be of the form (see Chapter 4) 

pf. ( 7 ) ( ( . Pfa( 7
') _ d7 '] 

ga,(7)= pFa(7)+(;-p)Fb(7) ·exp -jo pFa(7')+(1-p)Fb(7') 

(l-p)fb(7) ( ( (1-p)fb( 7 '~ d7'] 
gbt(7)= pFa(7)+(1-p)Fb(7) ·exp -jo pFa(7')+(1-p)Fb(r') 

As usual, F;( 7) is 1 minus the distribution function, the so-called survivor 

function, that is, 

F;( 7)= r /;(r') d7' for i=a orb 
T . 

It is obvious that each of the parallel densities is a f~ncti~n of both the a and 
b serial distributions. Therefore, the presumed mam~ulatwn. o~ th~ b element 
should affect only !bin the fitted serial model, -but m the mimlckmg parallel 

model both g0 and gb would be altered. . . . . . . 
Some of the results from the section on additiVIty of reactiOn times m. 

Chapter 12 may be interpreted in the context of co.rrespondent change. For 
instance it was discovered there that in the case of mdependent parallel pro
cessing i'f experimental variables separately affect the distinct subsystem .(as 
in the minimum-time example just above), then additivity in ":'ean reactiOn 
times cannot be predicted. Let Xa and Xb be variables re~resentmg the exper
imental factors affecting subsystems Sa and Sb, respect.Ively. It was sho~~ 
that the exhaustive processing times of a two-subsystem mdependent para! e 

model could be written 
£(exhaustive processing time; X 0 , X b) =E[max(Ta, Tb); Xa,Xb] =r [l-G11 (7;X0 )Gb(7;Xb)Jdr 

0 

an interactive function of Xa and Xb, whereas a large and natural class of 

serial models predicted 

£(exhaustive processing time; Xa,Xb) =E(T, +T2; Xa, X b) 

= p[E(T0 ,; Xa) +E(Tb2; X b)] 

+ (1-p) [E(Tb,; Xa) +E(Ta2; X b)] 

=Ha(Xa)+Hb(Xb) 

that is an additive function of Xa and Xb as opposed to the interacti~e 
parallei function above. This outcome may be viewed as a nonparametnc 
reflection of the principle of correspondent change in the above parallel and 

serial models. 
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